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University officials optimistic

Executives agree to modified museum plan

By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Top Boy Scout executives have agreed to a
modified plan that would open the national Boy
Scout museum in Murray by June, 1985.
The Scout officials agreement is a major turning point in the effort to keep the museum in
Murray. Though the executives' agreement is
subject to approval by the Boy Scouts of America
Council, local officials are optimistic the council
will support the agreement.
Meeting with Murray State University President Kala Stroup on Monday, scout officials
responded positively to a plan scaling down the
museum's initial cost to $2.5 million. Originally,
plans ranging from $3 to $5 million had been
developed by consultants working with museum
Director Darwin Kelsey.
Under the new plan, all funds beyond the
$300,000 already committed by the university
must be raised from private and public sources.
A local fund-raising committee has already raised more than $300,000, but has kept its efforts on
hold until a positive response was received from
the Boy Scouts.

Though Stroup hasn't yet returned from
Dallas, where she met with the scout officials,
she called MSU vice president Don Kelly on
Tuesday to communicate the results of her
meeting. Stroup met with Jim Tarr, chief scout
executive; Joe Anglim, assistant chief ex.
ecutive; and Wes Parker, director of administrative services.
According to Kelly, the Scout officials "were
very encouraged" by the new plan. "In fact, they
were in agreement with what we're proposing to
do."
Sid Easley, chairman of the local fund-raising
steering committee, said he and others will meet
with Stroup when she returns, and probably wait
until after the Boy Scout Council's Feb. 8
meeting before renewing the fund drive.
''We were pleased with the efforts of Dr.
Stroup, and with the attitude of the board of
regents, to do everything within their power to
reach an agreement with BSA relative to the
museum," Easley said.
MSU regents reaffirmed their support of having the museum relocate on the university campus at their Dec. 20 meeting. Kelly said Boy

Scout executives were "very encouraged that
our board of regents had reaffirmed their
support."
Another key element in winning a consensus of
support for the new plan is the positive response
of William Gay, national Boy Scout treasurer
and chairman of the museum board of trustees.
Gay last week sent a letter to local officials in
which he gave approval of the $2.5 million
development scenario, though he expressed concern about the feasibility of raising the needed
funds. That concern was reportedly one reason
why he called off a Dec. 9 meeting between
museum trustees and local officials.
Indeed, assuming approval by the Boy Scout
Council, the success of the new plan depends
upon the ability of the 10-man steering committee to raise nearly $2 million from local,
regional, state and national sources. Having
raised more than $300,000 from primarily local
sources in the weeks following its formation Nov.
15, the committee is optimistic about the fundraising effort.
A central hope of that effort is that Gov. Martha Layne Collins will make good on her cam-

paign platform of promoting tourism, by securing partial funding for the museum. Committee
members point hopefully to the $1 million-plus
contributed by the state to renovation of the
Whitehaven mansion in Paducah.
However, members of the General Assembly
are facing a projected biennial state deficit of
some $400 million, and Collins has emphasized
lawmakers should work within existing revenues
and not raise taxes.
The $2.5 million plan for renovation and
development of MSU's former lab school on 16th
Street calls for $1.4 million in renovation and the
remainder for exhibit development and other
costs, according to Kelsey. It will enable the
museum to house and display BSA's $7 million
collection of artifacts, which includes 57 Norman
Rooicwell paintings.
The plan would represent an initial phase of
developing the museum, with funds for further
development to be sought in the future. Exhibits
and programs would be less rich and detailed
than those proposed in the $3 to $5 million plans,
but renovation would be essentially the same and
(Continued on Page 2)
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Council
members
take oath
Members of the Murray City
Council elected or reelected in
November were sworn in Tuesday evening by District Judge
David Buckingham.
Only two members — Loyd
Arnold and Ed Chrisman —
were not incumbents. Incumbents are John Ed Scott,
Steve Sammons, Keith Hays,
Mac Fitts, Howard Koenen,
E.B. Howton, Marshall Jones,
Ruby Hale, L.D. Miller and Dr.
C.C. Lowry.
The council again delayed action on awarding a contract on
bids received for sewer line extensions on the Old Benton
Highway.
The city had expected the project to cost from $300,000 to
$330,000 but received five bids
ranging from $251,505.25 to
$343,895.50. The bids, opened on
Dec. 23, were to be reviewed and
evaluated by Ron Gilkerson of
GRW Engineers, Inc.
Gilkerson, present at last
night's meeting, requested an
additional week to 10 days to
review the bids.
In other action the Council
unanimously passed a
municipal order designating the
following appointment of city
council members to various
committees and boards:

Following disagreement with ATC

City council may seek bids
from other cablevision firms

TAKING THE OATH — Twelve members of the Murray City Council
received their oath of office Tuesday night prior to the council meeting.
Calloway District Judge David Buckingham administered the oath. Ten
incumbents were among the 12 elected in the November general
election.
• Public Works Committee:
C.C. Lowry, chairman; Rub"'
Hale, John E. Scott, L.D. Miller,
Marshall Jones, E.B. Howton.
• Public Safety Committee:
Keith Hays, chairman; Howard
Koenen, Mac Fitts, Steve Sammons, Loyd Arnold, H. Ed
Chrisman.
• Finance and Personnel Committee: C.C. Lowry, chairman;
L.D. Miller, Howard Koenen.
Keith Hays.

• Murray Cable Commission:
Howard Koenen and Marshall
Jones.
• Murray Calloway County
Park Board: Keith Hays and
E.B. Howton.
• Murray Planning Commission: Mac Fitts.
• Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Advisory Commission: H. Ed Chrisman.
• City of Murray/Murray State
(Continued on Page 2)

Fiscal court approves nominations
of fire protection district trustees
.,

By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court approved JudgeWeak 's
-ErxecutTve
nomination of 18 individuals in
six districts to serve as trustees
for district fire protection
yesterday.
The court's appointment of
trustees will serve from one- to
three-year terms. Those people
scheduled to take an oath of office from each district are:
Coldwater
Josh Tabers, (1 year), Ray
Broach, (2 years); and Mary
Francis Hargrove, (3 years).
K irksey
Judy Turner, (1 year);
Woodrow Norsworthy,(2 year);
and Joe McCellon,(3 years).

Jackson
Clinton Burchett, (1 year); Z
B. Russell, (2 years); and Paul
_Pierce (3 years)
Calloway County
Bill Miller, (1 year ); Sam
Parker, (2 years); and Brent
Menning,( 3 years).
Harris Grove
Bob Kemp,(1 year); Billy N.
Murdock,( 2 years); and Bobby
Jetton,( 3 years).
Lynn Grove
Max Smotherman, (1 year;
Hilton Williams, (2 years); and
Pat Chester, (3 years)
According to Weaks, the new
trustees will take an oath of office sometime in the near future.
He explained that by the court
approving the 18 nominations it
was paving the way for each in-

dividual district to take charge
of their own affairs. "The county
is no longer involved," he
stated. "Each district will hold
elections and exercise the option
of levying a tax, creating a
volunteer fire department or
contracting with a private fire
protection company."
Weaks said it was difficult to
find 18 people who were willing
to accept the nominations, but
expressed his opinion that each
would excell in their new
positions.
County Attorney Max Parker
will serve as legal advisor to the
Individual fire districts, Weaks
added.
As explained by KRS 75.031,
upon the creation of a fire pro.
(Continued on Page 2)

Proposed amendments will change
or eliminate some elective offices
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP —
Amendments to eliminate the
elective offices of state
treasurer and secretary of state
and to change the superintendent of public instruction from
an _elective to an appointive of.
rice have been introduced in the
Senate
And in the House. State Rep.
Mark Farrow, D-Stamping
Ground. Introduced legislation
Tuesday that would turn the
duties of county jailers in Ken-

25' Per Cop),

tucky over to sheriffs.
Senate Majority Leader Joe
Wright, D-Harned, said Tuesday
that elimination of the treasurer
and secretary of state posts
would make state government
more efficient and cut costs. He
said another benefit would be a
shorter ballot, which would permit voters to focus on more important offices in state
government.
The proposed amendment. SB
100, would shift the record
keeping responsibilities of the
secretary of state office to that

of the lieutenant governor.
Wright said the duties of the
treasurer, which include writing
most state checks and helping
set policies dealing with investment of state funds, could be
assigned by statute to the
Finance 8,,,!....Administration
.
Cabinet
A state senator fired a second
salvo in the battle to make the
superintendent of public instruction an appointed, rather than
elected, official, saying "the
people are ready for this kind of
(Continued on Page 2)

By RUTH ANN COLEMAN
Staff Writer
Discord between the Murray
City Council and American
Television and Communications
Corporation prompted members
of the council Tuesday evening
to authorize Mayor Holmes Ellis
to "initiate bid proceedings with
other cable companies for service to the City."
1`g_ is cum...ALLA:
136er fron_.34
traCt AR:the CitY-ancrurray
install a new cable television
system. According to Ellis, the
action was taken because "it appears as if they(ATC) may have
changed directions."
Ellis would make no further
comment on the issue.
Problems surfaced between
the City and the cable company
when the Murray Cable Commission voted on Nov. 21 to incorporate new "state-of-the-art
technology" called addressability in the system's expansion
already under construction.
The commission then nullified
that action on Dec. 12 on the advice of City Attorney Don
Overbey after being informed
tlukt the new technology could
ultimately cost local patrons additional fees for the cablevision
service, as well as nullify many
of the current "cable ready
remote control" sets being
purchased.
ATC is not recognizing the
Dec. 12 action and is proceeding
with installation of the con-

troversial system.
system. In addition to being able
Murray Cablevision Manager to scramble any or all
signals
Ken Thomas said today that "it from the public the
company
is not in the contract that they
could potentially eliminate ser(the City) have that option (to
vice calls to the subscribers'
nullify the Nov. 22 approval)."
homes; tighten the control of
He added that the system now
converters (only ATC conbeing installed "is the same
verters can be used with the new
thing that they think they have
system); check for malfuncnullified."
tions from the office; and cut
He maintains that ATC and
operating costs of the company.
Murray Cablevisian have not
"I believe these problems we
donetCnything in violation of the suddenly have encountered
contract with the city.
could be easily resolved should
Dr. Davis Roos, vice chairwe have an atmosphere of
man of the cable commission, motivation by both sides
as
said today that "we think we do
when we.,originally met across
have the authority to nullify our
the negotiating table."
decision."
According to Morgan the proRoos says the commission was blem lies in the fact that ATC,
assured that there were no through addressibility,
is
"negative effects" associated "scrambling" all channels
with addressabWty and "it turns
which will force all cable
out that there are negative efsubscribers to purchase a confects," he added referring to the
verter to pick up the channels.
additional charges that will
"It was understood before that
have to be paid by subscribers to
a converter would be supplied at
obtain the service.
no extra charge. Even those peoDuring the Dec. 12 meeting of
ple with cable-ready sets would
the commission, Commission
get one even though they would
Chairman Jim Garrison told the
not need it. The converter could
group that both Murray Cablevithen be used on a second set," he
sion and ATC were
explained.
underestimating the effects the
Morgan said today that he
new changes would have on
"had hoped (the differences)
cable subscribers.
would have been reconciled"
Garrison was quoted as saying
and added he is still hopeful that
"There will be a lot of people
they may be.
who will not want to pay an exAlthough negotiations have
tra monthly charge, nor find out
been taking place Overbey
they will need a second remote
reported during last night's
control unit to operate their
council meeting that "progress
sets."
is slow" in resolving the proGarrison was out of his office
blems and that he expects litigaand unavailable for comment
tion will be entered into to
today.
resolve them, _
During the December meeting
Overbey would not detail any
Allie Morgan, a paid consultant
areas of disagreement in the
to the Murray Cable Commiscontract.
sion told the members that raThe motion to authorize the
tionally speaking there were
mayor to initiate bid pro.
many pros and cons to the new
(Continued on Page 2)

clear tonight
Mostly sunny but,still cold.
High from the lower to mid
30s. Light east to northeast
winds. Tonight clear and
cold. Low from 15 to 20. Light
winds. Thursday a gradual increase in cloudiness and a little warmer. High from 35 to
40. Southeast winds 5 to 15
mph.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
3.53.9
Kentucky Lake
354.3
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Kelly serving as page;
one of only three chosen
Craig Kelly, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Don Kelly of Murray, is
serving as a constitutional page
in the current session of the Kentucky General Assembly in
Frankfort.
He was nominated for the
position by State Sen. Greg
Higdon of Fancy Farm and was
selected by the Senate leadership to be one of only three constitutional pages in the state. He
was sworn in on the first day of
the session Jan. 3 and will serve
through the entire 60-day
legislative session.
Kelly is a senior at Calloway
County High School where he
has been an active member of
the speech and debate team, but
he will be attending Frankfort
High School while the
legislature is in session.
He was selected for Who's
Who Among High School
Students for 1983-84 and participated in Kentucky Boys State
In 1983
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Optimist
speakers
recognized

Convention halts college presidents'
move to control intercollegiate sports
By DOUG TUCKER
AP Sports Writer
DALLAS (AP) - Delegates to a convention of
the National Collegiate Athletic Association narrowly rejected a move that would have given
university presidents far-reaching powers over
Intercollegiate sports.
The delegates, instead, gave near-unanimous
approval Tuesday to a measure that allows college heads increased involvement in athletics
but no power to set policy.
The rejection, on a 328-313 vote, of the proposal
sponsored by the American Oouncll on Education followed more than two hours of heated
debate.
The council is a major lobbying group for colleges and universities. Its plan, known at the convention as No. 35, would have enabled a special
44-member board of college presidents to set
rules and policy for NCAA member schools and
hire and fire NCAA staff members. NCAA rules
Include regulations on academic standards.
The proposal also would have allowed the
board to overturn any action taken by schools,
subject to a veto at the following year's
convention.

The measure that passed, No. 38, creates a
similar 44-member board of presidents, which
can submit legislation directly to the convention
and call for studies and commission reports from
the NCAA staff. That board cannot set policy.
No exact vote count was taken on that proposal. The commission would be the NCAA's
first separate body of college heads since the
group was founded almost 80 years ago.
Arliss Ftoaden, president of Tennessee Tech,
was one of the most outspoken critics of No. 35.
"It is based on a false assumption," he told the
packed convention hall. "I oppose the concentration of extreme power in the hands of a few people. I simply do not like the idea. Does any such
mechanism exist in any responsible
organIzation?“
Joseph Pettit, president of Georgia Tech, urged adoption of that measure.
"The idea of a town meeting just does not work
for us anymore," he said with a wave of his hand
around the huge room. "We are not a town
anymore. We're a good-sized city. No. 35 is not
perfect, my friends, but it is a start. It is an opportunity for us to affect legitimate
improvement."

• 'Natalie McDougal of Calloway
County High School and Luke
Harrington of Murray High
School won their divisions of the
Optimist International
Oratorical Contest sponsorea by
the Optimist Club of Murray.
Both students now will progress to zone competition from
which winners will vie at the
district level for $1,000
scholarships.
The winners delivered
outstanding orations on the subject "My Responsibility, Involvement," local Optimists
said.
Second-place plaques were
won by Wendy Parker of
Calloway County High and by
Timmy Black also of Calloway
County High School.
Third-place winners were
Laura Cella, Murray High
School, and Mark Pool,
Calloway County High School.
This is the fifth year the Optimist Club has sponsored the
oratorical contest in Murray.
Almost $88,000 in scholarship
prize money is awarded annually to oratorical contest winners
by Optimist International.

ORATORICAL WINNERS - Winners in the Optimist International
Oratorical Contest, sponsored by the Optimist Club of Murray, were
announced Tuesday night. They are, girls division (from left, top photo)
Natalie McDougal, first place; Wendy Parker, second place; and Laura
Cella, third place; (bottom photo) Luke Harrington, first place; Tim
Black, second place; and Mark Pool, third place.

Legislature•••

(Continued from Page 1)

reform."
Sen. David LeMaster, DPaintsville, sponsored Senate
Bill 99i calling for a constitutional amendment that would
give the governor the right to appoint the state's top school
official.
Sen. Michael Moloney'Lexington, earlier filed a bill
that also would make the post
appointive. Moloney's bill,
however, would permit the state
board of education to hire the
superintendent.
No more than four constitutional issues can be placed on
the November ballot, however,
and a nember of constitutional
amendments on a variety of
issues already have been
proposed.

AP correction
WOODS HOLE, Mass.(AP The Associated Press erroneously reported Tuesday that
a scientist predicted drastic
climate changes within a decade
because of warming caused by a
decrease in the ocean's ability to
absorb carbon dioxide.
AT SULLIVAN S
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(Continued from Page 1)
the entire building would be used, Kelsey said. The original
plans called for $1.4 to $1.7
million in renovation.
"It puts us at a good base poilit
for building programs," Kelsey
said of the $2.5 million plan. "It
gets you into the whole 'b'uilding
and basically sets you up for
what you need to do."
MSU, by contract with BSA, is
providing the building, staff,
maintenance and operation of
the museum. The contract also
calls for MSU to refurbish and
renovate the building, but no
figure for the cost of that work is
specified. Subsequent to signing
the contract in 1981, MSU
secured state funding of $300,000
for renovation, a sum BSA last
fall said was not nearly enough
to develop a museum of sufficient quality and security to
house its collection.
MSU, unable-to commit more
funds and unwilling to launch its
own fund drive, went to the community for assistance. In a
meeting with community
leaders Nov. 15, Stroup explained the dilemma, and by evening's end g fund-raising committee had been formed. That committee comprises business
leaders and government and
university officials.

C

able...(Continued from Page 1)
Ellis stated that he respects
the action of the various commissions and boards functioning
in the city and added that he
sees the Council's action as "expressing the City's concern" on
the issue.
ROos said today the next Murray Cable Commission meeting
is scheduled for 7 p.m. Monday
at City Hall.
The ATC system now under
construction is expected to be
completed in April. The city has
been divided into three phases
for completion of installation
icted to be
and phase one is exp
completed this month.

(Continued from Page 1)
University Advisory Commission: L.D. Miller, Steve Sammons, C.C. Lowry.
Following regular agenda
items Councilman Scott expressed concern for the condition of city streets during the recent accumulation of ice and
snow. Scott said he was "out the
night it rained" and that
"everything was iced over" and
"nothing was being done to the
streets."
Mayor Holmes Ellis informed
Scott and the Council that' "for
the first time in the history of
Murray every street was
cindered." He reported that
Street Superintendent Thomas
Clendenen had borrowed equipment from the county to treat
the city streets.
Clendenen reported that 40
dump-truck loads of cinders
werepread during the period of
accumulation on the streets and

City school board
to meet Thursday

that his crew of six employees
worked "around the clock"
spreading cinders and salt. He
added that he felt "with the
manpower and the equipment
that we have, I feel we have
done all that we could do with
what we had."
Scott said he realized the problems but also questioned the
timing of the efforts to clear the
streets.
Sanitation Superintendent
Jerry Wallace informed the
Council and garbage collectors
have been encountering problems with dogs during garbage
collection.
He stressed the importance of
the city leash law and reported
that collectors "will be reluctant
to pick up garbage where a dog
is a problem."
City Police Chief Paul Jerry
Lee assured Wallace that citations would be issued to
violators of the leash law.

The Murray Independent
School Board will meet in
regular session at 7 p.m.
Thursday.
Topics for discussion include
report on formation of girls softball team, several reports from
Director of Curriculum Doralyn
Lanier, Head Start program
report, reorganization of the
board, personnel and
superintendent's report.

County board
meetingsslated
The Calloway County School
Board will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday.
Items on the agenda include
armory use agreement, high
school drug and alcohol policy,
vehicle utilization report, personnel, discussion with Bob
McDaniel ank superintendent's
report.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
INVESTMENTS

Stock Market
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final weeks of Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr.'s administration,
covers sales and use taxes
dating back to 1960.
The bill was prepared after
the U.S. Supreme Court ruled
that government-owned
facilities operated by private
contractors were subject to
state sales tax.
Carbide and the U.S. Department of Energy already have filed a formal protest with the
state.
They acknowlege that the
state is due some back taxes but
say the bill is closer to $25
million.

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

FS 753-3614
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Revenue Secretary Gary Gillis
says the state may reach a compromise with Union Carbide
Corp. over a disputed $274
million bill for back taxes.
Gillis told the House Appropriationk,,. Committee on
Tuesday that he couldn't discuss
specifics of the disagreement
because of confidentiality laws.
He said formal discussions are
underway between the Revenue
Department and attorneys for
the federally-owned gaseous diffusion plant in McCracken
County.
The bill, presented during the

• ceedings with other cable cornpanes was made by Councilman
SAVE AT SULLIVAN!S,
Steve .Sampiorw. New council
member Ed Chrisman obstiined
from the vote on grounds that he
was not familiar enough with the
situation to vote. The only "no"
lf, vote was cast by Howard
Koenen who is also a member of
the Murray Cable Commission.
r""
Koenen said he feels the cable
commission should address the
issue and that the action taken
by the council "leaves the City's
commissions and boards open to
having directives come at them
from the Council and the
mayos."

tr)

V.

State, Carbide may reach
agreement on back taxes

JANUARY BONUS SALE
Ladies

cri

not exceed ten cents per $100 of
valuation as assessed for county
taxes.
Revenue generated from
these taxes would be used for the
purpose of defraying the expense of such an establishment,
maintenance and operations of
the fire departments. Such funds
can also be used to contract for
fire protection.
The court expressed their
view that the individual districts
sould attempt to have all their
formal activities taken care of
by April 1 in order to meet election deadlines.

tection district or a volunteer
fire department, the affairs of
the district are to be conducted
by the board of trustees. That
board is to consist of seven
members, four of which are
elected by members of the
district and three to be appointed by the county judgeexecutive.
Weaks noted that two of those
elected by the district cannot be
active volunteer fire fighters.
According to Weaks, the individual districts can levy a tax
upon the property in each
district, provided that tax does

4A3

411

LeMaster said he had detected
no significant opposition to the
concept. Even the current
superintendent, Alice
McDonald, called during her
campaign last year for appointment of future superintendents.
In the House, Farrow said he
introduced his measure to turn
the duties of county jailers over
to sheriffs because " there's a
lot of duplication in the two
offices."

But LeMaster said he thought
"the chances are good that there
will be on the ballot a question of
appointing, rather than electing,
a superintendent."
"Whether it will be in the form
of the amendment I've introduced, or the bill Senator Moloney
Introduced, or some other form,
is an open question," LeMaster
said. "But I believe the people
are ready for this kind of
reform."

•
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Livestock
market
LOUISVILLX, Ky. (AP)(USDA)
- fretirnated receipts cattle and
calves 660. nepreeented slaughter
and feeder classes steady
Slaughter steers few good I 1150
lb. 57 50. slaughter cows breaking
utility and comm•refal 8.5
3150-1000. high-cutter and boning
utility 1-1 13 5047 00. high (treating
Individuals 17 26-116 75. cutter 1-2
25.00-36.50. Including weighty
datrybred• 13.00-3050. canner and
cutter under 800 lb. 11.7640.00.
Slaughter bulls yield grade 1.3
1050-1675 lb* le 75-47 M. feeder
steers medium frame 1 175480 lb.
44.00-47 00. m•dium frame 1.2
1100-4110 lb* 1000-10 00. 500-400 lbe
50.60-54 50, medium frame 11 400.100
lb. 50 6D-56 OD
large frame 2 hoistelns 385-460
lb* 40 00-44 00 Heifers small and
m•dlum frame 1 1175486 lbs.
47 00-10 26 136470 lb. 11641144.4111;
small and medium frame I 1111411/
lb. NI 00-47 00
Hogs 1.400. barrows and gilts
steady , 14 215440 lb' 53 lard 50. 1
2111-540 lba 5321-1340. 37.0-1106 lbs.
11 20 51 SO. 24 245.285 lbs.
50.0040 TS Sows steady to 2 00
lower, 1 100400 lb. 4100-4110. 1-I
100.1110 lb. 1300-41.00. 160-400 lbs.
43.00-4400. 440-460 lb. 46 00-41 00;
406-600 Ma 46 00-47 00. 110141110 lbs.
47 00-40.00, medium 100-4416 lb..
1010.1110 Boar, over 800 lb. 1050
Sheep untested
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Repent and save?
About 2 million taxpayers each year file
amended federal income tax returns, and not all
of them involve corrections of innocent errors.
Apparently, it is fairly common to try something
fancy in one's original tax return and give it up
— by filing an amended return — after the IRS
starts investigating. Indeed, in the two cases currently before the U.S. Supreme Court, the taxpayers involved admit their original returns
were outright fraudulent (one of them was even
indicted for criminal fraud), but they say their
amended and corrected returns demonstrate
that they have since repented. The question they
are asking the Supreme Court to settle is how
much this repentance will save them.
Under the U.S. Tax Code, the IRS can collect
"at any time" the taxes and penalties owed
because of an intentionally fraudulent tax
return. With no mention of repentance or amendments, the law seems pretty straight-forward.
But for most errors on ordinary tax returns, the
two taxpayers now appealing to the Supreme
Court point out, there is a three-year statute of
limitations should have started running in their
cases. Since the IRS didn't get around to going
after them within three years of their amended
filings, they should now be off the hook and not
have to pay any back taxes or penalties.
Unconvincing as this logic may sound, they
have a critical legal precedent on their side: The
same legal language about assessing back taxes
"at any time" applies to people who don't file
any returns at all, and in those cases the courts
have allowed repentant taxpayers to get back
under the protections of the general statute of
limitations as soon as they file their overdue
returns. If the court feels compelled to follow this
precedent, the two rependent defrauders — and
anyone else who manages to run out the IRS
clock with the same maneuver — could well get
away with it.
Fortunately, in oral argument the ogler day, it
seemed that the Supreme Court judges were in a
more commonsensical frame of mind. Justice
O'Conner wondered aloud about an interpreta- -tion that would make it safer to commit fraud
than many lesser tax crimes — like tax
negligence, which by law comes under a six-year
statute of limitations. Justice Stevens mentioned
"convoluted reasoning." Justice Marshall suggested that it was not the "intent to defraud" but
the "intent to escape punishment" that was at
issue in these cases.
The court's decision probably will not be out
for several more months, but it is reassuring to
know that the judges are not adverse to calling a
scam a scam. Even if they eventually decide for
the taxpayers, they have made it clear it will not
be because the court has been moved by their
contrition. Repentance may cleanse the soul, but
the court has plainly indicated that repentance
alone can't wipe clean one's debt to the IRS.
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by john cunniff

Strike theories
NEW YORK (AP) — A study of
why workers strike has produced
the tantalizing theory that most
walkouts originate in matters having little to do with money or
benefits.
Woodruff Imberman, a consultant, claims the seeds of strikes are
sewn when worker "needs, wants,
and ideas go unheard, unheeded or
unanswered," leaving them to see
managers as adversaries.
Imberman's study, published in
the Harvard Business Review, is
considered especially significant in
view of the relationship of strikes
to defense buildups, such as the one
now under way.
Imberman looked for distinctions in 28 "strike" companies and
28 unionized "non-strike" companies. He found quantitative differences in five areas: How
grievances are handled; Third shift working conditions; Attitudes
toward overtime; Use of seniority
in considerations for promotion;
Methods of disciplinary action.
In strike plants, Imberman found
managers stressed that the letter
of the contract be observed and

took the position that the purchase
of labor under the contract was the
same as bying a ton of coal.
That position, he found, led to
foremen making little effort to
resolve problems but, instead, to
telling workers to file grievances.
And management responded more
slowly in the strike-prone plants.
The "foresaken third shift," he
found, was a source of much
discontent that eventually
developed into thoughts of strikes.
Attitudes on the shift are seen as
an indicator of how rank-and-file
feel about management and of a
plant's strike potential.
The reasons are many: equipment, materials, parts and tools
are often faulty, misplaced or
scarce, and maintenance is often
poor in strike-type companies.
Foremen are inexperienced. Personnel representatives are rare.
Research showed that non-strike
companies had far fewer complaints from the third shift than did
the strike-prone companies, where
irritations festered.
Imberman found strike-prone
companies inclined to insist on
overtime rather than hiring addi-

tional workers. In contrast, other
companies periodically suspended
overtime, enabling workers to plan
outside activities.
In the 28 strike-prone plants
union leaders accepted no deviations from the seniority rule — applied to promotions, layoffs and
recalls — because they distrusted
management's motives. Imberman found the non-strike plants
operate differently, in part because
labor and management were able
to discuss matters.
In 12 strike plants the foreman
could effectively terminate a
worker's employment, although official firing was handled by the personnel department or plant
manager.
However, in only once instance in
the non -strike plants did the
foreman have such power. In the
other 27 non-strike companies the
foreman's hands were tied in one
way or another on the matter of
termination, said Imberman.
In such areas, he suggests, are
the origins of strikes. Seldom, it
seems do strikes begin over
money.
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The United Nations was founded after World
War II to bring the nations of the world together.
It was designed to create better understanding
and to further the cause of peace and human
rights.
Unfortunately these worthy aims have been
perverted, and now the United Nations is largely
a one-sided debate society. It has become a propaganda forum for Third World countries.
Their two favorite whipping boys are the
United States and Israel. According to a study by
the Heritage Foundation, 46 of 88 Security Council sessions last year were devoted to topics
related to Israel.
While attacks against the United States are
common, they usually are not too vitriolic. This
may be because the United States pays the
largest share of U.N. expenses and provides
economic aid to many Third World countries.
The foundation report says that the active antiIsrael campaign started in 1874 when Yasser
Arafat was invited to address the General
Assembly. It also points out that the U.N.
Department of Public Information has released
inaccurate attacks against Israel. These included a picture of the town of Damur in southern
Lebanon with a caption that said it had 16,000 inhabitants before Israeli troops moved in last
summer and now it has been destroyed. In reality it was destroyed in 1976 when the PLO attacked the Christian population.
The campaign against Israel, and to a lesser
extent the United States, points up the U.N.'s
failure to serve as an objective forum to bring
about international cooperation. If it is to continue to receive suport from the United States, it
must take steps to return to its original goals.
The world needs an effective United Nations to
further the cause of understanding and peace,
but as it now is constituted it does not deserve
support. The United States should let it be known
that here must be reform or we will reduce our
level of mipport.
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looking back
Ten years ago
Heavy rains yesterday and last
night forced water out of Clark's
River as well as other small
streams in Calloway County.
Calloway County Schools opened
their doors one hour late this morning. State Route 1346 near Dexter
was reported impassable.
An average of $71.13 was
reported in the opening day salesOf
dark fired tobacco here.
Kathy Anne Koenen, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Koenen, and
Roger M. Matheny, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Matheny of Lake
Beshear, were married Dec. 29 at
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ.
hristopher Lee Comer has been
promoted to First Lieutenant while
serving in Schwelenfurt, Germany.
His wife is the former Mary Ann
Melugin.
Twenty years ago
Army First Lt. William H.
Allbritten is serving as a military
police officer with Army at Verona,
Italy.
William Boyd was named as
Kiwanian of the Year by the Murray Kiwanis Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Urban G. Starks'
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary an Jan. 8.
Miss Hilda Marie Freeman.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clrence
L. Freeman, Calvert City, and Max
Manning, son of Mrs. Adell Manning, Murray, were married Dec. 21
at Calvert City Baptist Church.
Elected as officers of Murray
Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted
• Masons were Mike Stranak, Jimmy Herndon, W.O. Hatcher,
Guthrie Churchill, Buel Stalls, Jimmy Parks, Max Robers, Ralph
Morris, Richard Scarbrough,
Leonas Wyatt, Aubrey Marr and
Norman Klapp.
Thirty years ago
Cpl. Robert D. Morgan, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Young Morgan, is
serving with the 40th Infantry Division, 224th Regiment, in Korea.
PFC Bobby Johnson is stationed
at Lampassas, Texas. His wife,
Sarah, is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Festus Story.
Births reported at Murray
i.1140114114-01C-.14414 a. hpoy to Mr. and
We,. Isaac W. Dowdy.
!s Betty Ann Nix, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Hardeman Nix of
Murray, and Dewey L. Patterson
of Hendersonville, N.C., were married Dec. 29 at Corinth, Miss.
The Rev. H.P. Blankenship is
pastor of South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church.

heartline
letters to the editor

Simple facts about organ transplants
To The Editor:
There isn't going to be any buying and selling of organs for
transplantation in this country.
There has been a great deal of
emotional statement, fangy
rhetoric, and moral and ethical
concern expressed in the press, on
television, and at numerous congressional hearings recently concerning the mercenary provision of
an.org_an for transplantation.
Selling an organ is, of course, not
a donation, which is a benefaction,
a present, or a gift. This is precisely why buying or selling an organ
for transplantation is not an issue.
It won't occur in this country, right
or wrong, legal or illegal, simply
because transplantation is too
'risky medically and financially to
15e other than a Gift of Life for love
of family or mankind.

It is time to reveal a few simple
medical facts. Organs
transplanted to date, or transplantable in the foreseeable future, include heart, liver, pancreas, lungs,
and kidneys. Since we have only a
single heart, liver, or pancreas, a
cadaver is the only possible source
of these organs substantially comprised. We have two kidneys; life
after full recovery from removing
a kidney seems normal, but the
long-term effects of life with a
single kidney remain to be defined.
There is some concern that a single
kidney may, by the simple fact of
being a single kidney, be compromised over many years.
The removal of a kidney from a
living person for transplantation is
itself an injury, even if uncomplicated. However, there is a
30 percent rate of complications including heart attacks, lung clots,

Task force support urged
To The Editor:
The recent NBC television movie
"Adam" about my son, who was
abducted and murdered,
graphically depicted the horror
which can happen to any family in
Kentucky or anywhere. For those
people who missed seeing the
movie, NBC plans to run "Adam"
again this spring. I urge everyone
to watch this important movie.
On Nov. 10, 1983, I came to Kentucky to announce at a press conference in Covington. Lexington
and Louisville my wholehearted
and enthusiastic support of the
package of recommendations
recently developed by the Kentucky Task Force on Exploited and
Missing Children.
I appeared with my friend Jefferson County Judge/Executive Mitch
McConnell, who I met in 1981 and
have worked with these past years

.
C

to raise the level of official and
citizen awareness of the problems
associated with abducted, runaway
and sexually abused and exploited
children. I told audiences in each of
these cities, and made a particular
point to emphasize at my public address in Louisville, that the work of
Judge McConnell and the Kentucky
Task Force on this issue is the best
in the nation.
I ask every Kentuckian to contact his of her state representative
and state senator in support of the
Kentucky Task Force proposals
which -would make Kentucky the
unchallenged leader in this most
Important field. —
Sincerely,
John Walsh
Parent
Chairman. Child
Tragedies Coalition

acute reversible failure of the remaining kidney, pneumonia, nerve
injuries, and bladder and kidney
infections. There is also a very
small but very real risk of death
from the anesthesia or surery, and
several such deaths have occurred
to date.
In view of the fact of the injury of
organ removal, the fact of a significant chance of complication and
small but real chance of death.
would any surgeon or hospital administration participate in organ
removal with a mercenary
motive? Would any insurance company provide malpractice insurance for the surgeon or hospital
that participated in surgery so
motivated? Wouldn't the person
providing a kidney for money be
more likely to seek a second financial reward through litigation for
his injuries? Could the informed
consent of the person be truly informed with a primary monetary
motive, and would it hold up in
court?
Finally, if Society places a buy
and sell price on organs, then every
organ, including cadaver organs,
will have a price. The present Gift
of Life fdr love will disappear and
we will be poorer for the loss of this
redeeming opportunity.
Pragmatically, the consideration
number of hearts, livers, and
kidneys now available for
transplantation may actually
decrease since few could afford the
high price of an organ on the open
market.
Let us put non-issue of buying
and selling organs aside, and use
our energies and resources to promote a more effective and more .
productive national program of
transplant education, and procurement and distribution of truly
donated organs
Daivd A. Ogden, M.D.
President
National Kidney Foundation

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am still waiting
for one of my doctors to sendme a
complete list of all My bills for
1983, which I need to have in order
to fill out my income questionnaire
from the VA. I didn't get it sent in
on time, and have not received my
benefit check for January, so this is
causing me some trouble. Is there
anything I can do to get the benefit
started back while I am waiting to
receive this information and untill
I can get the questionnaire back to
VA? D.G.
ANSWER: The Veterans Administration is reminding pensioners who have received the
agency's Annual Income Questionnaire (AIQ) to be sure to return it
Immediately to avoid benefit interruption on Jan. 1, 1984.
The AIQ was mailed to VA pensioners on or about Nov. 1. If you
did not receive a questionnaire,
you should contact the nearest VA
regional office either in person or
by telephone. VA also has
counselors standing by if you need
help in completing the questionnaire. Veterans can call VA tollfree; just consult your local phone
directory under the U.S. Government listing. Also, any accredited
veterans service organization can
help you fill out the questionnaire.
Veterans should not delay return
of the AIQ if they do not know the
amount of unreimbursed medical
expenses paid in 1983. Complete
and return the questionnaire now
and report these expenses later if
you do not have the figures
available at this time.
For more information about the
annual AIQ, contact the nearest VA
regional office or a veterans service organization for assistance
In your specific case, you should
contact your regional VA office, explain why your questionnaire is
delayed and that you did not
receive your benefit in January.
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Rickey Alexander elected master of lodge
Rickey Alexander
was elected as 1984
master of Murray
Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons.
The election was on
Tuesday, Dec. 27, at the
lodge hall.
Elected as senior
warden was Cecil
Dodds; as junior
warden, Steve
Newberry; as
treasurer, George
Rehmus; and as

secretary, Charles
Jackson.
Those appointed were
Reynold Peacock,
senior deacon; Aubry
Marr, junior deacon;
David Kingins, senior
steward; Larry Crutcher, junior steward;
Pete Farley, tyler;

Elbert Alexander, marshall; Roy Harmon,
chaplain.
Each member is encouraged to attend and
support these new officers for the ensuing
year, a spokesman said.
The next meeing will
be Monday, Jan. 16,

with work in the Master'
Mason Degree. A
potluck supper will be
served at 6:30 p.m. with
meeting to start at 7:30
p.m.
All Master Masons
are encouraged to attend and help in this
event, Alexander said.

Knife collectors will help families

CHATTANOOGA,
Term. (AP) — The National Knife Collectors
Association has launched a national fundraising campaign to
help families of U.S.
Marines killed in the
Oct. 23 truck bomb attack in Beirut.
Knife maker Jim
Pugh of Azle, TeXas,
whose knives have
brought as much as
$125,000 on the collectors market, will design
control contor 753-3314 and build a high quality
fighting knife to be sold
at an auction, representatives of the group said
at a news conference.
Less expensive
reproductions of the
original knife will be
built by Pugh and sold
through a national print
advertising campaign.
Jim Allday,
spokesman for the
15,000-member association based in Chattanooga, said all profits
from the auction and
sales will be turned over
to the Marines for
dispersal to families of
the victims.
The Oct. 23 blast killchestnut st. 753-3314 ed 241 U.S. servicemen.

The campaign has
been approved by Gen.
P.X. Kelley, comman-

Lawford starts treatment
RANCHO MIRAGE,
Calif. (AP) — Actor
Peter Lawford has
started treatment for
alcoholigm at the
Eisenhower Medical
Center's Betty Ford
Center, his manager
says.
The manager, M114
Ebbins, refused to
elaborate. But a source
at the Eisenhower
center, who requested
anonymity, said last
week that a "very sick"
Lawford underwent
detoxification for
alcohol abuse at the
medical center before
being admitted to the
Betty Ford Center
"several weeks ago."
The center's
spokesman, Cliff
Brown, cited federal
regulations protecting
confidentiality of patients in refusing to
comment on Lawford's
treatment.
Brown confirmed that
actress Elizabeth
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QUITTING BUSINESS
Saturday Jan. 14 is the Final Day!
Save Up To 75%
Everything Must Go!
$3 Ties
$5 Belts
$3 Short Sleeve Shirts
$6 Long Sleeve Shirts
$10 Slacks

Bel Air Center

$e Cords
$10•12 Jeans
$50 Sport Coats
$60 Suits

dant of the Marine
Corps at the Pentagon in
Washington, D.C.

Also Selling:
Racks
Counters
Hangers
Displays
Decor

Murray

753-0550

Taylor and singer-actor
Johnny Cash are also
still undergoing treatment at the center.
Miss Taylor checked
into the $130-a-day
center Dec. 5 citing problems stemming from
prescription drugs she
had taken for various illnesses over the years.
Cash admitted himself
Dec. 16 to prevent
dependency on
painkillers he took while
suffering from muscle
spasms and recovering
from surgery on a
bleeding ulcer.

Has special train
OKLAHOMA CITY
(AP) — A model-train
collector who turned 10
today thinks his present,
a Lionel lounge car, is
pretty special —
especially`since it once
belonged to Frank
Sinatra.
Ty Woods' father,
Maurice, bought the car
for $170 at the yearly
auction sporitored by
the Central Oklahoma
Railfan Club 4n
Oklahoma City.
The car was donated
by Sinatra, 68, and
comes from the entertainer's collection at his
Palm Springs, Calif.
home.
Proof that it's from
Sinatra; stenciled above
the windows the words
"Sinatra Express," and
below that a reference
to his friend Dean Martin — "Dino's Lounge."

Anniversary event will be Sunday
Mr. arid Mrs. Curtis
Mohler tll be honored
with a reception in
celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary.
The event will be Sunday. Jan. 15, from 2 to 4
p.m. in the Fellowship
Hall of the Kirksey
United Methodist
Church.
The children and
grandchildren will be
hosts for the event: All
relatives and friends
are invited to attend.
The couple was married on Jan. 14, 1934, at
Cairo, Ill.
Mrs. Mohler, the
former Ruthie Treas, is
the daughter of Mrs.
Lousia Kathryn Treas
and the late Thomas
Jefferson Treas.
Mr. Mohler is the son
of the late Samuel Oscar
Mohler and Florence
Ann Mohler.
Mr. and Mrs. Mohler
are the parents of three
daughters, Mrs. Jerry
(Delorise) Boggess,
Mrs. Wes(Eva) Nooney
and Mrs. Fred
(Charlene) Garland,
and one son, Donald
Mohler.
They have 11 grandchildren and eight
great-grandchildren.
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Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Moriler

Wednesday, Jan. 1T
Thursday, Jan. 12
Wednesday, Jan. 11
Circles ofFirst United Calvary Temple
The Single Connection
Methodist Church Church.
will meet at 7 p.m. in
Women will meet as
Education Building,
follows: Wesleyan with
Activities at Westside First United Methodist
Alice Koenecke at 7 Baptist Church will be Church. For informap.m.; Hannah with fellowship meal at 6 tion call 4 36-21 74,
Suzanne Keesler and p.m.; teacher training 762-6856 or 759-4045.
Ruth Wilson with at 6:30 p.m.; prayer serVirginia Hale, both at vice and mission groups
Murray-Calloway
7:30 p.m.
at 7 p.m.; adult choir County La Leche
League will meet at 7
practice at 8 p.m.
Murray Bass Club is
p.m. at 1306 Sycamore
scheduled to meet at
Events at First St. For information call
7:30 p.m. at Sirloin Presbyterian Church 753-8771.
Stockade.
will be choir practice
West Kentucky
and youth group at 6:30
Exercise will be at 7 p.m. and session meting Chapter of American
p.m. at Murray Moose at 7:30 p.m.
Lupus Society will meet
Lodge.
at 7 p.m. in Classroom
Events at First Chris- No. 1, Lourdes Hospital,
L.I.F.E. Youth Group tian Church will be Paducah.
will mee at 7:30 p.m. at Youth Club dinner at
we'
Alcoholics
5:30 p.m. followed by
meeting, and Bethel Bi- Anonymous and AlAnon will have a closed
ble Class II at 7 p.m.
meeting at 8 p.m. at
Joint meeting of WMU First Christian Church,
Council and Baptist Benton. For AA inforWomen Group Leaders mation call 753-0061,
will be at 4:45 p.m. at 762-3399 or 753-7764, and
for Al-Anon call 753-5094
First Baptist Curch.
or 753-7663.
January Bible Study
Helping Hands will
will be at 6:30 p.m. at
First Baptist Church meet at 10 a.m. at home
with fellowship supper of Beverly DeVries. For
to be served at 5:45 p.m. information call 436-2663
or 436-2363.
Thursday, ran. 12
--Dexter Homemakers
Murray State UniverClub is scheduled to sity Libraries will be
meet at 9:30 a.m. at open from 8 a.m. to 4:30
Dexter Center.
p.m.
Front Porch Swing is
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at First Christian
Church.
Murray Chapter No.
92 Royal Arch Masons
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
lodge hall.
Coldwater Baptist
Church WMU will meet
tt 7 p.m.

Fresh Texas Citrus

Celery

Bunch

49°

Green Cabbage

30°

lb

89°

Senior citizens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Center and
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Ellis Center.
Mothers Morning Out
is scheduled at 9 a.m. at
First Christian Church.;
----Hazel Lodge No. 834
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
Round and square
dancing will be frOm
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Grove Roller Rink.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.

plus

$100

Fall & Winter Clearance Sale
Selected Group Men & Women's
Casual Dress Shoes
Sale Starts Thurs. Jan. 12
NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 1-5

14
Ong $69 to $t30 NOW $4
Warm stadium coats Many with hoc4'
Quilted styles. poplin and corduroy
Tremendous selection 6-16 and S- M-L

Bunch

207 N. Brewer Downtown Paris, TN
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5
New Clarksville Location
‘4..4 Hwy 79N Northeate Shopping
4.1,41"
Center St. Bethlehem TN,
Open Mon.-Sat 9-6

Flippens Also Sells Wholesale For All Your Restaurant Needs!
70 Count Baking Potatoes, Lettursn Cabbage, Onions .".nd
Much Moroi
Just Call Us At

Winter bowling
leagues of First Baptist
Church will be from 7 to
9 p.m. Call the church
office, 753-1854, for
information.

Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will meet at 8 p.m.
at J.U. Kevil Center,
Mission Board, of South 10th Street,
Blood River Baptist Mayfield.
Association will meet at
Informational
6 p.m. at Memorial Bapmeeting
to explain the
tist Church.
new programs leading
Mothers Day Out will to certification of ward
be at 9 a.m. at Good secretary. orderly,
Shepherd United medical records clerk,
medical secretary or
Methodist Church.
medical assistant starMothers Day Out will ting Feb. 6 will be at 1
be at 9 a.m. at First Continued on page SA

2 for 1

Stadium Coats
1/2 Price
Broccoli

Exercise Class will be
at 11 a.m. at First Baptist Church.

Annual Guinn's
Factory Outlet Shoes

NEW SHIPMENT

All Apples

Thursday, Jan. 12
Baptist Church.

we've been busy as bees...
LOWERING PRICES!

Flippens Hlbdly Barn - For The Freshest Produce At The
Lowest Prices!

Red, Golden Delicious, Winesap, Rome, Ark. Black

ti
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Coming community events

Ong $88 to $95 Now $44 to 547 50
Full-length quilted coats for odd
weather warmth S-M-L

44
,

Mindy Ledger & Times

753-8214
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Newborns and dismissals listed, hospital

McDougal and Johnson vows said
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Census at Murray4
Calloway County
Hospital for Saturday,
Jan. 7, was 99 adults and
five in nursery.
No newborn admiasions were listed.
Dismissals were as
folldWs:
Mrs. Maggie Colson
Pace, Rt. 1; Mrs. Wilma
L. Willoughby, Rt. 1,
Hardin; Miss Kimberly
J. Garland, Rt. 3; Mrs.
Stella R. Hutchens, Rt.
2, Puryear, Tenn.;
S.T. Etheridge, Hardin; Miss Sherina M.
Jones Rt. 4; Mrs. Clara
Jane Paschall, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs.
Vara Hurd, 202 Waterfield Dr., Clinton;
Joe 0. Wimberly, 210
South 13th St:; Joe S.
Morton, 1000 Walnut St.;
John B. McCullough, Rt.
1, Puryear, Tenn.;
Luther G. Osbron, Rt.
8; Mrs. Kathleen Green,
313 South 13th St.; Mrs.
Imogen Madden, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn.

The Murray Woman's
Club House was the setting for the winter
candlelight wedding of
Miss Angela Lee
McDougal and Kevin
Robert Johnson.
Dr. Greg Earwood
pastor of the First Baptist Church, officiated at
the ceremony read at 4
p.m. on Saturday, Dec
17.
Music was presented
by Dr. Steve Brown.
The bride is ,tht
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William H.
McDougal of Murray.
She is the granddaughter Of Mr.and Mrs
Rudy McDougal, Mr.
and Mrs. Vogel Outland
and the late Finis
Weatherford, all of Mur.
ray. Her greatgrandmother is Mrs.
Eva Provine of Murray.
The groom is the son
of Mrs. Geraldine
McMunn and Glynn
Johnson of Paducah. He
is the grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert T.
Johnson and the greatgrandson of Mrs. Leola
Johnson, all of Paducah.
The bride
The bride was
escorted to the altar by
her father and given in
marriage by her
parents.
She wore a full length
gown of white satin
overlaid in lace. The
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Robert Johnson
high collar and lace ruffles accented the sheer
lace yoke.
bride, served as matron tails, a white vest and
a
The tables were
In place of a veil the of honor. The
tie.
covered with lace cloths
bride chose to wear her bridesmaids were Mrs.
Regi Jones served as over red. The threehair in a shigon ac- Teresa Rogers, sister of
bestman. Groomsmen tiered wedding cake and
cented with roses, the bride, and Mrs. Joni
were Craig Teer and all of the decorations
baby's breath and McDougal, sister-in-law
Bill Leslie.
were in a Christmas
streamers of red and of the bride.
The bestman and theme.
white satin ribbons.
The attendants wore groomsmen wore white
Serving as hostesses
The bride carried an identical floor length
dinner jackets, black for the reception were
over the arm bouquet of skirts of black and white
pants, red cummber- Miss Stephanie Wyatt,
a dozen red roses, plaid taffeta with red
buns and ties.
Mrs. Anita Holms, Miss
greenery and baby's silk blouses.
The bride's mother Tina Cooper and Miss
breath with streamers
Each attendant car- wore a teal street length
Shelia Alexander.
of red ribbon.
ried a lighted candle ac- suit. The groom'
s
After the reception
She presented roses to cented with holly and
mother was attired in an the couple left for a wedthe parents and grand- streamers of white
aqua street length ding trip of snow skiing
parents of both the bride satin.
dress.
in Paoli, Ind.
and groom.
The groom Reception
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Janna ChadThe groom wore a full
A reception followed Johnson are residing in
wick, cousin of the dress black tuxedo with
at the club house.
Murray.

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Sunday,
Jan. 8, was 99 adults and
four in nursery.
No newborn admissions were listed.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Allie M.
Grissom, 416 S. Cedar,
Gleason, Tenn.; Verl
Trimble, Rt. 3; Miss
Dianna G. Harrison,
Box 934, Murray;
William Howard
McNeely, 1605 Ryan
Ave.; Mrs. Rachael
Daniels, Rt. 3; Dennis
Kelly, Rt. 5; Mrs
Elizabeth K. Gilliam
Rt. 7;
Miss Lottie J. Hark
sfield, 203 North L.P.
Miller St.; Mrs. Nancy
C. Parker, 1504 London
Dr.; Oveta A. Bogard,

Notthwood Institute of
Alma, Mich., and the Institute for Advanced
Studies in the Theater
Arts in Dallas.
The citation,
presented at the Players
Club in Manhattan,
describes Miss Martin
as "indomitable, whimsical, talented, tender,
caring, contemporary,
concerned and a
timeless star."
Three Northwood In-

Storewide Clearance

30 /0

Runs Through The Entire Month Of January. Shop Early For The Best Selection.
Layaways Welcome
Dixleland Shopping Center
Murray

Monday-Friday 9:30-5:30
Saturday 9:30-5
759-4882

said any medical problems probably resulted
from the severe neglect
in which many of the
children lived as babies.

Novelist writing screenplay
PENDLETON, Ore.
(AP) — Novelist Ken
Kesey, author of "One
Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest," is reported interested in writing a
screenplay featuring
Jackson Sundown and
George Fletcher, two
legends of the Pendleton
Round-Up, the annual
fall rodeo.
MiSchelle McMindes
of Pendleton and Mike
Hagen of Athena are
forming a production

company to make the
picture about the
cowboys, and Ms.
McMindes says Kesey,
who lives in Eugene, has
prepared a story outline
tentatively called "Last
Go Round."
Sundown, an Indian,
and Fletcher, a black,
competed in the rodeo in
the early part of the
century.
Hagen has had production companies in
Los Angeles and
Eugene.

SALE CONTINUES AT...

Pier 1 imports
Furniture * White Porcelain * Prints
Tea Sets * Cushions * Brass * Candl
es

Plus Our Tables Are Full Of Items
Reduced 50%

Pier 1 Imports

Bel Air Center

Murray

•

fne"----'

[January Clearance
Shop Our Sale — It's Our
Best One Yet!
1/3 and Y2 off
Gjrls Jeans Y3 off
;$''and'$10 Racks
Boys Jeans 1/3 off
Sale Items Changed Daily

Events at Murray
Moose Lodge will be
games at 8 p.m. and live
entertainment from 8
p.m. to midnight.

Murray, Ky.

LAD AND LASSIE

753-3456

Wheels Are Turning At

MURRAY WHOLESALE OUTLET
Sale Ends Sat. Jan. 14
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Uniforms of Murray
Professional and Career Apparel
for Men & Women
Pantsuits
Colored Tops
Sweaters
Blouses
Maternity Wear
Dresses
Lab Coats
Scrubs
Pants
Shoes
Key Chains, Pins, Figurines,
and Other Gift Items

has contended there is
nb proof that any illnesses were caused by
lack of oxygen eight
years ago. Lockheed

*1.4:*
44
2
1
;
1
0
4

Off Everything
Including New Spring Styles Just Arrived
Nothing Held Back!

WASHINGTON (AP)
— Lawyers are trying to,
win $10 million for 73
Vietnamese orphans
who survived the April
1975 crash of an Air
Force transport 26 days
before the fall of Saigon.
The 73 children all
were adopted by people
living outside the United
States, most of them in
France. In federal
court, lawyers for the
children and their
parents contended the
children suffered brain
damage from lack of oxygen-caused by sudden
decompression of the
airplane when a door
blew off. The crash killed 135 people.
Lockheed Aircraft
Corp., manufacturer of
the plane that crashed,

Continued from page 4A
Thursday, Jan. 12
p.m. in Classroom 210,
West Kentucky State
Vocational Technical
School, Paducah.
--Murray State University Libraries will be
open from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.

stitute students, one of gathering. "I'm the
them a Mary Martin original 'Audition
Scholarship winner, Mary.' Ten years and I
sang a tribute to the finally got on."
actress.
The Marquis de
Miss Martin said she
Lafayet
te was born in
gave two scholarships
when she discovered France in 1757.
Northwood teaches both
arts and business.
"I said I would adore
to be part of a scholar-.
Olympic
ship program if I had a
Plaza
part in auditioning,"
Miss Martin told the

e_

Lawyers sue for 73 Vietnamese orphans

Coming...

Actress Mary Martin discusses her dreams
NEW YORK (AP) —
Actress Mary Martin,
who turned 70 in
December, recalls that
she wrote an article 20
years ago in which she
said, "Be careful what
you dream, it might
come true."
"Every dream I've
had has come true," a
delighted Miss Martin
added after receiving an
"achievement in the
arts award" from the

1600 Hermitage Place;
Rt. 9, Benton; Mrs. Kirksey ; Joseph B.
Michael L. Higgins, Blanch I. Beach, Rt. 1, Wells
(expired) Rt. 5.
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Men's Dress Shirts
And Western Shirts
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Get $2.00 Off
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THIS WEEK AT JCPENNEY

Helping group will meet

THE SAVINGS
NEVER STOP!
20% TO 50% OFF

•

SUPER SAVINGS ON CURTAINS, HOME
FASHIONS, AND MUCH MORE!

Fr
p.m
Chui
ladio
open

The Helping Hands Group will meet Thursday,
Jan. 12, at 10 a.m. at the home of Beverly
DeVries. This is for persons who need help with
food, clothes, household Items, etc., or if you
need a friend to talk to, according to a group
spokesman. For information call 436-2663,
436-2283 or 436-2143.

MI
for(
Sunc
Lodi

Byers reunion planned
A reunion of the families of Mrs. Pearl Byers
Brown, Hardin Byers, Henry Byers and Lex
Byers will be Friday, Jan. 20, at 7 p.m. in the
Fellowship Hall of the Ferguson Springs Baptist
Church, located on Highway 80 near Aurora. A
potluck supper will be served. For more information call 437-4122 or 354-8275.

thy

V1801

are t

Singles plan dinner
The Purchase Area Singles Society (PASS)
will have a potluck dinner on Saturday, Jan. 14,
at 7 p.m. at the Reidland Community Center,
located on Park Road behind the Kentucky State
Highway Department, Highways 60, 62 and 68.
The entree will be furnished and dinner will be
followed by playing bingo. All single adults are
welcome. For further information call 1-898-2878
or 1-527-7253. The event will be canceled in case
of inclement weather.

PWP plans dancing
I.

20% to
35% off

The Greater Paducah Area Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will have a "Dance Night" on
Friday, Jan. 13, at 8 p.m. at American Legion
Building, Legion Drive, Paducah. Mac McGinnis
of Louisville will be the DJ for this evcnt. AU
single parents are invited to attend. For more informaiton call 1-444-9604 or 1-442-7550.

Library course planned

20% to
35% off

Sale $36 pr. 50x84" Reg $45
Let the sun shine in through
,our airy. open weave textured
draperies. Polyester/rayon/
acrylic. lined with polyester)
cotton In a variety of colors to
complement your decor
Reg
Sale
$ 79 pr $ 63
75x84100x84- .
$105 pr
S 84
125x84"
$130 pr $104

Sale $23 pr.. Reg. $29.Window
dressing*made simple at 30%
savings! Attractive dobby
patterned draperies for a
decorative touch. In blends of
cotton/polyester, rayon/
polyester/acrylic or polyester/
rayon. Energy saving foam
back. 50x84:'
Reg
Sale
$46
75x84"
$57 pr
$60
$75 pr
100x84"
125x84"
$90 pr. $72

An evening course tiled "Censorship and
Library Materials" will be taught by the Department of Library Science at Murray State University during the spring semester from 6 to 9 p.m.
on Mondays beginning Jan. 23. The course, LIB
611, is designed for public, school and academic
librarians, as well as others who are interested.
The effect of censorship issues on library book
selection and practical methods for dealing with
it will be considered.
Dlicussion also will include the history of censorship and defenses such as freedom of the
press and the Library Bill of Rights. An independent study format wll be followed. Dr. Yushin
Yo,a professor library science and the author of
several books, will teach the course. Anyone
wishing more information may contact Prof.
Yoo at 762-4298.
Continued on

page 7A

Country Dinner Plates
$359

20% off
All priscilla
curtains.

20% off
Sale 7.19 ea. Reg 8.79 Elegantly
sheer voile drapes of Dacron'
polyester/cotton 60x63" panel
60x64.1 Reg $11 ea Sale 8.79

Sale 19.20 pr. 100x84" Reg. $24.
"Newport" priscillas will add a
touch of New England charm
to your home. Extra full ruffled
tiers with tie-backs and
valance. Polyester/cotton blend.
Many other selections, all on
sale.

Choice Of Meat N' Three Vegetables
Baked Turkey, Baked Ham, Country Steak
Turnip Greens
Kernel Corn
White Beans
ried Okra

Green Beans
Brown Rice
Slaw
5 Cup Salad

Stuffed Baked Potato $159
Melted Cheddar Cheese And Bacon Bit
Fresh Baked Cobbler
With Ice Cream $ 1 25
Cobbler Only $ 1 10
Friday and Saturday Night
Seafood Buffet ;

20% off
Patrice
panels.

20% off
Dacrinon
panels.

Sale 4.79 as. Reg. 5.99. Capture
the sun with sheer bastiste
draperies of Dacron* polyester,
41x84" panel.
84x84' Reg. $14 ea Sale 11.20

Sale 5.59 ea. Reg. 6.99. Sheer
ninon drapery {5anels of
Dacron* polyester add the
perfect finishing touch to all
your window fashions. 42x84.—

*1095
Seven Seas
Restaurant
Highway 641 North
753-4141

6,xx x yx_x xxxxxxxxx
ALL BOOKS

Sale 34.99t.,
On Cozy
Electric
Blankets.

20% off
•••

Reg $40 Save on
these toasty
automatic blankets
of soft acrylic/polyester
Machine washable

Entire
Line
of
Panels.

9-9
9-9:30
12:30-6

Full/Single Control
Reg $50 Sale 39.99
Full/Dual Control
Reg $60 Salo 47.99
Queen/Dual Control
Reg $70 Salo 55.99
King/Dual Control
Reg. $100 Sitio 79.99

Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday

JCPenney

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)759-4080

1

kt•

2

Price I
To Make Room For All
1984 Books.
1984 Books Excluded
From Sale.

On The Court Saatere
Merway

753-0859

1964 .1 C Penn•y Cor
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Continued trom page 6A
Dec. 30, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs James H.
Burnett, Rt. 3 MAyfield, and Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Kandler, Detroit, Mich.

Group plans rehearsal
Front Porch Swing will resume rehearsals at 7
p.m. Thursday, Jan. 12, at the First Christian
Church. Larrie Clark is director of the group of
ladies who sing barber shop harmony. This is
open to all interested women.

Matthew

Jeffrey named director

Rainbow plans event

Ed Frank Jeffrey, formerly of Murray, has
been named as director of Personnel at
Opryland, Nashville, Tenn., according to Ennis
Jordan, director of human resources for
Opryland USA Inc. Jeffrey is the son of Mrs.
Elizabeth ..reffrey and the late Glin Jeffrey, and
the brother of Robert Guth Jeffrey and Rosemary
Thurman, all of Murray. He is a graduate of
Murray College High School and was asked to
return as speaker for the last graduating class of
the school. He received his bachelor of science
degree from Murray State University, his

Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will have an installation of officers on
Sunday, Jan. 15, at 2 p.m. at the Murray Masonic
Lodge Hall. Kerie Atkins will be installed as worthy advisor and Patricia Parrish as mother advisor. The public is invited to attend.

Jay Allen Burnett born
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Burnett, Rt. 4, Mayfield,
are the parents of a son, Jay Allen, born Friday,

Electrolysis

master's of theology at Southern Methodist
University, Dallas, Texas, and his dotorate in
pastoral counseling from Vanderbilt University,
Nashville, Tenn.

Oakley born

Be free of unwanted hair for
the fun in the sun of the
summer season. For free
consultation contact

lot

Mr. and Mrs. William Oakley, 216 North Ilth
St., Murray, are the parents of a son, Matthew
Christopher, born on Monday, Dec. 26, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs Earl Sanert, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, Mrs. Phyllis Oakley, Frankfort, and
William D. Oakley, Sevierville, Tenn.

Patricia Mullins, R.E.

Patient dismissed

753-8856

Recently dismissed from Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah, was Pamela Thornton of
Murray.

Sells to. Less • wai-ssort 5.41. for L•se •Wal-Mart Solis for Lass •Wal-Mort
Sons 114s. Less • Wot-moss Sons so,Loss .syps_ssors Sells torts's• WOI-M,• Soils for Less • `01, 1-14

For

•
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,5.411 fro

Loss •

Wol-MOrt5.1$,

to. Loss oiroi-soks

WAL-MART
BASF
Package of
3-60 Minute
Cassettes

Clearance

Reg. 4.56'

Aladdin
Temp Rite 10
Kerosene Heater
11,300 BTU
Reg 123 00

Wisk
Heavy Duty
Detergent

Joy
Dishwashing
Detergent

32 oz.
Reg. 1.96

Special Purchase

Coffee Filters

Large 32 oz. Size
Reg. 1.83

Package of 200
Fits All Basket "Noe
Drip Coffee Makers

Ateiticcat

•
Save

Save 4.94

5.93

Ladies Suede

Ladies Fashion

Extra Strength
Efferdent
Denture
Cleanser

Boots
•Today's most wanted
fashion styling in tan
with fleece lining to •
compliment your holiday attire
•Ladies sizes to 10
•Reg. 22.93

DENTURE CLEANSER

Fashion Boot

_

•Today's most wanted fashion
styling in rust to compliment
your holiday attire
•Ladies sizes to 8
•Reg. 17.94

60 Tablets
Reg. 2.06
While Quantities Last!

WhNe Quantities Last!

(Istiviicaot
•
110111.

v

# Heat Fuel
System Dryer
Anti-Freeze_

Limit 2

Photo
Coupon

TRASH &
GRASS BAGS )111

NITANT
Onion

•12 Fluid Ounces
•Reg. 57°

46°

Kordite

Spice Time

N.

Guaranteed Quality
at Everyday Low Prices

20Spice Time Spices
Choose From Minced
Onion, Oregano,
Garlic Salt and Many More.
Reg. 96'

Have Enlargements made from
your favorite color negatives!

Kordite Trash
and Grass Bags
•20 Count Package
•Fits Up To 20.Gal. Can
•Dispenser Packiging
•Twist Ties Included
'•Flog. 1.97

3/2.00
Hwy. 641 N. Central Center
Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. Noon-6
Prices Good Thru Sat. Jan. 14
110,10 .401 In. I.•$ • W0$ MOO
S.119 te.

1.., • .• 01 MO 4 SW1ll f01

LW,•

-11443.4

THREE

5"x7"

8"x10"

Enlargements for

Enlargements for

•

1-

$3

2/3.00....

Limft 3

THREE

I Coupon Must Accompany
II Order Expires 1/14/84
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Where Low P

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

•

PRICES GOOD WED. JAN. 1

BEL AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

WEEKLY SPECIAL

HOME OWNED
AND
OPERATED

WEEKLY SPECIAL

WEEKL.'

GOLD MEDAL

PEPSI
COLA

WONDER
COUNTRY STYLE

FLOUR

BREAD

88

•
..
141i'1414"....

SELF RISING

2 LITER BOTTLE

VLOUP

24 OZ.

2/89

5 LB. BAG
- PLAIN OR SELF RISING -

SANDWIC
LOAF

$11

.

a

WEEKLY SPECIAL

WEEKLY SPECIAL

TRUCK LOAD SALE
Maws .

KRAFT

3I-$11

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

MIL

3/$1

/
1
2 GAL.

5 CT. PKG.

WISHBONE SALAD

COTTAGE
CHEESE
$ 1 39

_

DRESSING

KRAFT WRAPP

Wish
Bone

S1NGL

l'9

1601..
ITALIAN, 1000 ISLAND,
FRENCH, RUSSIAN

2401.

FROZEN FOODS
KRAFT LA CREME

WHIPPED TOPPING

78

LIPTON FAMILY 24 CT.

BRITTLE.......0-0Xi.899

TEA BAGS

HEIFETZ HAMBURGER DILL

OCEAN SPRAY OtANS1RRY

SLICES

59; COCOA..
HIDDEN VALLEY RANCH
upto.4 wo
DRESSING...3 oz. 89' TEA BAGS

32 OZ. $1
" SASE

SUNFLOV/IER CORN MEAL
S LB. BAG 5129

SAUCE

is oz. 2/s1

P
? OUNCE

3 OZ.

STUFFING

6 OZ.

894

5

PORK .N

2/89' SUGAR TWIN..

BEANS. .

16 OZ.

BUSH'S BAKED

LOW-CAL S
16 OZ

$ 1 89

LIQUID

.24
. DRESSING..16 OZ.
NABISCO DANISH

2/99' COOKIES

CLEANER

.32 OZ.

'2" SNACKS

7 OZ.
VEG-ALL MIXED 16 OZ.

RONCO
32 OZ.

"

SNUGGLE FABRIC

SPAGHETTI.16 oz. 69' VEGETABLES 2/

BEANS

SHAMPOO

1 49

FRESH GREEN

ONIONS

69'

46 OZ.

1601.

28' JUICE

ORANGES

696

32 OZ.

32 OZ.

99'

le oz. $1 49

•-•

•
•••••

5/9

RED OR GOLD DELICIOUS
13 OZ.

936

APPLES....

BARING

COCOA

PRUNE

33' JUICE

MARSHMALLOW

CREME

EIU

SUNKIST NAVEL

• oz. 93'

LB.

10 COUNT BAG

LEMONS ..

CORN MEAL

MIX
S 89'
PEAS
1S01.. 276 PINEAPPLE.2o oz. 57'
FLOUR
5 LB. 69'
GREAT NORTHERN
FLAVORED 3 OZ.
NAPKINS..14o CT. 59'
BEANS
15 OZ. 27' GELATIN
181 PAPER
PINTO
VEGETABLE
TOWELS
45'
BEANS
1501.. 27' OIL
411 OZ. $1 $4$
BATHROOM
16 OZ.
42 OZ.
TISSUE
4 ROLL 65'
PORK a BEANS
27' SHORTENING .. $1"

MOUTHWASH

•

294 JUICE
APPLE

VEGETABLES

SIGNAL

,„••••

1 2 OZ.
15 /

MIXED 15 OZ.

BLACXEYE

9'

CANDY COATING

TOMATO

YELLOW

CORN

794

6V2 OZ. 894

CUT GREEN
PERT

14 oz

BUGLES CORN

COMPARE OUR PRICES ON THESE GENERIC LABEL ITEMS

HEALTH Et BEAUTY AIDS

EQUAL

lammomma

12 CT. $1
" BEANS...16 OZ.
DAWN DISHWASHING
MOP S. GLO FLOOR SHINE
32 OZ. $ 1 89

11"

KRAFT THOUSAND ISLAND

SOFTENER..33 oz. 79' CANDIQUIKI6oz.'21t
WESSON COOKING
S.O.S. 11I CT.
SHOWBOAT00RK &
48 OZ. *2" SOAP PADS
OIL
sl" BEANS. is oz. 3/s1

PKG.

NiSS, PIN

SUGAR REPLACEMENT 100 C

HERSHEY S

JOY DISHWASHING

CHICKEN OF THE SEA

TUNA

$1 69

MIX

69' LIQUID

KELLOGG'S CROUTETTES

SHELLS PER PKG.

VAN CAMP'S 16 OZ.

CARNATION HOT COCOA

111BA13`FOR CATS

PIE SHELLS
2

AMERICAN, S

SOFIE MAE PEANUT

HUNTS TOMATO

PET RITZ REG.

12 OZ. 16 SLICEii

COMPARE OUR PRICES ON THESE SUPER INFLATION FIGHTERS

MIX

•OZ.

•

LIGHT

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

FLAV-0-RICH

11 oz. $

FLAV-O-RICH 1 0/

BISCUITS

159

6401..

SUPER INFI

HUNGRY JACK BUTTERMILK

ORANGE JUICE OR
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

CHILI HOT, GREAT NORTHERN
• PINTO OR PORK & BEANS

300 SIZE

WEEKLY SPECIAL

CRUSHED

PUSH

PEARS
FREW4 PINEAPPLES

1-0-

. ANN

9

EA.

—

• 111.

110.-
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NO COUPONS OR STAMPS NECESSARY

TH THRU TUES. JAN. 17TH

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

STORE HOURS:
8 a.m. - 11 p.m.
EVERY DAY

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO B.DAIRY PRODUCTS

If SPECIAL

WEEKLY SPECIAL
ERWIN

WEEKLY SPECIAL
FRYER LEG

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

CHUCK
ROAST
1 49•

QUARTERS nityi
:
lf r

WEEKLY SPECIAL

ATION FIGHTER

POND RAISED

ISS, PIMENTO

SWIFT

USDA CHOICE BONELESS

FAMILY PACK GROUND

SWIFT SIZZLEAN

USDA CHOICE BONELESS CHUCK

FRESH PORK

FIELD FRESH HAM

USDA CHOICE SHOULDER

STOREMADE PORK

This Week Win

Last Week's Name:
Jean Nicky
Card Not Punched

SAUSAGE... LB. $1 89 ROAST

LB $

69

SAUSAGE

LB

99

FAMILY PACK SLAB SLICED

CHILI

LB.

$119 BEEF

DELI SPECIALS
GRAPEFRUi

LB $2
"

LB.69c

994

CIOUS

PRODUCE
TEXAS JUICE

ORANGES

WHITE BREAD
PEcAN PIES
CREME HORNS

.-1

vs

•',;„ 4, •

'

,

*
4
•

•

PAG
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WHERE SHOPPING

COSTS LESS
EVERYDAY!
HARVEST FARE CUT or FRENCH
'
16 oz

31c
ASPARAGUS ...
89c
TOMATO SAUCE
39c
SWEET PEAS.
31c
MUSHROOMS... 40. 49c

CHUNKY

GREEN BEANS..

CHICKEN SOUP..

BONELESS

NATURE'S PICK FANCY

15 oz.

HARVEST FARE

16 oz.

STEMS & PIECES

80c

19oz.

99c

32 oz.

1 59

2007.

-499

CHUNKY

14.5 oz.

NATURE'S PICK

19oz.

BEEF SOUP

CHUCK
ROASTS 1 29
..•

COMPARE & SAVE

SUNFLOWER OIL.
SACO

INSTANT MILK
SWISS MISS

HOT COCOA MIX.

12 ox.

99c

ECONOMY TOILET

POTATOES
20 LBS.

SA219

t

TISSUE
NY PORK SAUSAGE1 lb 1"
10 Lb.
Slab Sliced

169
17 Roll Pack

10 Lb.
Beef

BACON PATTIES

$990
Compare & Save

Your Cho;ce
CHOCO. or VANILLA
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES ON PRODUCE
10 LB. BAG RED OR WHITE

POTATOES
WASHINGTON STATE

APPLES '

LB.

FRESH

TURNIPS

LB.

$149
49c
49c

4
PACK

SNACK PAK

BACON

SUNSHINE

Ends & Pieces

CINNAMON
GRAHAMS

3 Lb. Box

16oz.

2 LB. BAG 791

BANANAS

3

$100
LB. FOR

MARGARINE SPREAD2lb89
GRATED

199
8 oz

PARMESAN

SANDWICH
CREMES.

21b.

CREAM CHEESE
Big 2 Liter Bottle

PAC MAN CEREAL

13 oz.

RALSTON

CORN FLAKES....
MEADOW FRESH

RC COLA

1 19

ASST. VARIETIES

IMITATION

GENERAL MILLS

CARROTS

99c

8 oz

109
169
99c

69c

REG. or CRINKLE

FRENCH FRIES

3201.79

ASST. VARIETIES

BUFFET SUPPERS

1 69
21b. 1

COMPARE & SAVE

OCEAN PERCH

l6 oz. I
DEL1TE ASST. VARIETIES

POTATO CHIPS...

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE
PREFECT°

49c
MOSTACCIOLI
49c
MAC & CHEESE.. 72,.. 23c
SPAGHETTI SAUCE.
99c
SLOPPY JOE SAUCE
69c
SLOPPY JOE MIX...
33c
SPAGHETTI

SANDWICH STEAKS 14 oz

16 oz.

PREFECT°

CHOCOLATE or BANANA

1601.

GOLDEN GRAIN

BUITONI MEAT or MUSHROOM

CREAM
PIES

WILLIAM'S

1.501.

COMPARE 4 SAVE

YELLOW POPCORN

216.

....
PINE CLEANER...

28 oz.

ASSORTED

14 0.

9

29 oz.

COMPARE & SAVE

7.5 oz.

I199

FACIAL TISSUE...

200d.

REGULAR or H-T-H

OVEN BEST PLAIN OR SELF RISING

FLOUR

69r

HAIR SPRAY

CAN

NATURE SCENT

BATH
SIZE

BATH SOAP
LIQUID

BLEACH

Aloo.-lbon.
9-7
Id. A.1111.-11 P.M.
Sot A.111.-7 PAIL
hos 1 P.M.-6 P.M.

128 oz.

59c
69c
99c
49c
1 29

35c
59c

WE BACK
OUR QUALITY
WITH A
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE!

A
S.

C;1983 SAVE•ArLOT Ltd

•

We Reserve the_
right to limit quantities

•

I.

ro^
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RIGHT TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES.

SINCE 1934

Pay Leso
Hankscraft Cool-Vapor
Humidifier

DRUGS

Vicks Formula 44-D
Cough Mixture

DISCOUNT PRESCRIPTIONS
1 % Gal. Capacity Delivers A
Steady Flow Of.Cool Vapor For
12 To 24 Hours. Model 240

1205 CHESTNUT
MURRAY, KY
Mon -Sat. 9 8
Sun. 12-6

Prices
Good
Thru
Jan. 15th

$396

DECONGESTANT
COUGH MIXTURE
_

Mylanta-II
Antacid
Anti-Gas

Jergens
Lotion
'Regular
'Extra Dry
10 Oz.

No,

Ben-Gay

Decongestant Tablets
12 Hour Relief
10 Tablets

Low Sodium
12 Oz. Liquid

Pain Relieving Ointment
'Original
*Greaseless
1.25 Oz.

$2
98

FOR 50% REFUND

to exceed $3(0) cut out contents statement on front
panel from any one REFILL or KIT box of RAVE• Solt Perm
co BODY ONLY Body Wave

I A dated casn regcter tape we, prim ceded and send to RAVE'
4 Oft Sate Refund. PO Box 4039, Jefferson Coy MO 65102
Ione one refund oer narne/adOreSS, Refund nal assrgnable. Void
*mere proh3beea Refund lakes 6-8 weeks Expres May 31, 1964

MO6TUA1ZiNG
Body Shampoo
Clean Soft Skin
'Fresh Jasmine
•Fresh Spring
*Wild Flower
8 Oz.

Right
Guard
AntiPerspirant

RIGHT

GUARD

"Ct..1-TVIVT

Cut-Rite
Wax Paper

*Scented.
'Powder Dry
2.5 Oz. Aerosol

100 Feet Roll

4

Neo- ynephrine
- Nasal Salty
Cepacol

1% 15 ml. No. 519

Aqua Fresh Toothpaste

Mouthwash
and Gargle
18 Oz.

Super Size 8.2 Oz.

Chun King
Chow Mein

M & M's
Chocolate Chips
*Plain
'Peanuts
8 Oz. Bag
Yow Choice ..

'Shrimp
*Chicken
'Beef .
42 Oz.

Hershey's Big Block
Candy Bars
'Milk Choclate
'With'Almonds
iKrackel
*Mr. Goodbar
'Special Dark
Reg. 48e Each

3

For

Quaker
Chewy Granola Bar

Plastic Bottle
0 5 Oz.

'Raisin & Cinnamon
*Chocolate Chip
Mix or Match

Pictures
Assorted Religious Scenes
Wooden Frames With
Glass Covering
Size 16''x20"
No. 41620

$777

Vanguard
Vinyl
Carpet
Protector

Soft Scrub
Cleanser
13 Oz

$
221
/
2 Oz.

1 18

Jergens
Lotion-Mild
Soap

2 For

White Rain
Hair Spray
'Regular
'Extra Hold
'Unscented
'Ultimate Hold
7.5 Oz. Aerosol
8 Oz. Aerosol

79°

*Regular Box of 28
'Extra Strength Box of 20
*Caffeine Free
of 20
*Plus Vitamins Box of 16
Your Choice

•e•

Pillsbury Deluxe
Fudge Brownie Mix

SHOP AND
SAVE AT
PAYLESS

Limited
Quantities

Lose Weight
Fait
The Strongest
12-Hour Formula

Rubbermaid
Dish Drainer Tray
1534"x20'4"
Assorted Colors
No. 1181

Pocket or Purse Size
Photo Album Holds Up To
24 Photo's
Size 31
/
2"x5"
Protected
Clear Vinyl
Pockets
1
No. BB24

Dexatrim

Jumbo Roll

Sin

Brag Book

Visine
Eyedrops

Viva
Towels

aox

Your Chuice

Lysol
Pine Action
15 Oz

G.E. Spray Steam
• And Dry Iron

Mennen
Speed Stick
Anti-Perspirant

Light 'N Easy. Lighter To Handle. Easier
To Use. No. F392

*Fresh
*Spice
*Unscented

2.25 Oz.

Fibermed
High-Fiber Supplements
Natural Food Fiber

Box of 14

''Boroness"
Irang Bard

Ironing Board Pad
And

Assorted Flavors

Reinforced
T -Leg Constructoon
Ribbed And Vtnted
Steel Top
No,.43-011 11

spicon• Coated Cover. 100%

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES
ON FILM
PROCESSING

.i,Cbtton With Coating Containings
;Aluminum Silicone. Fits
Standard.54" Aosta.

44

LOW PRICES

No. VO7111

N PRESCRIPTIONS

71:117,•:!f11•^' •

..
1•1•0•10.

•

• "'I'',

P s•
•••• •••
. .

••• AN,

•••••

••

•

••Nr -47,
*Mr
,
*OH.

• ,

„

:_•••,••
.

,

•
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•
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Doable Coupons Thurs.- Jan. 12

Chestnut St. Murray

Double Savings with your favorite manufacturer's coupons. Well double the
face value on coupons up to .50 face value with the purchase of the specified
product. Excluding "Free Coupons" and "tobacco" or "coffee" coupons. Clip
'n Save double from your favorite magazines, newspapers, or direct moil
coupons. Jim Adams makes the savings double.

Prices good Huy
Tuesday, January 17, 1144.
We reserve dos Sight to
limit spreeHtles and
correct prattles errers.
• "_

ADA

t•-••

••

•

Kleonex•Jumbo Roll

Pillsbury•4 pack of S oz. cans

Towels

Biscuits

.69

Giant Size•49 oz.•Detergent

Oxydol

Joan of Arc• lboz.

Golden Corn
Poonut Buttor

Jif 18 ox.
Foci&• 175 cf.

Kleenex Tissue
a

Big IS oz.

2 .89
1.59
.79

2.49
.89
2 for .99

Wesson Oil

for

Hunt's 24 oz.

Catsup
luck's• 15 oz.

Beans

Ludes•15oz.

2 •99
1.09

Peas

for

Kraft•14% oz.•Wuxi,

Mac.& Cheese
1GA•1 Lb.

Saltine Crackers

.59

4

•
•

4
.

Instant Coffee
Maxwell House

,00..3.99
Cotton•PM,

.89
1.69

Jersey Gloves
1N Caves

Bayer Aspirin
Gegoegic Label•Gallee

Apple Juke
Lucky Leaf•25.a.

Apple Sauce
Gegserk Label•7/
1
2 ez

Bleach
Campbell's•

Lucky Leaf•411oz.

.7
oz.• Crean of

Mushroom Soup
PGA•32et.

Mac.& Cheese

.37 coif,. 1 lb.
1.09 Tea Bags
.89 Instant Oatmeal
Gemork Lebel• 10S ci

Salad Dressing
Wimp's•1202.

1.29
.89
2f.,.49
1.99
1.09

Generic Label• 10 oz.

Corn Flakes

,
,
a

25 lb. Krecklla

3.99
1.59

Dog Food
Quiet•liquid

Era Detergent
Generic • 64 oz.

1.99

Grape Juice
•
Green Gigot•21 es.

Flogat's•Om.

Fisher•Samderkb MEW• 12.i.

Tomato Sauce

ChoeiSticeit

Figont'e• 450z.

Tomato Juice
Itedeabsaber

30 oz. Popcorn

2.59

Lasagna

.89
I.

1.19.
21..89
.39

uilki'm Live*/

Yogurt
Double Luck•21 oz.

Green Beans

* Plump Juicy Fruit *

Generic • 8 oz.

1.09

Cocoa
Generic • 64 oz

1.55

Apple Juice

1 e‘
IY
i

* Realean Pork * U.S. Choice Beef * and Cut Fryers *
0000eVjek%

vourriiiso

,.

U.S. Choice Iowa Grain Fed
Boneless

Shoulder Roast

59

Lb.1 •
GA

Field's Sliced

Lb .89

Pork Sausage
Field's

Pro-Leaguers.

Bologna

16 oz.

1.39

William's
12 oz.

1 09

Sausage

Lb.

1.49

Field's • 12 oz

Sliced Bacon

1.19

Fresh Sliced

Pork Liver

Lb

.59

Freels Tessder

89
Cauliflower
Hd. 1.49
Tangelos
0a., 1.49
Oranges
104 1.49
Broccoli

Dena •

Fres&

D'Anjou Pears

Sose•WIllaa

See-Wlilto•let.

Milan

la Ilse WWI

Texerweef

Lb..

Mushrooms

.99

Pecans

99
1.79

Lb •

Freels

Peanuts

2 Lb

* Bakery Fresh Goodness *
11,
1
di.
I

•

•

•

01
AI
•

•••

Hand Cut•mixed Parts

Frying Chicken
Family
Pak

59.

1.b.•
U.S. Choke•Ilemolem

Shoulder Steak

Lb,

U.S. Choke•lismeless

Savoy Steak

lb

1.99
1.99

U.S. assize• Maslen

Cube Stook
U.S. Odes•leoselises

Stew PAeat

2.99
Lb. 1.99
Lb.

U.S. Choice• beef

Short Rib
Nibs*•1111 ea.

Oreo,Cookies

Lb

1.49
1.89

Colas
16 Oz. 8 Pk.

$ 1 49
Plus Deposit
Or Bottles
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13%16
UNCLE JEFF'S
HEALTH &
BEAUTY AIDS

UNCLE JEFF'S
SPORTING
GOODS
•
•

Good Thru The 15th
Good Thru The 15th

Diamond
Wooden Round
Toothpicks

Chap Stick
Lip Balm

wIEEEE.E.E.E*E.E.E.t.c_WEA.E.EEE.E.E‘E.E.EEt..`E_VEE.EVEN.A..EWENAttAA:C•..
40
Just Arrived New Shipment Of
In

Box of 800
No. 41890

$539

;
6
1

Pacquin

Solids, Plaids
Como
New Shipment
of

Champols
Flannel
Shirts

In Forest Green
or Brown
Large Patch Pockets
With Velcro
Rog. 35.95

Sale

Starting At

1141
XXL, XXXL, XXXXL
lio
Sale $2
5
97
Ito
01'
10
'
.laiVi.16.11.
1
.1616-163N1
.
1
.-VIViii.I.1.1.VVVINVINVIVVVIIAINVia-106-16Wii30
)1111
60
60
60
60
60
01
611)

Robitussin DM
6-8 Hour Cough Control
8 Oz.

01
.0
01
01
10
01
0
01

4
.

Handi-Bag Plastic Trash Bag
Robitussin
..

VVVVVVVVVVVii-VVII-Via-VV%.VVVVII-VVVVINVVVV1

Down
Vests

High Potency iron &
Vitamin Tablets
100 Tablets

Robitussin
For Children & Adults
8 Oz. Regular

White, Chartreuse, Yellow & Green
Also Treble Stinger Hooks

laalaWtS11.1.

Geritol
Tablets

Hand Cream
Dry Skin or Medicated
8 Oz. Jar

Fits Up To 33 Gal. Can
Box of 7 No. 24185

Sale

67

0-tip
Cotton Swabs
Djouble Tipped Swabs.
Pack of 300
4

... -

_ ts

01
60
olo
't0

n
4v)
0
i

i ow
."

Folding Wooden Cots •24"x72"
•12 oz. 100% Cotton Cover
•Spocially Harden Woods
$2495
•Middie Log Reinforced
•For Home, Camping or Hunting

e

_

9
We Have The

Camouflage
Hooded Parka

Largest Selection
Of BB Guns
All At Special

Drixora I
Decongestant
Tablets
12 Hours Relief of
Colds & Sinus.
Box of 10

Rodda Toasted
Coconut
Marshmallows

Sale

Rave Soft
Perm Refill

59c

Regular, Extra Curly,
Body Wave.

Hershey's Big
Block Candy Bar

Sale Your Choice$

IFE.E.E.Et-_E_ILE.E.E.C..E..'F_t_ILE.A.E.E.I- A- El.1-1

Men's
Pre-Washed

Men's

Sweaters
/
1 2 Price

Levis® Jackets
Only $3299

Reg. 9.99-16.99
Good Selection
Several Styles
Sizes Sm-XLg

Aqua-fresh Toothpaste
Super Size

$ 1 24

Sale

8
95

Now $499—$84

3/99

Visine Eye Drops
1/2 Oz. Plastic Bottle

Special $

99

Milk Chocolate, Krackel,
$1.44 Value
Mr. Goodbar, Milk Chocolat* mix or match
with Almonds, Special Dark.
Reg. 48` Each.

Salo

Prices

Sale $ 1 88

9 Oz. Bag

•

Coffee
Filters

I Dingo Boots
All Mens

Sale

For Basket Type Automatic Coffee Mak
Poly Bag 100 Filters

Sizes 34 to 48

Ultra Yarn
2Skeins For $ oo
RAe

egigr

F1oou
Asorso/
tPo. C
yA-o
slroyorlszic.

$449°

Values To $85.00
Variety Of Styles

1,4,414,...,14400.41 TAIENT

1.25 Oz. Tube

Magic Magnetic
Photo Album

,

Quaker
Chewy
Chewy Granola Bar
Granola
Peanut Butter & Chocolate Chip
Bar
Raisin & Cinnamon
Chocolate Chip
Chewy Hut a Raisin
Box of 8

40 Pages, 20 Shoots
Holds Approx. 200 Assorted
Size Photos $8.00 Value

95
Solo $29

Girls Cordukoy

Jackets
/
1 2 Price

By Wrangler®

Reg. $21.99

Mens Sale Price $22.88

$1
"

G.E. Computerscale
Electronic Digital Scale
Compuscon Weighing
System Computes Your
Weight Electronkally.
Easy To Road Digital
Display. No. EDS-3

Mens & Boys
Polyf ill

Boys Sale Price $14.88

Sale Your Choice

Lwow.

elk

•

Sauger Jigs

Mad* in U.S.A.
sak
,3/$ 1

%

Jeans
$000
On Sale
Reg. $12.00
Assorted Colors
Sizes 7 to 14

Reg. $44 99 to $49.99

PO P.ROW

Jergens Lotion

Mild Soap
Bath Size Bar

soh,2/491

Ladies Braxton

Special Group

Jeans

Ladies Skirts

$ 1 700
On Sale
R9. $19.88
Stretch Denim
Navy or Black

/
1 2 Price
Values Te 1-2.ea
Sizes 8 to 38

_
.
•••••••••A••?••4."•••••-•---r-1-

••-••
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!Akers struggling to stop skid

Lady Lakers back on track with home victory

SEDALIA SANDWICH — Calloway County freshman Christy Darnell (far left)
slaps a ball loose from Sedalia's Lisa Cantor(52)while Lady Laker teammate Sherri
Gallimore closes in from behind. Tough defense plus a game-high 21 points by Beth
Hooks (right background)- helped Calloway defeat the Sedalia visitors, 59-36,
Tuesday
Staff photo by Jim Rector
'lore toils lo• loss •Wol Men So41. foe Lass • ••at Mort Soils
toe

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Calloway County High
is back to playing leftright basketball. To
CCHS fans that's what,
unfortunately, has
become the norm after
varsity doubleheaders
this season.
The Lady Lakers put
a notch in the win column on the left and the
Lakers mark a loss on
the right.
After losing only their
second game of the
season last Friday, the
Lady Lakers returned to
their ways as the hottest
varsity basketball team
In the county, beating
visiting Sedalia, 59-36.
The Lakers fought
back gamely after falling behind by as much
as 16, only to lose in the
final seconds, 64-57.
Varsity Girls
CCHS Coach John Orr
was forced to play his

Lass • Wal-Mart Soils for Loss • Woi-Mort Soils lo• Lass •Wo' '441c

two freshman Christys to our pre-holiday form
— Darnell and Anderson timing-wise because we
— when two of his haven't had everyone
regulars were on the healthy and in the lineup
questionable list at the same time," Orr
Tuesday.
observed. "We're not
His youngsters played where we were at this
like he expected them to time last year offensive— short on experience, ly either, but overall I
but making up with hus- think we're playing bettle — and the possibility ter defense.
of a Sedalia victory was
"Our scoring's going
averted.
to come around — it's
Senior Beth Hooks just a confidence thing
scored a game-high 21 right now with some of
points and Anita Hill ad- our girls who haven't
ded 13 as the Lady been playing up to full
Lakers overcame the strength because of one
loss of sixth-player reason or another," he
Amberly Moss (ankle added.
Injury) and the limited
The victory improved
play of Terri Malcolm' Calloway to 7-2 on the
(recovering from‘ year and Sedalia, the
weeklong illness). Both best girls team in
Tammy Treas and Graves County this
Sherri Gallimore added season, dropped to 8-3.
eight points and Ander"It wag a good win for
son added five more in us, especially beating
Sedalia who is
the fourth quarter.
The Lady Lakers took undefeated in Graves
advantage of 23 Sedalia County," Orr said.
turnovers, 18 caused by "We're not exactly
the CCHS starters, to Richmond (girls state)
carve a 13-2 lead in the material right yet, but
first four minutes which we'll take the win
blossomed to 30-17 -by •anyway."
halftime.
For the Sedalia
"We're still not back visitors, Tracy Henson
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Procter & Gamble

•

PS

Murray Supply Co.
Special Purchase Sale

Join Together To Support

Special Olympics '1

Hallmark's HTR-95
With 9500 BTU's
Only

Proctor & Gamble
will contribute-10C for
every coupon redeemed
by January 20, 1984
Up to a total of

$75o,000
A k.

a

5995
HSC-1110

20

When You Buy One
Any Size
Limit One Coupon
PPI Purchase

$9995

Hallmark's HSC-180
With 18,000 BTU's
Only

Save An
Additional

and Jill Sonnerville
were the top scorers
with 11 and 10 points.
Varsity Boys
By the time the
Lakers decided to play
basketball Tuesday
night, Sedalia had
almost loaded up the
bus and left for home.
But the Calloway
hosts made a game out
of the first-half fiasco
and cut a 16-point Lion
lead to only two, 54-52,
before John Mark Potts
forced a 54-54 tie with
his jumper at 2:10 in the
fourth period.
From there the two
squads grappled for
control with the lead
changing hands four
times before the outcome was decided.
Potts scored 12 of his
20 game-high points in
the final quarter and a
half but he went cold —
as did the rest of the
Lakers — when the
game was on the line.
"We couldn't ask for a
better effort than the
one our guys gave in the
second half," said CCHS
Coach Jack Pack, "but
we never could get the

Pt

We Carry Parts And

Head & Shoulders Shampoo

.1 5 Ounce *Regular or
conditioning formula •Limit

Save An
Additional

Wicks For The Heaters
We Sell"

2

25•

Murray Supply Co.

When You Buy One
Any Size
Limit One Coupon
Per Purcha

208 E. Main

Sr

753-3361

West Kentucky's Bargain Center"

4.

F

YOU'LL

LOVE
Save An
Additional

OUR BEST
LITEX
CEILING
FAN

20c

When you Bur 'wo
Any Size
t_gnIt One Coupon
Per PurchAcr•

The Style And Grace
Of Years Gone By...
Energy Savings
For Today

big bucket when we
needed it. I really
thought when we took
the lead (56-54) we were
going to win."
Calloway's first advantage of the contest
came with 2:00 to play
after reserve guard
J.W. Foster intercepted
a Sedalia pass, was fouled, and sank two free
throws.
After Sedalia's center
Jeff Britt tied the game
at 56-all with a tip-in
seconds later, the game
became a free throw
shoot,out. The Lions took
control at the line.
Sedalia's Kenneth
Anderson hit 14 of his 16
total points from the
charity stripe including
four in the final halfminute. Lion guard
Mike Phillips, who led
the game with 22 points,
hit two free throws with
(Continued on Pg. 15A)

Lady Tigers
beat PTHS;
even record
PADUCAH — Murray
High's Lady Tigers
overcame a horrendous
shooting night to edge
host Tilghman, 32-30,
and even their season
record at 3-3 Tuesday.
Coach Jimmy Harrell
said his team shot
"pitiful" but acheived
its' main goal of the
evening — to win and
even the team's record
at .500.
"We had a very bad
shooting night —
everybody on the team
did — but somehow we
managed to pull it off,"
Harrell said.
As a team the Lady
Tigers shot only 23.3
percent from the field
(14 of 60) and only four
Wail from the free throw

None of the Lady
Tigers broke into double
figures: Sherri Swift
came closest with nine
followed by Connie
Spann with eight and
Diana Ridley with
seven.
But if the visitors
were having a cold
night, so were the
hostesses as none of the
Lady Tornado players
made over six points.
Murray trailed 12-11
at halftime but took the
lead and increased it to
23-16 in the third period.
Murray led by as much
as 10 during the second
half. Harrell creditag
his press defense with
the La_cly Tiger
turnaround.
Although the Murray
girls are even at 3-3,
they won't stay that way
for long — one way or
the other. Thursday
night the Lady Tigers
travel to Marshall County where they'll play the
No.1 girls team in the
state.
at Paducah Tilghman
TILGHMAN 130) - Tolbert 2 2-5 6
Underwood 1 0-02, Johnson 1 2-34,
Hobbs 2 0-0 4: Cooper 3 0-0 6,
Copeland 2 0-0 4: Lowery 2 0-0 4
Totals - 13 4-6 30
MURRAY I 321 - Spann 4 0-0 8.
Thompson 2 1.9 5; Swift 4 1.39, Hays
I 1-53. Ridley 3 1-5 7 Totals - 144.20
52
Halftime - PT 12, MI-IS 11

Rozier says"
'Yes he did
sign contract
flounce Fabric Softener
•40 Count •Lontt

"THE HUGGER"
This Fan Can Be
Mounted Directly
On The Ceiling Using
No Down Rod

Prices Good Thru
Sot. Jon. 14
641 N.
Control Contor
Mon.-St. 9-9
Sun. Noon-6

WALIMART
Low Prices Everyday
...That's "THE WAL-MART WAY"
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PITTSBURGH (AP)
— The Pittsburgh
Maulers say they're
"very relieved and happy" that the confusion
Involving Mike Ftozier's
signing with the United
States Football League
team has ended
The Reisman Trophywinning running back
from Nebraska confirmed in Tokyo on Wednesday that he had signed a
three-year contract to
play for the Maulers
"Yes, I signed,"
Rozier told an
Associated Press
reporter outside thp
-1Ibkyo hotel where he is
staying with other
players participating in
next Monday's ninth annual Japan Bowl football game.

•••••••••.
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Aparicio
Killebrew
inducted

i

NEW YORK (AP) —
Luis Aparicio, Harmon
Killebrew and Don
Drysdale, who thrilled
baseball fans in three
different ways, are the
newest elected
members of the Hall of
Fame.
Killebrew made his
mark as a home-run hitter, Aparicio as a slickfielding shortstop and
basestealer and
Drysdale as a pitcher,
but they each carried
their own area of
strength to a spot in the
Cooperstown, N.Y.,
shrine. Formal induction will be Aug. 12.
In balloting by the
Baseball Writers
Association of America,
which released the
results Tuesday night,
Aparicio was named by
84.6 percent of the
voters, Killebrew by
83.1 and Drysdale, who
made the Hall in his 10th
year of eligibility, by
78.4. A player has to be
named on 75 percent of
the ballots to be elected.
Killebrew, in his
fourth year on the
ballot, is the first
member of the Minnesota Twins, who
started in 1961, to make
the Hall of Fame.
Aparicio, in his sixth
year of eligibility, is the
first Venezuelan.
A total of 403
members of the association voted in the election, so 303 votes were
required. Aparicio got
341 votes, Killebrew 335
and Drysdale collected
316.
Relief specialist Hoyt
Wilhelm, who appeared
in more games than any
other pitcher in baseball
history, missed election
by 13 votes.

A..

VoIs upset LSU, 70-69

A
'T

Houston rejects 2-man-team image
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
When Akeem Olajuwon and Michael
Young are off their
games for the Houston
Cougars, Coach Guy
Lewis doesn't have to
worry too much. He can
always look to Reid Gettys for leadership.
"I've said all along
we're not a two-man

1

LIONS' PRIDE —
Calloway County guard
Mickey Garrison (32) gets
tangled up between a couple of Lions including the
pride of the Sedalia team,
Jeff Britt (21), honorable
mention All-State center
last year. Sedalia won
Tuesday's contest at
Calloway, 64-57.
Photo by Jim Rector

Lakers
1:05 remaining to give
his team the lead for
good. 58-57.
"We missed some
crucial free throws but I
blame that on inexperience. Those same
shots a senior ballplayer
would have stepped
right up and made,"
Pack said.
The Lakers, short on
senior ballplayers, have
been forced to alter
their lineup after losing
both starting guards
from the first of the
season (one quit and the

.11.•

(Continued from Pg.14A)
other was suspended
from school) and the inexperience of _the
replacements was obvious in 26 first-half turnovers Tuesday.
Calloway has lost
eight of it's 10 outings,
including the last six in
a row.
"We're going to get
better, though," Pack
assured, "There's no
doubt about it. We really
need a win right now to
get us straightened
out."

Friday both Calloway
teams travel to Lowes
for a varsity
doubleheader beginning
with the girls game at
6:30 p.m.
Varsity Girls
SEDALIA (361 — Cantor 2 0-0.4.
Russell 0 1-4 1; Henson 5 1.1 11: Sonnerville 2 6-10 10; Herndon 1 1-2 3,
Poyner 1 1.3 3; Hale 1 0-0 2, Poyner0
2-22, Bruce 0 0-1 0. Pritchard 00.10,
Totals — 12 12-24 36.
CALLOWAY CO. 50 — Trees 2
4-58, Malcolm 0 0-0 0; Hooks 77-11
21, Gallimore 3 2-2 8; HW 4 5-6 13;
Anderson 1 3-4 5, T.Lamb 0 0-1 0;
S Lamb 0 1.2 1; Eldredge 1 0-02;

Darnell 01-1 1. Totals — 182332 59
Halftime — CC 30, Sedalia 17
Recorda — CC 7-2, Sedalia 8-3
Varsity Boys
SEDALLA (64) — Britt 4 4-4 12
Wigoins 2 2-9 11: McAlpin 1 1.2 3.
Anderson 114-17 16. Phillips 8 6-9 22.
Rickman 0 0-1 0; Wacker 1 0-0 2.
Fulcher 1 1-2 3; Copeland 0 0-1 0
Totals — 18 28-39 64.
CALLOWAY CO 1571— Waldrop 1
5-67, Potts 7 6-7 28: Johrupon 4 1-3 10,
Skinner 5 5-6 11, Albritton 1 0-0 2,
Foster 3 1-3 7; Mickey Garrison 00.1
0; D Schwerin 0 0-1 0_ Totals — 19
19-27 57
Total fouls — CC 26, SEIS 22 Fouled out — (CC) Waldrop, Skinner,
Albritton. (SFIS) Wigolne
Halftime — SHS 38, CC 24
Records — SHS 6-4. CC 2-8,

team," said Lewis Tuesday night after watching Gettys take over
the starring role as the
Cougars defeated Texas
69-58.
The junior guard
scored 12 points as the
seventh-ranked Cougars
extended their
Southwest Conference
record winning streak to
27 games.
"Michael (Young).
has been carrying us all
year long," said Lewis,
"but he didn't have one
of his better games
tonight."
Young had only 10
points, well below his
average of 22.4 points a
game. Gettys' 6-of-9
shooting from the field
broke the Texas zone
which collapsed three
defenders inside on the
7-foot Olajuwon, who
also was limited 10
points.
In other games involving the nation's ranked
teams, No. 6 UCLA beat
Stanford 71-63, No. 10 St.
John's trimmed Connecticut 68-65, No. 11 Louisiana State was upset by
Tennessee 70-69 and No.
15 Georgia walloped
Mississippi 70-51.
Kenny Fields scored a
game-high 19 points and
Reggie Miller added 12
to lead UCLA over Stanford. The Bruins continued their hex over
Stanford by winning
their 36th straight game
over the Cardinals in
Southern California.
Stanford's last victory
in Los Angeles was in
1952. Overall, the Bruins
have won 32 of the last
35 meetings with
Stanford.
Willie Glass converted a pair of free

throws with 1:32 remaining to break a 59-59
tie, leading St. John's
over Connecticut. Chris
Mullin had a game-high
21 points for the
Redmen, 11 of them in
the second half when St.
John's wiped out a 38-28
disadvantage at the
intermission.
Willie Burton scored a
game-high 21 points and
hit a 30-footer with two
seconds remaining to
lead Tennessee over
Louisiana State.
"The release felt good

and I watched it," said
Burton. "When it went
in I didn't know what to
think. It wasn't until my
teammates piled on me
that it really hit me."
Vern Fleming scored
seven of his 17 points in
a second-half surge as
Georgia beat Mississippi. Fleming scored
seven of his points to
help the Bulldogs pull
away to a 55-43 lead
after Mississippi had
moved within three
points. Then the Rebels
never got closer than 10.

Murray Home & Auto
:hestnut Street
Murray. Ky.

1/14Le

Cake Decorating
Pans & Accessories

Y2
PRICE

Sports Scoreboard
High SchootBasketball
High School Basketball
Tuesday's Games
BOT5
Ballard Memorial 87, Mayneld 68
Barbourville 86. Williamsburg 54
Bellevue 81. Coy Latin 53
Berea 80. Richmond Model 64
Bowling Green 60. Warren Cen
tral 48
Breckinridge Co. Si, Central City
5820,
r
Carlisle Co. 21,--rienO_Oak 39
Covington Catholic 86. Simon
Kenton 55
Cov. Holy Cross 70. Bishop
Brossart 62
Davis,. Co. 55, Owensboro
Catholic 4$
Erlanger Lloyd 49. Boone Co. 47
Fort Campbell 68. University
Heights 61
Franklin Co. 48. Scott Co. 41
Fulton Co. 59, Hickman Co. 48
Laurel Co. 84, Lex. Cathotle 64
Lax. Lafayette 69, Western Hills
58
Lou. Central 71. Lou. DeSales 86
OT
Lou Eastern 67, Lou. Jefferson•
town 48
•
Lou. Fern Creek 48, Lou. Ballard
44
Lou. Iroquois 59, Lou Bishop
DiVtd 41
Lou. Manual 68, Lou. Moore 53
Lou. Shawnee 51, Lou. Pleasure
Ridge Park 49
Lou. Trinity 63. Lou. Seneca 60

College
Basketball
Tuesday's Collage Basketball Scores
EAST
Boston U 82. Siena 69
Brown gt, Hofstra 64
Canishis 62, Colgate 44
Cornell 53, Utica 52, OT
Delaware 58, Columbia 63
Kariat 79. St Francis. N.Y 62
Princeton 80. Hartford 66
St John's 68, Connecticut 65
SOUTH
Georgia 70. Mississippi 51
Jackson St 68, Ark.-Little Rock
61
S Alabama 50. S Florida $8
Temple 68, Shorter 57
Tennessee 70. Louisiana St SD
rn.-Chattanoota 00, Appalachian
St. SO
MIDWEST
Illinois St. 113, US International 66
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas St 62, Tennessee St 49
Houston N. Texas 58
Lamar 75, Texas-San Antonio 51
FAR WEST
Denver 54, E Montana 51
°omega 91, E Washington 80
Loyola. Calif $7. Mo -Kansas Cl.
ty 5(
Portland 1116. Cent Washington 62,
OT
St Mary's, Calif 77, Chico St 56
UCLA 71. Stanford 66

Lou Valley 66. Lou Does 65
Lou Waggener 81, Lou Male 78
OT
Marshall Co 74, Paducah St.
Mary 52
Newport Catholic 79, Ft Thomas
Highlands 67
Ohio Co. 59, Butler Co. 45
Owensboro TO. Henderson Co 61
Reldland 54, Heath 44
Sedalia 64, Calloway Co 57
Shelby Co 70. Eminence 50
Warren East 70, Franklin Simpson 49
Girls
Calloway Co. 50. Sedalia 36
Franklin -Simpson 64, Warren
East 49
Henderson Co 37, Owenaboro 28
Hickman Co. 60, Fulton Co. 41

Lou Assumption 49 Lou Ho.
Rosary 45
Lou Ballard 51. Lou Fern Creek
28
Lou Butler 41, Lou_ Fairdale 37
Lou. Jeffersontown 56. Lou
Eastern 30
Lou Male 66. Lou Waggener 14
Lou Mercy 42. Lou. Presentation
28
Lou. Moore 54, Lou Manual 41
Lou_ Pleasure Ridge Park 62,
Lou Shawnee 12
Lou. Valley,48, Lou. Doss 45
Marshall Co. 75, Paducah St.
Mary DO
Murray 82, Tilghman 30
Reldland 48, Heath 21
Warren Central 60. Bowling
Green 28

TIF

THIS WEEK'S

AUTO PARTS

Save on cill parts from ALL•PROI

Beat the Cold
with a DOUGLAS

Month
60
Battery

If you'live in the area for Phase 1, we are working to serve you!
urray Cablevision will be working in the Phase 1 area throughout January. Please
watch your mail for important information about receiving your new expanded
serviceS.
When you receive our special information in the mail, you will need to come into
the Murray Cable Store at the Bel-Air Shopping Center to pick up your new channel selectors. We'll show you how to hook them up at home so you will be ready
for your new service.
When you have received the information in the
mail, our technicians will begin switching each home
to our new expanded services.
We want you to be ready so you won't miss a
single minute of our new services. We're working
hard to make cablevision service the best that it can
be. Remember to watch your mail for more important information.

PHASE 3
GROUP
24, 24F,74

with
exchange

Lewis Honored
NEW YORK (AP) —
Sprinter-long jumper
Carl Lewis has been
named The Associated
Press' Male Athlete of
the Year for 1883.
In the balloting by a
nationwide panel of
'sports writers and
brnadca•for,s, the
22-year -old Lewis
received 37 votes to 22
for runnerup Wayne
Gretzky, the high scoring center of the Edmonton Oilers of the National Hockey League.

ATTENTION Cablevision Customers:

"ALL PARTS FCR ALL CARS"
elerea 14944414,4

71 Plo

VIldfr

I.K.T. AUTO PARTS
AUTO PARTS
504 Maple
Murray, KY
TUCKER AUTOMOTIVE Phone: 753-4461
Hwy. 641 ;1'r, RR 2
Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6593
WE AESEENE TWE isiceo TO Lam CsJANTITIS

M YOU
A!15W
SALE PRICES GOOD AT PA6TICIPATIP4G All 4110 STORES T14111U
IAAIN CHECKS AVAILABLE'
JAN 21 1964 OR omit( SUPPLY LASTS

•

April IIIM
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I Point system to be used to judge farm land

ELIZABETHOWN, Guidance System is beKy. (AP) — Hardin ing called,an alternative
Fiscal Court has ap- to zoning for rural
proved a land use plan areas. Instead of zoning
The funeral for Mrs. Lucille Outland
, all described
by a farm property, the guidelines
William Fulton Bates, of Murray;
two leader
as "tailor-made will rely on a point
Sr., will be Thursday at brothers-in-la
w, Jack for a rural
community." system to ,judge propos2 p.m. in the chapel of Gardner,
Murray, and
The Development ed changes in land use.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Pogue Outland
, North
Home. The Rev. R.J. Palm
Beach, Fla.; Stumbo named "Man of the Year"
Burpoe and Dr. Walter seven
grandchildren;
HINDMAN, Ky. (AP)
Thotigh Martha Layne
Mischke, Jr., will one great-g
randchild.
— Dr. Grady Stumbo's Collins
officiate.
won the
bid for the Democratic primary,
Burial will follow in
-Stumbo, a
nomination for governor
the Murray City
has
won him the "Man Knott C,ountian, waged
Cemetery.
of
the
Year" award of an "intelligent," "arFriends may call at
the
Troubl
esome Creek ticulate" and
the funeral home.
Times, a Knott County "knowledgeable" camMr. Bates, 72, Rt. 1,
weekly newspaper.
paign.
Puryear, Tenn., died
Mrs. Mary Lovett
Tuesday at 7 a.m. at his Weaks, 60, Rt. 5, died
home. He had retired Wednesday at 7:40 a.m.
We Gladly Accep
from the W.L. Halley at Murray-Calloway
Co., Nashville, Tenn.
County Hospital.
Food Stomps
He is survived by his
She was a member of
wife, Mrs. Mary Alice Green Plain Church
of
Outland Bates; three Christ. Mrs. Weaks had
sons, William F. Bates, worked as an executi
ve
Jr., Austell, Ga., Ed secretary with GMAC of
Sam. Bates, Mur- Detroit, Mich., for 21
freesboro, Tenn., and years.
Thomas Bates, HunBorn March 25, 1923,
tington, W.Va.; one In Buchanan, Tenn., she
sister, Mrs. Thomas B. was the daughter of HatWalker, Durham, N.C.; tie J. Thompson Lovett
one brother, Thomas 0. and Alton H. Lovett who
Bates Tallahassee. Fla. died in 1974.
Also surviving are
Mrs. Weaks is survikrthree sisters-in-law, ed by her husband,
Mrs. Alma Gardner, Maurice Weaks: her
Mrs. Nell Outland and mother, Mrs. Mattle
J.
Lovett, Fern Terrace
Starkist Light Chunk
Lodge; one sister, Mrs.
Morris (Rose) Wilson,
Rt. 5; two nieces, Mrs.
Diane Ginn, Cerulean,
and Mrs. Janie Rowlett,
6'; oz.—Save 30
Paris, Tenn.
Services for Lt. Col.
The funeral will be
(ret.) Alerd Lampe will
Friday at 2 p.m. in the
be Thursday at 11 a.m.
chapel of J.H. Churchill
in the chapel of Max
Funeral Home. Mike
Churchill Funeral
Kaiser will officiate.
sr Home. The Rev.
Burial will follow in
Spaulding of Fort
the Murray City
Campbell will officiate. Cemete
ry.
Mrs. Oneida White will
Friends may call at
be organist.
the funeral home after 6
ilyde Park 7.25
Save 40'
Pallbearers will be
p.m. Thursday.
from Fort Campbell
for $1
who also will conduct
full military rites at the
Hyde Park 15 oz.
Save 20'
gravesite in Fort
With Beans
Donelson National
Cemetery, Dover, Tenn.
Delta Bathroom
Prayers will be said at
Howard Willoughby,
7 p.m. tonight (Wednesroll pkg.
day) at the funeral 75, Rt. 3, died Tuesday
Larson
Veg-All
Mixed
Save 29'
home where friends at 7:10 p.m. at the
Murray
-Callow
ay
may now call.
Counoz.
for
Lt. Col. Lampe,68, Rt. ty Hospital.
He was a retired
Prairie Farm 2%
5, died Sunday at 10:40
Save 36'
p.m. at the Fort Camp- custodian for Faxon
4 gal.
School and was a
bell Hospital.
He is''survived by his member of Sugar Creek
wife, Mrs. Helen Conrot Baptist Church.
His wife, Mrs. Jewel
Lampe; one daughter,
Ms. Lea Ann Norswor- Willoughby, died Sept.
thy ; one son, Pat 25, 1970. Born Jan. 30,
Lampe; two sisters, 1908, in.Calloway CounMrs. Alie Sopke and ty, he was the son of the
Hyde Park
Mrs. Loraine Weiland; late Henry Willoughby
one brother, Ralph and Lela Henslee
Lampe; five Willoughby.
He is survived by
grandchildren.
Big Rolls—Save 38'
three sisters, Mrs. Roby
Harris, 723 Nash Dr.,
Mrs. John (Eudell)
Scarbrough, 1614
Magnolia, and Mrs. Joe
$I
2
(Pauline) Crouse, Hazel
Park, Mich.; three
brothers_ Ervie
Willoughby, Rt. 3, Roy
Final rites for James Arlon Willoughby,
Albert (Al) Nanney are Henry, Tenn., and Clyde
today at 1 p.m. in the Willoughby, 602 Vine St.
chapel of Max Churchill
Several nieces and
Funeral Home. The nephws also survive.
Rev. Kendrick Lewis is
The funeral will be
officiating. Mrs. Oneida Thursday at 2 p.m. at
White is organist.
the Sugar Creek Baptist
Active pallbearers Church. The Rev.
are °Warren Hopkins, Gerald Owen and the
Kevin Hopkins, John Rev. Alvin York will
Turner, Earl Mann, officiate.
Roger Allen and Bud
Burial will follow in
Chamberlain.
the Elm Grove
Honorary pallbearers Cemetery.
will be members of the
In charge of arAthens Paper Co. of rangements is the
Nashville, Tenn.
Blalodk-Coleman
Burial will follow in Funeral Home where
the TCmple Hill friends may call after 6
Cemetery.
p.m. today
Mr. Nanney, 59, (Wednesday).
Paris, Tenn., formerly
A mine disaster at
of Calloway County, Plymou
th, Pa., in 1869
died Sunday at 3:30 p.m. took
179 lives.

Bates' funeral on Thursday

Mrs. Weaks
dies; funeral
to be Friday

preserve farm land the Hardin County
enabled county &Retail. Farm Bureau, praised
to win support from . the plan and its provirural residents,
sions for encouraging
Rural opposition had public comment.
killed an earlier landCounty officials are
use proposal, but the pleased with the new
latest plan met little 't system:1 which they say
The system, adopted resistance from farm tmore flexible than old
,d-use proposals and
Monday, will take effect owners or developers.
Although Hardin
,is \mord fair to inJan. 30.
County is one of the divtdual property
Hardin County Plan- fastest growing counties ownera and
developers.
ner Dennis Gordon call- in Kentucky,„the areas
Changes in land uses
ed the standards outside Elizabethtown will be approv
ed by a
"unlike any that exists and Radcliff are county plannin
g cornanywhere. We're blaz- de voted mainly to mission,
vilth provisions
ing new trails."
agriculture.
for appealito the fiscal
The clauses that will
Bob Wade, a leader of court. Laws its in cir-
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Lynn Grove
Grade "A" Large

Del Monte

Savo 18'

Pineapple

1.51
/
4 oz.

Libby's 3 oz. Potted

Meat

Mr. Clean

59c

Kraft Velvetta

Save 16'

Cheese

.3 for 89c

1

Th
firept
room
from
area.
custoi

Philadelphia 8 oz.

Cream Cheese
Close-Up 6.4 oz.

Toothpaste

TOOrri

Puffs Facial

Jergons Extra Dry Skin

Tissue

Lotion...70 oz. Savo

Gerber* Strained

Baby Food

T
e.

4 fo, $7"

A

Potato Chips
7 oz. Bag—Save 30

-f.
;
ek

•••='!,

k
C hot If.s
Reg. ot Wavee

/

/00

Coca Cola, Tab,
Diet Coca Cola,
Mello Yello
16 oz. 8 Bottle Carton

•

.Scrit. 60

Pure Fresh Loan Family Pack 3 Lb. or More

$25
12 oz.

9

Smoked Center

Field's Smoked

Pork
Chops

Polish
Sausage
$ if 79

$23lb.
9

I

lb.

12 oz. can8

PRODUCE

UN Ong OE ballad
llooks
Rota

Save 20'

Dairy and
lobocco Produrts
& Drinks On Special

00

Apple Juice

ea QUALM
SEIM PAM

7 Lb. Box

With $10
Purchase or
More Excluding

99c
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Sunshine Krispy

-' Eggs

Towels

Nanney rites
conducted
here today

U.S.D.A. Choice Sirloin

Tip Roast
or

Tip Steak
Fresh Crisp

Lettuce
Fresh Crisp

1978 Monte Carlo
Power Steering, Power Brakes, Air Conditioning, AM-FM 8-Track

1

$3,900"

DWAIN TAYLOR
iI1aTuT
11111
,._
tx
i 753-2617
641 S Murray
(Across Frew UacIs Jeff's)

C-HEVR 0 LET

11,

if

4_I.

2 89c

Milk

Federal-State Market News Service
January 11, 19114
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stallone
Receipts: Act. 441 Est. IMO Barrows
k Gills fully .24 lower Sows steady to
1.00 higher advance on wits. over 500
lb..
US 1-2 210-240 lb.
261.00-51.75
US 2 200-210 lb.
1140.0041.00
US 2 210-250 lb..
250.20-51.00
US 2-3 200-270 lb.
245.5040.50
Sows
US 1-3270-405 lb.
136.0041.00
US 14 200.450 lb.
230.00-42.50
US 14 400.600 lb,
$42 00.44.00
US 14 500-400 lb.
$64.00-44.50
US 23 300-500 lb..
M10040.00
Boars 132.0044.30

•I

69c

Vegetables16

Hog market

SUPER MARKET

59c

Tissue

cult court will be required for further
challenges.

'We Reserve he Righ
Ti, .Limit
, Quantities.,
47.f.
. -•
▪-

Mac. & Cheese..4
Chilli

Hardin County

Developers will be required to discuss their
proposals with nearby
property owners, and
decisions will be based,
in part, on the type of
soil on the property to
protect farm land.

Lampe rites
on Thursday
at chapel

Willoughby
dies; funeral
rites Friday

PA(
use in

Field's Sliced

Bologna
'1 /9
1 le. pkg.

Carrots
Metzger No. 1 Sliced Slab

Bacon
119
lb.
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personalities
by marjorie m. major

Mason-Miller home full of stories from the past
from Philadelphia
Woman's Medical College but it was in
Washington, D.C., that
she met her future husband in 1916. Dr. Ora interned in Battle Creek,
Mich., with Dr. John
Kellogg, brother of Will
Kellogg of Corn
Flakess fame. Two
adopted sons of Dr.
Will's attended the
Adventist Academy
near Hazel. The Masons
and the Kress family
were Seventh Day
Adventists, which
meant they and the
hospital observed Saturday instead of Sunday
as a day of rest.
In the advancement of
Murray, Dr. Will Mason
was to health care what
Dr. Rainey Wells was to
education. The Purchase area is greatful to
both of these men.

Mason-Miller home
Features of
the house
Even though the impressive English Tudorstyle home on South 9th
Street was not built until
1928, Drs. Will and Ora
Kress Mason had spent
about 10 years planning
and designing it. Tandy
Smith of Paducah was
the architect and
decorators were from
Strassel Interiors,
Louisville. The bricks
for the house were made
in the brick kiln in
Puryear. Now it is the
home of Patricia and
Bob Miller, she being
the former Patricia
Mason.
The mammoth
fireplace in the living
room is built of stone
from the Bowling Green
area. The stone was
custom cut in the living
room of the house, with
the largest piece being
the 11-foot long mantle.
Rionclom width flooring
covers the down stairs
area and a balcony
overhangs one end of
the living room. Stained
oak paneling covers the

walls of this spacious
room. The effect is of a
classic English drawing
room — one which never
goes out of style.
Objects of
The dining room furniture is of stained oak
and came from Mrs.
Grace Moore, an aunt of
Mrs. Mason's who lived
in Meadville, Pa.
Displayed in this room
is a handsome portrait
of Dr. Daniel H. Kress,
father of Mrs. Mason,
done by Alexander
Clayton who was a famed artist in Washington
D.C. Pat Miller does not
know whether the portrait was commissioned
or whether it was done
in payment of medical
services. Of interest in
the dining room is a
large collection of
English pewter plates
and pitchers. A recessed
cabinet holds exquisite
pieces of Copenhagen
china brought to the
Kress family by their
Danish housekeepers
from vacation trips to
their homeland.
The arrangement
The Mason -Miller

art

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

History of

home has three
bedrooms and two baths
upstairs and a bedroom
and bath downstairs.
The library and adjoining bedroom make a
suite. There is a full
basement and it has an
attic playroom which
has delighted the grandchildren. The property
once had a small
cemetery on the corner
of the lot and a swimming pool now occupies
the site of the old gravel
pit which was behind the
house. A shell case for
ammunition was found
when the basement was
being excavated. Today
Mary Perry Marvel
presides in the kitchen
as did her mother Jane
Perry who worked for
Pat Miller's parents.
The medical
tradition
Medicine is a vocation
on both sides of Pat
Miller's family. On her
father's side — her
father, grandfather and
great-grandfather were
doctors. On the Kress
side, her mother and
both grandparents were
doctors. Now two sons
are doctors and carrying on the profession of
their ancestors.
The eldest son, Lewis
Drake, graduated from
the University of Kentucky in chemical
engineering and worked
at Pennwalt in Calvert
City for several years
before deciding to make
medicine his profession.
He is finishing his
residency at the University of Louisville and
will establish a practice
in Murray. Second son,
Dan Miller, is an internist at the local hospital.
Third son is happy being
a farmer and it bodes
well to have a family
member see after the
family-owned farm near
Hazel.
The three Mason
brothers, born in Hazel,
who studied medicine at
Vanderbilt University
were Edgar, Will and
Rob. Dr. Ora graduated

FOR THURSDAY, JANUARY 12,1984
What kind of day will tomor- cancel a date at the last
row be? To find out what the minute. Be considerate.
stars say, read the forecast AQUARIUS
given for your birth sign.
(Jan. 20tbFeb. 18)
-It's best not to take office
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 191 4r41:41 problems home witb you.
Career talks bear fruit, Throw off worry and enjoy
though arguments could arise domestic comforts. Catch up
with loved ones over money on reading and corquestions. Try not to force respondence.
PISCES
issues.
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
TAURUS
You'll enjoy rapport with a
I Apr. 20 to May 20) 64
67
A partner is in no mood to friend, though you'll also meet
compromise. Schedule ap- some smart alecks. Rise
pointments with advisers. above the pettiness of others.
Higher-minded pursuits are
YOU BORN TODAY are
favored. Clarify your views.
more optimistic than the
GEMINI
typical member of your sign.
( May 21 to June 20)
You have many creative gifts,
A co-worker makes a grab but need self-discipline to offfor power. It's best you keep set a tendency to scatter your
your purposes to yourself now. energies. You're inclined to
Then, your efforts will suc- waste valuable time if you do
ceed handsomely.
not like your work.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
You may meet with rivalry
in romance. A child can't be
reasoned with at present. Be
sure to speak out at group
meetings.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Don't let others provoke you
to anger. A family member
could be trying. It's a good
time to present ideas to
bosses.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Be close-mouthed. Another
could twist your words. Meet
with teachers about a child's
progress. Keep plugging at
creative work.
LIBRA
1Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 I
Though your judgment is
good about a money matter,
it's the wrong time to broach
the subject with partners.
Stay clear of controversy.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23t° Nov. 21)
If you let emotions take
hold, you're inclined to be
unreasonable now. Open up
with others. Don't refuse to
face issues.
SAGITTARIUS
.0440.
$ 1 With
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) "
49
Garlic Bread
Something may be going an
Salad 59 l‘tra
behind the scenes ar •.!••• }ob..
Still, you'll have a productive
Reltik On Dront.
workday. Financial talks will
go well.
9q Sawa, For Kids,
CAPRICORN
(Dec.Zito Jan.191
A friend shows signs of
1111.,461,sfloy 11 AM 10PM
Pliklousy . An understanding is
Don't
child
Melted with a

the hospital
Murray Surgical
Hospital, the original
facility, was established
in 1913. Its first location
was on Curd Street (now
Fourth Street) opposite
the First Baptist
Church. After the death
of Judge Thomas Cook,
father of Hattie Cook
Beale, Dr. Will Mason
bought the Cook home
on Price Street (now
Poplar Street) and moved the hospital and a
slave cabin to that location. A thriving nursing
school was set up and
several men students
who enrolled lived in the
cabin on the back of the
property.
The hospital suffered
damage from a fire in
1935 but it was repaired
and used until the new
hospital was built in

By Abigail Van Buren

Forced Heirship: Ancient
Law Stirs New Controversy
DEAR ABBY: This is in response to "Stuck in LOIllswho complained because in Louisiana, children
automatically fall heir to their parents' inheritance
whether they are deserving or not. As a third-year law
student at Tulane University in New Orleans, I have
studied this subject under the direction of several legal
scholars who are expert in this area of law.
Louisiana's forced heirship laws are derived from
ancient Roman law in existence before the birth of Christ.
They are virtually identical to those found in almost every
modern country today with the exception of the United
States and Great Britain.
The purpose of forced heirship was based on the concept
that a parent who brings a child into the world must
ensure that the child is adequately cared for. Our laws
simply place the burden on the parents rather than
society.
I see no unfairness in this.
KALISTE J. SALOOM III
iana,"

DEAR KAL1STE: Read on for a copy of a letter
sent to Louisiana State Sen. Fritz Windhorst:
'Dear Fritz: I attach - a Dear Abby column that I
found rather interesting. This law affects me personally and has been sticking in my craw for quite a
while. I really think forced heirship in any form is
unjust, and even though the regulations were relaxed somewhat, it is not enough.
"As Abby stated in her column, no one should be
told to whom he or she must leave hard-earned
dollars.
"Is there any chance of this law being struck

DEAR ABBY: "Stuck in Louisiana" is partially
correct. Louisiana law does exalt the family unit
with some consequent diminution in property rights,
by requiring that when parents depart for the nett
world, a portion of their estate goes to the children
they left in this one unless the parents have good
cause to disinherit them.
Article 1621 of our Civil Code lists the following
11 just causes for disinheriting one's children:
1. If the child has struck the parent or even raised
his hand to do so.
2. If the child is guilty of cruelty, crime or grievous
injury toward the parent.
3. If the child has attempted to kill the parent.
4. If the child has accused the parent of a crime
that bears the penalty of capital punishment—with
the exception of high treason.
5. If the child has refused to feed a hungry parent.
6. If the child neglects to take care of an insane
parent.
7. If the child has refused to ransom the parent
while he or she was held captive.
8. If the child has used an act of violence or
coercion to hinder a parent from making a will.
9. If the child refuses to bail his parent out of jail.
10. If the son or daughter is a minor and marries
without the parent's consent.
11. Conviction of the child of a felony carrying a
possible sentence of life imprisonment or death.
It is a shame that with 50 states in which to live.
this disgruntled person did wind up in the only state
with forced heirship. Very truly yours, ROBERT H.
HODGES, ATTORNEY-AT-LAW
NOTE: These exemptions from the inheritance
law were originally written in 1825—and derived
from the French (Napoleonic) Code of Law—with
the exception of the 11th exemption, which was
added in 1982.
•••

(If you put off writing letters because you don't
know what to say, send for Abby's complete booklet
on letter-writing. Send $2 and a long, stamped (37
cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby, Letter
Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)

ENTIRE WINTER
STOCK OF
FAMOUS-MAKER
CORDUROY JEANS
& PANTS boniouf •(xii
Jc..f_iON •
•Lee
ALL SKIRTS
ALL SLACKS
Buy any one of the above items at the
already reduced price, get any setond
one of equal or lesser value for just $5.00.
JUNIOR, MISSES & PLUS SIZES

Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing

118 South 12th St.

/53 0035

ALL OTHER
WINTER ITEMS

An
nVeltif-

And now a Baton Rouge attorney has his day in
court:

SALE!

Artcraft Photography

nrii

peatu

2nd one for

60

412{4g

1948. Dr. Will Mason, a Mason's penchant
for the hospital and the died. He called
this crithighly-respected doctor, animals and birds.
The Mason home.
ter a catalo. An amusing
died in 1941. Dr. Ora two lakes, which
Modern procedures story
once
is told about the
Mason, who died in 1970, covered the area of
the used by Land Between buffalo which
was kept
established her own modern hospital
park- the Lakes agriculturists in a pen in
the back of
practice and beloved by ing lot, were built by
Dr. produce animals which the hospital
. Occaher patients, many of Will. Enjoyin
g this are called beefaloes. sionally
it would break
whom were women.
rustic environment The forerunner of these loose
and up and down
Dr. Mason's
were two buffaloes, 11 animals was the animal the
street the residents
.
menagerie
fawns, peacocks, Dr. Mason produced
warned rreighbors,
Oldtimers in Murray pheasants and perhaps when he crossed
a cow "Keep the children
inand Calloway County other pets and they
kept with his remaining buf- side — Dr.
Mason's bufwill remember Dr. Will a beaten path between falo — its mate
having falo is out."
down in the near future? That we are the only state
that has it says something for its validity.
"Happy New Year!—(Signature Withheld)"

Italian Spaghetti
Special

5 DAYS ONLY...ENDS SUNDAY

t

•

!AMON BUI
Use your Fashion Bug/Charrning Snoppes Cnorpe Cord VISA or MasterCard
Chestnut Hills Shopping Canter N. 12 St., Murray, 759-1612 Mon.-Sat. 10-9,
Sun. 1-6

-rarne--

.4
•• •
,
•

•••••
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observations

by lochle hart

If thou host two coins, use one to buy hyacinths
In a sweepstakes
mailing this week, I am
urged to enter the
$1,000,000 contest by
returning the two new,
shiny nickels and win
great riches — "use one
to get riches; the other
to buy hyacinths for the
soul."
Since this is time for
the use of riches to meet
the income tax accounts

— we are tempted to
enter all the chances,
hoping to be one of the
winning entries. How
many have we received
recently? Many. And
the last one really
caught my eye — the
great riches chance; but
the one promising
"hyacinths for the soul"
Is enticing especially in
this snow-ice-covered

THE ACES®

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
1-11-24
•AQJ965
3
•98 7 3
•5 4

'Overdaring Is as great a
vice as overfearing — Ben
Jonson

The final round of the
EAST
1983 World Team Cham- WEST
•K 8 4 2
•10
pionships pitted the United •
10 9 7
•KJ8642
States (The Aces) vs. Italy. •10 5
41AJ642
The match was full of large •J 9 7 6
•A
swings, many of them
SOUTH
caused by aggressiveness on
•7 3
both sides, especially on the
A Q5
•K Q
part of the Italians. Italy's
•KQI0832
aggressiveness paid off
often, but not in today's
Vulnerable. Both Dealer:
example. Here, both Italian
pairs suffered a large penal- North. The bidding:
North East
ty for a huge U.S. swing.
Sesta West
3,
Pass
44,
Against Bob Hamman and 2t*
5*
5V
Dbl
Bob Wolff of Dallas, the Pass
Pass
Di
All
Italians bid up to five hearts Pass
Pals
as shown. This was doubled
by Hamman and accurate
Opening lead Club king
defense netted the Aces 800
points.
The club king was led to East's ace and West now
East's ace. The ace and had two trump winners.
another diamond put South West took two trump tricks,
on play. A spade was led to East his two minor suit
North's jack and a heart aces, and the net result was
lead through East allowed a 1300 point swing for The
Hamman (South) to clear Aces(16 IMPs).
the trumps. With no trumps
Bid with The Aces
left in dummy, East ws
forced . to lose another South holds: 1-11-84
diamond, losing a total of
two hearts, two diamonds
•lo
and a spade for down three.
•K J 8 6 4 2
*AJ642
In the replay, Mike Beck•A
er of N.Y.C. and Ron Rubin
of Livingston. N.J., were
involved in a competitive Soot* North
auction and South injudiIV
140
ciously continued on to five 2*
2 NT
clubs. West (Rubin) applied
the axe and this venture fell
ANSWER: Three diamonds.
two tricks short, minus 500 With two singletons, suggest
points.
playing in a suit.
West led a diamond to
Seed
bridge doostiom to The ams,
East's ace and a diamond
Box Mgt Dallas, Texas 73228.
rturn went to South's king. P0 self-addromed,
wits
stamped orrelope
The •trump queen went to for reply

community. I'm
waiting, expectantly,
for March 1 when all
winners will be announced on TV. I hear
as I type this column
that the average person
watches TV seven hours
a day. Think of the
many other things we
could be doing in that
seven hours.
Hyacinths
blooming now
Listed here are some
fragrant, beautiful
items that are
aesthetically
meaningful:
Norinne (Mrs. John
C.) Winter gave a program in the December
Magazine Club which
met in the home of Mrs.
William S. Major. Since
the Winters' retirement,
they live on the lake in
the house they designed.
She had pictured "Our
home to be wired for
sound in every room.
After her arrival, she
realized her picture was
not completely accurate
— there were no instruments or speakers
in the bathroom. I mention this to show how important music is to our
entire family. The sound
of music, played live,
taped, recorded on radio
or TV fills our home
many hours a day.
Christmas is a significant time musically."
The program she gave
this occasion. This included "The Nutcracker" and numbers
that he played on
famous Eurpean organs
while taking his sabbatical. Mrs. Winter, a
musician and teacher in
Murray State as was
Mr. Winter until retirement, talked about the
recordings as they were
given. And "Now may I
wish each of you Happiness at Christmas and
good health for the new
year. As Mrs. (Marjorie) Major serves us, I

will leave the recorder
running so that you may
hear the traditional
carols of Christmas as
sung by the Augusta
choir. The fellowship,
exchanging of gifts, contribution to Need Line
and dessert contributed
to the "Hyacinths" of
the event
• • •
Jo Cleta Williams
shares tour
Mrs. Jo Cleta
Williams, who toured
England, Wales snd
Scotland last year,
brought a fragrance of
flowers, cathedrals,
scenery and other
beauties, by slides and
lecture to the Garden
Club last week. Dressed
in Kilt-styled skirt and
sweater she brought
home from her trip, she
exhibited items pf interest. One that caught
my eye was a gold
bracelet that held 15
charms of places she
visited.
• • •
A new street
— LaFollette
In the new housing
district just south of
Sycamore Street, there
is the newly-erected
sign, "LaFollette" named for Irma (Mrs. A.C.)
LaFollette who is chairman of the local housing
project. This is a sweet
expression of honor to a
sweet person.
• • •
Jean Ryan
still reads L&T
A hyacinth from Jean
Ryan, Wayland, Mass,
says, "I don't get to
Murray often enough
but I still get the L&T
and enjoy your articles." He is a native of
Murray and part owner
of RYan Milk Co.
• • •
Musk Club sings for
Deltas
Hyacinths for the
Delta Deparment of the
Murray Woman's Club

ardeek
11111
41111
1111
"BEST ERIN'IN TOWN"
JUST WENT

was the music, vocal
and instrumental, given
by the Music Department at the December
meeting in the club
house. Hostesses were
Miss Lorene Swann,
Mesdames Walter
Baker, Jack
McLaughlin, Matt
Sparkman. Especially
beautiful was the voice
and violin playing of
Mrs. Eddie Mae
Outland.
• • •
Telephone bill
— $1.05
Almost free was my
telephone service last
month — just $1.05. How
was that? My phone was
out of order part of the
time — not dependable.
Sometimes I could call
out — but most time no
one could call me.
Thanks to the determined service of linesmen
G. Richerson and Ronnie Ray, I have good
service.
•

•

•

Good news for
TVA oxen trouble
In my column about
TVA personnel and the
death of Buck, the ox
that teamed with Bill on
the Old Home Place, I
quoted an authority and
said that an ox was
trained to work with his
partner and would
never work with
another. Right away my
friend Virgil Gibbs,
Route 7, called to say
that he knew by experience that an ox
could be trained to work
with another. He has
trained oxen and knows
how to work them.
"You've got to talk to
them all the time." he
sys. Virgil may get a job
in this department, who
knows?
• • •
Mrs. Johnny Myers
is 93
A good friend Mrs.
_(Mrs. R.A.)
Johti
Myers will be observing
her 93rd birthday Thurs-

day, Jan. 10. She is a
retired beautitian, continues to keep house and

Myers resides in
tralifornia. He cornea to
see her regukarly.

care for herself. She
resides at 714 Murray
Court. Her son Boyd

Celebrities make troops happy
AFLOAT WITH THE
U.S. 6TH FLEET OFF
LEBANON (AP) —
Some flotsam and jetsam found in the eastern
Mediterranean after the
Bob Hope Christmas
show played to standing
room only audiences of
Marines and sailors on
U.S. Navy ships off
Beirut:
r• Why does he still
do it at age 80? Bob
Hope, who has been going overseas to entertain the troops since
1943 in North Africa and
Sicily, answered the
question during his
opening monologue
aboard the battleship
New Jersey on
Christmas Eve:
"Military audiences are
the best laughers in the
world. I haven't done
this since the last Vietnam show in 1972. I
neede41 a fix."
The Pentagon's
final O.K. of Hope's offer to go to Beirut left
only 10 days to gather a
cast for the show.
Brooke Shields, hating
to give up her two-week
vacation from
Princeton, at first turned Hope down and then
had second thoughts
"It's something I
dreamed of since I was
a kid," she mused out
loud on the long plane
ride out to the Middle
East.
"Entertaining the
troops like Raquel
Welch and Jayne
Mansfield, so I called
back and said O.K., let's
go."
Cathy Lee Crosby was
flat on her back in a Los
Angeles hospital
recovering from knee
surgery when Hope called. "I had a private
phone and he didn't
know I was in a

"But they let me go," he
said,"when I gave them
their Christmas
prepents early: identical fur jackets."
Miss U.S.A. Julie
Hayek was on tour in
Monterrey, Mexico,
when her mother called
from home in La
Canada, Calif., "with
some good news and bad
news. The good news is
Bob Hope wants you on
his show. The bad news
is the show is in Beirut."

mulligan
stew
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
AP Special Correspondent
hospital," Cathy confessed. "When he asked
if I could join him in a
soft shoe routine, I
avoided the question by
suggesting that Ann
Jillian was the better
dancer." Cathy's
surgeon, who was dead
set against the trip,
gave her scissors and
gauze to remove her
own stitches during the
trip.
Vic Damone had promised his three teen-age
daughters that for once
he would be home for
Christmas in Houston.

Best-selling country5. "In My Eyes," John
Western records of the Conlee
6. "The Sound of
week of Jan. 8 based on
Cashbox magazine's na- Goodbye," Crystal
tionwide survey were as Gayle
follows:
7. "You Made a
1. "You Look So Good Wanted Man of Me,"
In Love," George Strait Ronnie McDowell
2. "Slow Burn," T.G.
8. "Houston," Larry
Sheppard
Gatlin
3. "Ev'ry Heart
9. "Dance Little
Should Have One,"
Jean," Nitty Gritty Dirt
Charley Pride
„
4. "Ozark Mountain .13.and
Jubilee," The Oak
10. "Show Her," RonRidge Boys
nie Milsap

MONEY SAVING COUPON
at any store
selling this product.

Discoverour rich
roasted taste.
The moment you pour yourself-acup of Brimf' Decaffeinated Coffee, the full rich aroma tells
you you're about to experience something
wonderful. Our rich roasted taste. It
has a flavor that's deeply satisfying.
And it makes your coffee moments
special, cup after delicious cup.
Right now, you can save 40'
on this special coffee.

low ivrea c

Now you can come to Hardee's and save money on your
favorite Best Eatin' sandwiches - like the Big Roast Beef" or
Bacon Cheeseburger. Enjoy special savings with the
coupons below.
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"If this is peace
keeping," Hope cracked
in every show aboard
the six different ships,
"aren't you glad we
aren't at war?" The
ones who laughed the
hardest knew it was
more than a joke. Many
had seen a good deal of
action recently.
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Mimic George Kirby
was doing a trade show
in Miami when Hope
himself called. "He told
me we'd be doing a taping of 'the 'Love Boat'
and here I am on this
aircraft carrier," Kirby
reconstructed the conversation at Christmas
dinner in the wardroom
of the USS Guam.

Fill your cup to the rim
with the richness of Brim.
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humanely speaking

Animal lovers asked to consider future
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N I N N - Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis signs a proclamation
declaring Jan. 16-20 as Free Enterprise Week in the City of Murray. Looking on is
Sherita Greer, a senior at Murray High School, representing the Distributive
Education Club of America. Miss Greer, vice-president of the organization, is currently fulfilling the requirements of her free enterprise manual, a project undertaken during a student's senior year. She is employed at Littleton's. The proclamation states that because members of the business community and the Murray Vocational School play an outstanding role in assuring the future progress and prosperity of Murray and Calloway County, and, because it is vital to a complex society to
train young people in the area of business to fill the needs of the community the
proclamation was signed. It also states that both the Murray Vocational School and
the Murray and Calloway County business community have provided a valuable
service in developing leadership encouraging cooperation and promoting citizenship. Greer's advisor is Don Darden.

Professionals use computers
NEW YORK (AP) —
The Rev. Andrew Boettcher and Dr. Stephen
Barrett live far apart,
follow different professions, and have never
met. Yet they share a
common experience:
the impact of computer
technology on their
work.
In Chambersburg,
Pa., Boettcher, pastor
of the First Baptist
Church, decided he
could apply this
technology in his pariki
work.
Boettcher acquired a
minicomputer to compose sermons and draft
his thesis for. a doctorate
at Eastern Baptist
Seminary. He also uses
it to keep records of his
parish visits.
"I revise my sermons
often, sometimes a few
minutes before starting
the service," he says.
"It's easy to change a
word, line, or insert a
paragraph, then print
out a clean copy. In addition, I plan to put my
entire thesis in the computer where it can
quickly be edited as it
undergoes revisions."
He plans to develop
software packages for
possible use by
churches.
Barrett is a
psychiatrist in Allentown, Pa., as well as an
author and lecturer on
consumer health, a subject on which he is frequently interviewed.
As Barrett stepped up
his writing on health
care, he discovered
there weren't enough
hours to practice
psychiatry full time and
write, lecture and serve
as a consultant.
He decided to speed
up his writing and
editing by replacing an

O

electric typewriter with
a word processor, a
device that can electronically store the entire contents of.a book
on a disk that can be
held in the palm of the
hand.
"A word processor
helps me write 10 times
as fast as I did with a
typewriter," Barrett
points out. He continues
his full-time psychiatric
praOtice while maintaining a prolific
literary production.
Dr. Joel Lang, a
podiatrist in Prince
George's County, Md.,
got tired of having an office full of paperwork
and of the time it took
his staff to fill out forms.
He purchased a small
computer, then programmed it himself to
handle insurance forms
and patient billing.
"An entire Medicare
form takes seconds to
complete on the computer compared with 10
to 15 minutes of manual
processing," Lang says.
"The staff no longer
spends several hours
updating files at day's
end. Instead, a few
minutes spent on the
computer, and the staff
goes home."
Says Michael Carney,
manager of IBM's retail
marketing organization
in New York City:
"More and more professionals and small
businesses are discovering that today's tabletop computers and word
processors are affordable, not at all difficult
to operate and can make
one's day more
productive."
In Connecticut, the
2,000-member Stratford
Club, a racquetball and
fitness center, acquired
a minicomputer to offer

members a program involving a submaximal
stress test under the
guidance of an exercise
physiologist.
Robert Maraczi,
president, says the
results are entered into
the computer, then compared with the fitness
levels of individuals on a
nationwide scale. From
this, a person can set
goals for improvement.
Jack A. Breck Jr. and
his brother Loren teamed up in the village of
Greene, N.Y., (pop:
1,874) as systems consultants after seeing little future in working for
someone else.
They purchased a
small computer, then
drew on their experience as programmers to offer a variety
of services such as accounting packages,
mailing labels, resume
preparation, word processing and custom
software.
In \business since last
Apri1'1 they have already
prepared and delivered
three major programs
and are working on
another for a large
municipal agency that
wants to compute
its
inventory of equipmen
and properties.
Marlene Knott opened
Word Information Services Inc. in Jenkintown, Pa., last summer
after observing a trend
toward office automation by both small and
large firms.
Miss Knott, who is studying for an advanced
business degree, said
her research showed
that many firms find
there is no cost justification to add staff when
certain tasks are too
small or occur infrequently.

From the
Humane Society
of Calloway County
Among the Animal
Shelter residents tits
week are an 11-year-old
Chihuahua, an
11-month -old collie shepherd mix, and a
three-year-old white
shephered-husky. What
these dogs have in corn-

HARRISBURG, Pa.
(AP) — That age-old
desire to fly — to be free
in the company of birds
while soaring on currents of unseen winds —
has drawn many adventurists to hang gliding, a
daredevil sport that
depends as much on oldfashioned human virtues as on space-age
technologies.
Only wind and the
pilots' controlling skills
are needed to power the
fragile ships thousands
of feet into the air and
hundreds of miles crosscountry non-stop.
And many hang
gliders are drawn —
searching for the
perfect site — to
Pennsylvania.
"Pennsylvania is the

SALE

bestkept secret in the
hang gliding world,"
says one pilot. And
many pilots agree.
From Allentown
southwest along the
ridges of mountains to
the Maryland line, the
state boasts many sites
favored by hang gliders
— when the wind is
right.
For hang gliding uses
only the power of air
currents to lift the ships
off from high launch
sites — usually the top
of a cliff facing directly
into wind. Caught by the
wings of the gliders, the
wind can lift a pilot
higher and higher into
the current, to soar like
birds when they sail
without beating their
wings.

"When I'm flying,"
says Fred Permenter of
Maryland, "I'm not at
the mercy of Mother
Nature. I have freedom
with control."
Some pilots find their
greatest joy in executing tight and trieky
maneuvers, while
others aim for longdistance crosscountry
flights. The gliders,
weighing from 62 to 80
pounds, are normally
about 20 feet wide from
wing tip to wing tip and
about as long. But the
size and shape of the
ships varies among
manufacturers.
Ironically, hang
gliding was not thought
of at first as a recreational sport. The ships
Continued on Page 6-B

front leg, is lame, and
even though she can sun
like the wind and is
healthy, friendly and
spayed, she may not
find a home because she
Isn't "perfect."
These are only three
among hundreds of
animals brought yearly
to the Humane Society.
The dogs and cats that
once had homes,
however, are especially
heart -rendering
because they have such
hopeful expectations of
human beings. They
have learned to love and
trust people, and they
expect to be loved and
cared for by them.
When they wind up at
the Shelter, sometimes
with a blanket or toy
from their former
home, their plight is a
very sad one, perhaps
even sadder than that of
the strays.
We do not want to
discourage anyone from
bringing a pet to us if no
home can be found for
it. We want to help if we
can. However, the
owner should make a
great effort first to find
a good home for his pet.
After all, there are
friends, relatives, the
newspaper, the radio,
and numerous bulletin

boards around town to
turn to in advertising for
a nevirowner. Use them.
Call us at 759-4141 to see
if anyone has asked us
to watch for a pet like
yours — we keep a "pet
wanted" file. But please
do what you can to place
your pet before you bring it to us.
Although we want all
our Shelter residents to
find homes, we ask that
before you adopt any
animal you give some
thought to the future.
Kittens, so small and
fluffy, grow up to be
cats. Roly poly pups
become dogs. It sounds
simplistic, but
sometimes people
forget the facts! Are you
and your family
prepared to make a
commitment for the
lifetime of your pet to
care for and love it and
take it with you when
you move away? We
hope so, because that is
really what a "good"
home is. If you are
ready for such a commitment, the animals
described here are
ready, too. Come to the
Shelter at 105 East
Sycamore Extended to
see them or the many
other fine animals
ready for good homes.

Husky Breakfast Only $2.49
You can always count on Jerry's for
value. Likeour_Flusky Breakfast..
2 large eggs. cooked to order, 3 sizzling
bacon slices, 2 pancakes, syrup and
chilledjuice—all at a great price. Come
in and see for yourself how at Jerry's.
value is one more way...
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Announcing the only
sausage made entirely
from fresh ham.
Our new Field Fresh Ham Sausage is
special because it's made only from ham ...
delicately seasoned fresh ham.
Unlike ordinary pork sausage made
from the whole hog we insist entirely on the
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Inventory

where his owners moved; the husky, too, lost
her home when her
owners moved from the
country to town. The
Chihuahua has the additional disadvantage of
being an old dog, and
though she is healthy an
alert, will be very hard
to place. The husky,
born with a malformed

Hang gliding challenges adventurists
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mon, other than their
precarious situation, is
that they all once had
homes.
The Chihuahua lived
as a beloved pet for a
very long time until her
owner could no longer
care for her; the collie,
though gentle and wellbehaved, was not allowed in the apartment

Reduction

CONDUCTED BY MOTEL MATTRESS DISTRIBUTORS

best portion, the ham. Fresh ham--not
cured or smoked. So all the natural goodness of the meat comes through.
We think it's better. We think you will,
too.
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NEXT ID COOKING ,114E
MOST ‘./ALUABLE SKILL
11%1 134E -KITCHEN IS
KNOWING HOW 10 GET
OUT OF DOING DISHES

NANCY'S
KITCHEN
TIPS

Hang
gliding...
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TELL ME,CONSCIENCE,
JUST WI4AT D0E.6 A
CONSCIENCE P0?

IT 15 MY DUTY TO
MAKE YOU FEEL BAD
ABOUT THINGS THAT
MAKE YOU FEEL GOOD

ot.0414t.

THAT'S
SAD
IT'S A
LIVING

cry\ DAVS

(C) 1984 United Feature Syndicate Inc

ON YOUR BACKHAND
I-OL2 YOUR RACQUET
WITH BOTH HANDS
LIKE THIS

iF I DID THAT
ID BE ACCUSED
0F SEXUAL
HARASSMENT
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LET ME SHOW YOU A LITTLE
TYPING TRICK, MISS 9UXLEY
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1 Middle
Easterner
5 Young girl
9 Club
12 Capital of
Latvia
13 A continent
14 Wine cup
15 Browns. as
bread
17 Agave plant
18 Scottish cap
19 Deposits
21 Woodworking machine
23 Turned back
27 Coroner.
abbr.
28 Rugged
mountain
crest
29 Damp
31 Cheer
34 Roman 1001
35 Music as
written
37 Spider's trap
39 Note of scale
40 Church
bench
42 Abstract
being
41 At no time
46 Three-toed
sloth
48 Lett
50 Dispatches
53 Rockfish
54 Emmet
55 Pronoun
57 Fasten
61 Consumed
62 Colonized
greenland
64 Sewing case
85 Crimson
118 Sprint •
67 Sow

DOWN
Answer to Previous Puzzle
1 Skill
2 Spanish for
MCC UC BOCUM
"river"
MOO= CIUMMU
3 Mohammedan leader UM OCCCU MCC
4 Hunting dogs CCU MOM DC
COCCUUU CC
5 Endures
6 Conjunction
UMW
UCMU Uu
7 Pose for
CM UM OCM MU
portrait
C UMUU
MCC
8 Go by water
MU CUCUCUU
9 Cake mix
CU OUOU CCU
10 Oriental
CCU UOMUC UV
nurse
COUUM COMM
11 Domesticate
UUCCU s s CU
16 Cylindrical
20 Stitch
22 Before
shelter
50 District in
noon
Germany
33 Difficult
23 Inclined
36 Conjunction 51 Heraldry
roadway
38 Chastises
orafted
21 Great Lake
41 Needed
52 Lean-to
25 Brother of
43 Weight of
56 Period of
Odin
India
time
26 Condensed 45 A state'
58 Devoured
moisture
abbr
59 Hint
30 Occupant
47 Personality
sp Concealed
32 Iowa d
49 Fruit
63 Exists
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UMW NUM
WWWIIMEMW WM
MOM WNW WWII
WM WMW WOW WM
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WEE WNW! WM=
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Continued from Page 3-13

were designed by scientist Francis Rogallo
after World War II as an
alternative to using
parachutes'for the reentry of orbiting
spacecraft.
But about a decade
later, the glider was rejected after new spaceage materials were
fabricated for the
parachutes. The armed
services also rejected
the use of the Rogallo
design, in favor of continued use of
parachutes, established
fixedwing aircraft and
helicopters.
So it wasn't until 1970
that Rogallo's "flexible
wing" ships left the
ground. Then, an
Australian named Bill
Bennet popularized the
sport by towing these
gliders, known as "flying kites," behind boats.
Those early pilots
literally had to hang
from their armpits as
they sailed up into the
air.
Now, however, a pilot
is secured to his or her
ship with devices borrowed from the lessons
of mountaineering. The
craft is maneuvered
with a horizontal control
bar. By shifting one's
weight to the right or
left, the drag of one
wing is increased and
bent slightly — thus turning the craft.
By moving the control
bar forward or
backward, a pilot can
dip or raise the ship's
nose. A hang glider
must control the force of
gravity in the ship in
relation to the power of
the wind on the wings.
According to Stephen
Hawxhurst, the president of the National
Association of Hang
Gliders, control while
flying is based on one's
knowledge of one's
Ns.skills, of the craft, of the
locale, and of
derodynamics ann
meteorology.

Save on Imperial
any way you spread it.
RECIPE
Enjoy our delicious casserole that combines
Paramount Chili with Beans.arki Beef Tamales.
It's easy to fix It's economical. And it will
become a family tworite. Stock up on Paramount Glib v.ith pains and Beef Tamales and
try this great "Chi-males" casserole.
Paramount's "Chi-males" Casserole
2(20 oz.)cans Paramount Beef Tamales
1(25 oz.)can Paramont Chili with Beans
li/3 cup cheddar cheese, grated
1 1/3 cup sour c-ream
4 green onions, thinly sliced
Place one can unwrapped tamales in a large
casserole. Spoon 1/2 can chili over tamales
and sprinkle on half of cheese. Repeat. Cover.
Bake: 350020 minutes. To serw,spoon on sour
cream and sprinkle with onions. Serves eight.

Paramount
a

Ifs winning the hearts
of chili lovers.

Save 304 on one 20 oz.
can of Paramount Beef
Tamales or on one 25 oz. or
larger can of Paramount Chili
Be'
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Usti rake 1100Th d it In* Brothers Corniwin
Su I385 Drew leo S2731 Gad orik on products
undicand Arof itisi use caostitutes had Unit sae
damn err parenies.

11115 478015
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_L

Expiration date:
July 31. 1984

S.

11115 484005
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Notice

SHIRLEY DAVIS TAX
SERVICE now taking
appointments. Will
prepare your returns
ANYTIME! Your place
or mine. Or pickup and
deliver. No extra
charge! Federal and
Ky. short forms • $12.50
for both. Call 438-5874.

2

Notice

Will Paint
Will paint tractors,
lawn mowers, cars
and other such
Call
items
474-88152.

HAZEL RAY
Is 40 TODAY.
Happy Birthday
Love,
All Your Friends

Notice

Jim Suher & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont,-Cad -Buick
PADUCAH Gun Show,
Jaycee Civic Center,
Saturday and Sunday,
Gun door prize.McCann
Gun Show 618-337-7543 or
502-851-3377. Next show
Frb 4 • 5.

HELP WANTED
TECHNICAL ASSISTANT-City of
Murray Planning Department. Clerical
skills required. Application are
available in the Planning Departments,
City Hall Building, Fifth and Poplar
Streets.
The city of Murray is an Equal Opportunity employer. Operating under an
affirmative action plan.

II( )Itciounts
:ic
Jr I: Wks;

1

TAXES filed. Short
Forms $7.50, Itemized
$15.00. Now offering in
home set-vice for shut-ins.
Call Joyce Noel Tax Service at 489-2440 for
appointment.

LISA ALLEN
& THE
SOUNDS OF
TENNESSEE
Now auditioning
Lead
Guitar and key
board players.
exSome
porience needed. C/W music.
If interested
contact Earl
Allen
502-436-2686.
After 6 p.m.
call collect.
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Opportunity In
Health Field
Would you enjoy direct patient
care?
Do you have talent in personal
communications?
Would you desire the challenge
of developing interpersonal relationships with patients?
If these questions perk your curiosity
and you would like to explore the potentials they Imply, please respond by sending your resume and comments to P.O.
Box 1040B, Murray, Ky. 42071.

*An kw
•Mittiess
eassieleliet
Expo-meal. Free Estiaate
Call Ire Cab,
435.43si
sr
Ta3-1115
6. Help Wanted
EXCELLENT income for
part time.home assembly
work. For info. call 504641-8003 Ext. 8047.

M3IE 3E‘X 310 31E:0
6

Help

Wanted

16. Home Furnishings

34 Houses for Rent
46 Homes for Sale
49
53 Services Offered
Used Cars
USED Furniture, 15 cu ft 2 BR house near MSU
BR fouse, natural gas 1471 TotoTA &rolla,
upright freezer, electric Gas heat, stove fur- heat, central air, ad- $400 1971 Chev
Pickup
ranges, refrigerators, nished, $150 per month. ditional living space or needs motor or
overhaul.
couch', chairs, dinette Call 759-4665 after 6p.m.
efficiency apt. with $150 Call 345-2478
suite, New solid oak re- 5 ROOM office suite. separate entrance New
1072 MAVERICK. 6
production tables and Located 703 S. 4th St. stoi-age building, 12x16
Lew, love Rates.
cylinder automatic,
chairs. Special on bed next to Black's De- many extras. 2 blocks
Satisfied References.
good transportation,
pillows n cents each. corating Center. See from college in quiet
Free Estimates.
George Hodge k Sons, No. Carlos Black, Jr. or call neighborhood. Sale by $750. 753-6505
1973 CHEVROLET K-20 4
1
0 753-0839 or 436-2935.
owner. 753-3949.
wheel drive truck, 3 year
Dixieland Center,
3 BR house, natural gas old red bone squirrel dog CHRISTINE Odom
Murray.
36 For Rent or Lease
heat, central air, ad- Call 435-4657 after 7pm.
Counselor and Advisor.
USED oak king size bedE.S.P. and Card ReadEXCELLENT lot on 121 ditional living space or
room suite (bed and
efficiency
with
apt
1967
CORVAIR
Bypass Will build for
Black, ing. Appointment only
dresser Call 759-1398.
financially perspective separate entrance. New hardtop. Newly up- (901) 247-5737.
suitable tenant on lease storage building, 12x16 holstered, new engine. FENCE sales at Sears
2 2
Musical
many extras 2 blocks Sharp! Price negotia- now Call Sears
basis 753-3557
753-2310
UPRIGHT piano, needs PIVE car shop for rent or from college in quiet ble Call 753-7883 after- for free estimate for
neighborhood
Sale
by
noons
or
evenings
our needs.
tuning. $140 firm. 759- lease, Rent will be deowner. 753-3949.
9432 after 5p.m.
creased in slow months
ENERAL HOME
405
St.,
S.
12th
Murray.
3
Call Mickey Pierce 753REPAIR. 15 years exBR
house,
brick
electric
24. Miscellaneous
3134 or 759-4845
perience. Carpentry,
heat, insulated, reconcrete, plumbing,
BURLEY Tobacco 37.
wired. To be moved by
Livestock -Supplies
roofing, sliding NO
Base. Trade for dark
buyer. 1-502-554-9560
JOB TO SMALL Free
10 GOATS, $15 each
fire base. Call 753-8748.
1972 Cadillac
4 BR house, on 121 at
estimates Days 753CASE garden tractor, 436-5806
Stella, 2 acres land,
Extra Clean
6973, nights 474-2276.
model 224, 14 h.p., good
outbuilding. Call 753509 S. 11th
condition, 38" mower. 38. Pets-Supplies
5586.
1-247-7015 after 5p.m.
Weastion Reekbentlel
AKC Bassett puppies and BY owner,
3 bedroom
CAMPBELL WELL
FIREWOOD, 18 inch, $20 AKC Beagle puppies, brick, living room, din- 1978 TOYOTA Celia,.
DRILLING
rick picked up. $25 rick wormed and shots, Call ing room combination, good condition. Call
McKenzie, In
delivered. Minimum 2 489-2599.
759-4868
or 436-2454 after
fireplace, 2 car carport,
Collect
ricks. Call 474-2329.
AKC Pomeranian large corner lot with 4 .m
901 352-3671
Of
901-362-6704
FIREWOOD for sale, Call puppy, small, 8 wks . two out buildings. 1976 TRANS AM, t-top.
Free Estimates
cream. Call 753-5950
753-5463 or 753-0144.
Located at 13th and p.s., p.b , air, electric
FIREWOOD for sale. Cal! AKC registered minia- Sycamore. Low 840's
windows, new interior
ture Shelties, LHASA, Call 753-3152.
436-2197.
$2,975. 759-4665 after MCKINNEY
Appliance
NEW CREDIT card!' ATSO English Springer COUNTRY home, 4 bed- 4:30p.m
Service on all major
Spaniels,
Bassett
Hound
Nobody refused! Also
room, 1 1/2 bath, living 1977 PINTO Station Wa- appliances.
Wards.
Visa/Mastercard. Call puppies. 1st shots and room with cathedral ceil- gon, automatic,
Westinghouse. Maytag,
GOVERNMENT JOBS.
wormed. Deposit will ing, it:so has fireplace P/B, and air.
805-687-6000 Ext. C-8155.
Good
conTappen,
Admiral, G.E.
$16,559 - 850,553/year.
hold. Also other AKC with heatolater, large dition. Call
753-8124.
and all others. No. 10
Now Hiring. Your area. SEASONED hickory, oak, Breeds for sale. Call
kitchen, formal dining 1978 PONTIAC Bon- Dixieland Ctr
mixed
hardwoods,
753-8505.
Call 805-687-6000 Ext.
room, den and large neville, tilt, power win- NEED
$30/rick delivered. Min 489-2495.
R-8155.
work on your
storage room. By Owner. dows, AM/FM stereo,
order-2 ricks. Call John
trees'
41. Public Sales
HOUSEKEEPER, every
Call 436-2197.
Boyer at 753-0338.
excellent condition. Call Topping, pruning, shapFriday, mature, deFORMAL OR IN- after 5pm 753-869'7 or 753- ing, complete
WHILE
they
last.
12
Volt
pendable, experienced,
removal
FORMAL... This is a 2901.
and more. Call HOVER'S
have references.Call af- Auto Batteries, $15 ExMOVING
great entertainment 1980 BONNEVILLE TREE SERVICE
change.
Call
753-3711.
ter 7 pm.753-0413.
for
home. You can get in on Brougham Diesel, local Professional tree
SALE
care.
MAINTENANCE W0010 for sale. $22.50
the
fun
with
this
four
rick
car,
28
to
32 MPG, 48,000 753-0338.
delivered. Also
SUPERbedroom, two bath, 1% miles, all power. Call
Call Thursday,
VISOR, developing and build plank fences. 759story
home,,
Fenced
753-3807
9313
after
after
5p.m.
3:30p.m.
supervising a Preventive
only after 5
back patio.. Truly a Must see to appreciate.
1,111.41
•
S.
Maintaince program for 27. Mobile
marvelous home for en- $4,975.
p.m.
Homes for Sale
759-4443.
I V
‘1141.0% and
trucks and plant equiptertaining and comforta- 1981 CHEVROLET
%malt appliances
Stove,
ment for multiple 12x65 TRAILER for sale.
ble family living.. Let's Chevette 2 dr.,
a.c
MURRAY HOME
locations also hiring and Call 753-1551 after 5pm or
refrigerator,
see this one today. CEN- radio, excellent
condi8, AUTO
supervision of plant see Brandon Dill, Dills
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs, tion. 23,000 miles.
riding
mower,
Local,
workers and drives at Trailer Court.
Realtors...753-1492.
one owner car. 753-0211. black & white
math location. Send re- 1974 14x70 MOBILE
IMMACULATE CONDI- 1983 MAZDA, G LC
plies to P.O. Box 1040 F, home, 3 BR. 1% bath.
T.V.
TION! The results of automatic, air. Will sell
Murray Ky.
Call 753-8810 or 753-4589.
hours of hard work by the for payoff. Call
753-9644. GL"PreRING by Sears.
ONE reason why so 1978 CITATION 14x70
owners are evident in this
Sears continuous gutmany parents become mobile home, 3 bedlovely home 3 bedroom, 2
ters installed for your
successful World Book room, 2 bath. Leaving
bath. All new carpet, new
specifications Call
sales representatives is town, must sell. Redrapes and freshly painINSIDE
Sears 753-2310 for free
FOR SALE
because the person they asonable. 753-9479 days,
ted inside and out. Nice
estimate.
MOVING
visit is usually a parent 759-9620 nights and
1981 Cadillac
patio on back
large
too. Parents share your weekends.
storage area plus 2 car
SALE
Diesel, white
WNI hairl white rock.
concern for quality NICE 2 BR Norris
carport. For your perFri. & Sat.
sand, lime, rip rap and
education and a mobile home. Natural
with burgandy
sonal tour, call CENstimulating home lear- gas, new furniture and
masonary sand coal
8-4
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
top, excellent
ning environment. If carpet. Down payment
Call
Roger Hudson,
Realtors
at
753-1492.
1701 Keenland
condition. 22
you'd like to meet new and assume payment.1
753-4545
or
JUST reduced to $16,000.
Dr.
people, discuss their Call 489-2804 after
miles per gallon
753-6763
Neat, two bedroom home
children's educational 5:30p.m.
Misc.
plus you save $8
In Hazel, ready for imneeds, and earn a good
mediate occupancy. Ideal
household
to $10 a tank on
Income contact us to- 29. Heating and Cooling
BOB'S Home Imfor young or retired
day. Full time and part
goods.
provement and General
diesel fuel. Will
couple. Large lot for
time opportunities for FOR sale, wood stove.
Contracting. 20 years
garden spot. Call KOPtrade, finance
men and womea. Calt Used 2 seasons, good
eaperiescAL additions,
PERUD 'REALTY 783odd tfif117•1111) f r .
With -?Inin -5ayfor information. Phone
carpentry, painting,
1222.
•
After 6p.m., 759-4636
753-5870 for interview.
concrete work,
ment or pay off
43
Real Estate
NICE brick 3 BR home
aluminum awnings and
RN or LPN needed. Full 30. Business Rentals
bank balance.
in Panorama Shores
trailer skirting. Call
time opening available
features scenic wooded
753-7113
753-4501.
for the 11-7 shift. Ern.
Pardons & norms
view of lake and large
Mini
ployee will be scheduled
raised deck. Ideal for
Instmence
&
to work Mon-Fri with evWarehouse
those wanting year
Real Estate
ery weekend off. Contact
around home at lake
Storage
Space
Care Inn, 247-0200.
Soethside Court Sq.
Family room -kitchen SO. Used Trucks
IN
RRA or ART on consultarea enhanced by
For Rent
Merray,
Kentecity
ing basis. Hillman HospiEXTERIOR
fireplace. Only $57,900. 1953 FORD Pickup,
733.4451
753-4758
tal Inc, Fulton Ky, 42041.
MURRAY CALLOWAY good condition 435-4326
PAINTING
502-472-1613.
COUNTY REALTY, or 435-4158.
TEXAS OIL COMPANY
UILDINGS on the
753-8146.
1968 CHEVY Pickup, 327
needs mature person University campus
WALLPAPERING
ONE and one-fourth automatic, new tires and
for short trips sur- Ideal for sororities,
REALTY
acres and three bed- wheels, custom interior,
rounding Murray. Con- fraternities, or offices.
room home can be nice. See at 1803 College
JIM DAY
tact customers. We 753-2967.
lie Aim Meet 753-6343
yours for the low price Farm Road.
train. Write P. Q.
Painting
753-54116
Warts Wises
of only $31,900. Carpet, 1973 GMC Pickup, body
R104:461V A Y
Dickerson, Pres.,
436-5676
drapes, wood stove, in good shape, motor
Ream
STAKES
Southwestern Petrothermal windows. needs work. 753-6185.
1912 Ceidenrier Real
leum, Box 789, Ft
Now renting, stalls or pasture
Masonite siding exterMerviry, Itesivekv 42971
,TIMATES*
F
Worth, Tx. 78101.
specs evellekie. Convenient
ior for minimum up- 1976 FORD Van, Call 753
(512)134166
1266
night
753-3493
or
at
keep. Additional
to campus end witerineden.
Anytime
INSULATION blown in by
9. Situation Wanted
eighteen acres adjoin- 1977 GMC Short Wheel Sears.. TVA
$20 Month. 751-2010 offer 5
L. LENNON
JOE
approved.
IN home nursing. Have
ing may be purchased Base, 6 cylinder auto- Save on
those high
Orsier
'
11
references. Well "
at only $10,650. Roberts matic, extra sharp. heating
and cooling
753-6963.
trained. 753-0472.
Realty, age1651.
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
32. Apts for Rent
SHG, Typing Service.
PASS/VE Solar home. 1977 INTERNATIONAL for free estimates.
P.O. Box 45. Call 753- bUPLEX for rent. 2
rustic in lovely Para- Scout, 4 wheel drive
BR, Bagwell Street, all
dise setting, 3 acres. automatic, 54000 miles,
0408.
Mobile Home Anchors,
Country living only 10 one owner, will trade
WILL do baby sitting day appliances. $275.
underpinning, roofs
minutes from town. Call 4362802.
or night in my home. Call Available Feb. 1st. Call
753-9240.
Three spacious besealed. aluminum
759-4803,
drooms, Two full baths, 53. Services Offered
WOULD like bid on 50 to EFFICIENCY apt. $100
patio limning:, single
Appointments
made
plush carpeting
100 loads of field dirt, plus utilities. Room $50
&mills carports.
end
for
CARPET
your
throughout.
LEE'S
conveKitchen
plus
uWilles.
753-8165
or
sand or gravel deMurray's
complete
CLEANING
with
built-in
438-2411.
JACK GLOVER
nience.
Full
time
sale
livered in Murray. Call
appliances, lots of only professional CarITTINITNE EL 2L Ef-753-3557.
associates evening
1 873
storage. Don't buy any- pet Cleaning Company
ficiency, 1 or 2 bephones.
thing unW you see this with over 12 years
10. Business Opportunity
EWING Machine Redrooms, also sleeping
Amos licCorty 753-2249
continuous local service
one. By owner, 753-4501.
pair. All makes and
IF your life isn't every- rooms. Zimmerman
using the most powerful
models. Ificlustrial.
%ma bight 753-7728
thing you would like it to Apts. S. 16th St.
YOU can't miss with this cleaning system made. home and commercial.
Joyce est:worth 753-9380
be we have good news 753-6609.
comfortible well kept two Hundreds of satisfied 38 yrs. experience. All
VERY Private furfor you. 753-9472.
011191 %worth
753-2477
bedroom country home. 6 repeat customers
work guaranteed. Kennished Apartment in
Loam kite
753-2409
1/2 acres with highway Licensed and Insured
neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
town. Call 753-3964.
Prentice Dunn
753-5725 frontage and several be- We move the furniture Stella, Ky.
NICE small furnished
autiful building sites
tree Free estimates. 24
Id lain
489.2268
apt. 300 Woodlawn.
HODGE'S
Conveniently located hour service. 753-5827
Fred
McClure.
TAX SERVICE
close to grocery, post ofAnimism and Vinyl
ONE and Two bedroom 44 . Lots for Sale
fice and churches in the
Now open for
and Aleminum
siding
apartments, near down
Lynn Grove area. Call
Aloes= Service Cs.
1984
town Murray. Call 753- 1961 WESTWOOD Dr., KOPPERUD REALTY
Tax
for ell houses. It
trim
Attains ail vityl
Murray, Ky. Ap- 753-1222.
4109, 762-6650 or 436-2844
Season, 7 years
stops posting.
&dist Cesium !rim
ONE bedroom furnished proximately 90x124 ft.
experience.
Tel. 759-4951.
Jock Glover
4 7 . Motorcycles
Apartment, 121 North
asterisms. Call Will Ed
1104 Pogue
753-1873
next to fairgrounds, no BEAUTIFUL 4 acre 1040 CB 750F Honda.
753-1611.
wooded lot. Northwest
stio041
.
1 753-3139.
Ave.
435-4326
miles.
low
or
WET
We
apt. near New of Murray. Must sell. 435-4158.
502-759-1425
make wet basements
Concord. $50 month 753-6185.
APPLIANCE
1982
Tri-Moto
YTIE
SER1.23
through winter months. rOR Sale, 1.3 acres, well 3-Wheeler, excellent VICE. Kenmore, dry. Work completely
guaranteed Call or
Nice with electric heat. graded, septic system condition. 436-2372.
Westinghouse. write Morgan Conand well already in Area
Call 436-2427.
Whirlpool.
21
years
3CT-250 Yamaha, 1100
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
'POP quality 2 BR brick of existing fine homes, miles, like new. Call experience Parts and
409A, Paducah, Ky.
Want to Buy
14
duplex, $250/month. located Northwest of 435-4178 after 6:30p.m.
service.
Bobby
Hopper,
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
Murray and priced at $7,
Bob's Appliance Ser1160KSHEtvts and Call 753-6291 after 000. Call KOPPERUD
4:30g.m.
Services
Auto
4
8
.
vice,
202
S.
5th
St.
toddler rocking horse.
take
REALTY 753-1222.
For sale antique wood TWO bedroom duplex
IMPORT Auto Salvage. 753-4872, 753-8886
Passports
now
available,
stove,
(home).
redoors. Call 436-2973.
46. Homes for Sale
New and used parts for
Resume% I D
A W Furs Raccoon, frigerator, carpet, re- THREE bedroom brick most imports at re- APPLTANCE repair
black & whites fin
cently
redeCorated.
Dework
brands
all
mink, muskrat, red and
asonable prices. 474publication
posit required, couple Ranch style home on
Specialize in Tapper
gray fox, opossum, beacreage in Lynn Grove, 2325.
CARTER STUDIO .
prefered,
no
pets,
Call
Call 753-5341 or 354-8966
aver, coyote. McClellan,
engine
low
stove,
Orlin
burning
wood
N..
436-2755.
/53 9799
Earl Lovett.
Pulaski, Ill. 818-3424316
utilities. Call 435-4559 Dual Port. 350 ExUSED air conditioners 33 Rooms for Rent
change. 474-2325.
after 5pm
Dill Electric. 753-9104
lloo
for renTThne
15 Articles air Sale
block from University
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Specializes in General Cleaning For:
BUMPFA pool lable Call 753-1812 or 7119-9560
Sliver
Gold
and wood fireplace
Churches
Businesses
Homes
34 Houses for Rent
Closed
Closed
Insert. $150 each or any
PROFESSIONA
LLY
We
Yesterday
Yesterday
50
371
8.03
reasonable offer Call A COUPLE of young
753-4029
ladies wants to share a
(and economically)
OPened
Olmned
house. Located near
7.110
Today
Tear/
368.00
16 Home Furnishings
steam or dry clean carpets
MSU and downtown
.13
Down
3.150
Dom
2 P. living room suite. with 1 or 2 other ladies.
strip and re-fisisk floors
gold velvet. 753-2515.
Call Rebekah, 759.4172.
wash windows, wails, etc.
GOLD 6, SILVER CUSTOM
32 PIECES of Metlox TWO bedroom house near
WE CLEAN EVERYTHING WITH
Vernon Ware. "Della University. lampletely
JEWELERS. OLYMPIC PLAZA
Robbie" pattern. 753- furnished $180. per
CARE
Gold ft is. •
month. Available for Jan
9487.
759-9794 m759-1634
,
9
T
Deposit
required.
15.
Call
NICE corner couch
Free Prides Oe Len
sleeper, like new. 753- Spann Realty Associates
& %eels
W
753-7724.
6185.
ABSOLUTEL4
Guaranteed $ 2 5 0
Weekly Paychecks.
Work in the comfort and
security of your own
residence. No experience. Equal opportunity employer. Complete details and application sent. Write to:
Wealthco, 700 N. St.
Mary's II-firing Dept)
No, 1400, San Antonio,
Texas 78206.
ARTIST'S models,
temporary part-time, $5
per hr Experienced
and artistic sensatively
preferred. Work will be
assigned according to
need for models for
spring semester 1984.
Contact Art Dept.
Murray State University. 782-3784 EOE/MF.
CI-1ER BELI creations,
Aloe Vera Cosmetics Co
is now hiring party plan
sales people. Send resume to P.Henley, Rte 10
Box 406, Paducah Ky
42001 or call 502-554-4188.
tiENTAL Assistant,
minimum high school
education. Likes helping others and interest
in working with your
hands. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040A,
Murray, Ky.

CLEANING

CAR FOR SALE

4

AINTING

753-3716
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Virginia war museum has displays for all segments of society
NEWPORT- NEWS,
Va. (AP) — Curator
John Quarstein noticed
that women visiting the
War Memorial Museum
of Virginia tended to
rush through the exhibits in 15 to 20
minutes.
Then they would wait
on a couch looking bored
while their husbands
lingered over historical
displays of weapons and
military uniforms.
With that in mind, and
also thinking about
aspects of military
history often ignored,
Quarstein began collec-

ting artifacts for permanent displays on women
and blacks in the U.S.
military.
"We really didn't
have anything on these
other segments of our
society," said Quarstein, who began working
on the project four years
ago.

Quarstein noted.
Both were orginally
segregated from the
main fighting force and
both found that war
helped improve their lot
in society.

"The exigencies of
war force us to do
things." Quarstein said.
"It forced us to make
The display On black
women become involvmilitary history will
ed in the job situation,
open in February and
become more important
the women's exhibit will
at home, even to have
open in March.
them join the armed
There are similarities services. We needed
In the history of the two more people."
groups in the military,
The same applied for

blacks. During the
Revolutionary War, the
Congress didn't want
black soldiers, but
George Washington insisted that he needed
them for his understaffed Continental Army.
There were allblack
units from Rhode Island
and Massachusetts.
Blacks also signed up
to fight in the Civil War,
World War I and World
War II.
"The military was an
avenue for the blacks to
improve ,their position
in society," Quarstein
said.

Black soldiers were
tfeated little better than
their civilian counterparts, though. They
were often shunted to
behindthe-lines jobs of
construction and
stevedoring. In combat,
"their equipment was
not always the best,"
Quarstein said.
Blacks were usually
segregated into
separate units, and during World War I, they
were even placed in
another country's army.
Black soldiers wanted
to go into combat, but
Army officials objected

Child abusers struggle to overcome problem

•

SUNBURY, Pa. (AP)
— There is nothing outwardly shocking about
Carol. She is a pleasantappearing woman who
is approaching Middle
age.
But it is her
"averageness" that is
surprising when this
curly-haired woman
tells of beating her son,
pushing him down the
stairs and kicking him
for good measure.
Carol is a recovering
child abuser.
The Sunbury area
woman, who prefers not
to be fully identified,
described herself as
"clean" since
Christmas 1981.
Everything isn't perfect
yet, but her-relationship
with her tour ctIlldren
keeps improving, she
said.
Carol is a member of

Parents Support
Anonymous, a group
formed two years ago to
help child abusers. She
was willing to tell her
story so that other
frustrated parents
would seek help.
Carol said her husband had been unaware
of her darker side. She
said she had threatened
the children against telling him. But the last incident, the one where
she pushed her son down
the stairs, was witnessed by him. "My God,
Carol, what's.the matter
with you?" she recalled
him saying.
She said she had
realized she was an
abuser while watching a
film at White Deeritun
Treatment Cerster
where she was recovering from alcohol and
drug abuse. "I saw

myself on the screen. I
started to cry." When
the tears ended, she
called her sponsor, Lou.
Lou, also a recovering
child abuser, did the
groundwork to form the
support group.
Carol said she had
hated being a child
abuser, but didn't know
how to stop. Each time
she abused her children,
she would vomit.
"That's how sick I
was of myself," she
said. She was afraid to
get help, frightened that
her children would be
taken away.
Her third child got
most of the physical
abuse, but Carol admits
to emotionally abusing
_cursing
.the _others. _
them, belittling them,
neglecting them.
"I couldn't stand to be
touched. I didn't want

Watching events help athletes
NEW YORK (AP) — a tennis instruction
Many people have notic- method called Tennis
ed how much better they Kinetics that emplay a sport such as ten- phasizes movement and
nis after attending a rhythm rather than
professional tourna- strokes and strategy.
ment or viewing one on
"It's designed to
television, a profes- guide players through
sional tennis teacher the development of the
points out.
basic tennis rhythms,"
"This is not mere he explains. "Most
coincidence," says Rick beginners are first
Elstein, 33, of Syosset, taught to play tennis by
N.Y. "By immersing applying a racket to a
ourselves in the ball and then trying to
movements of top get better at it. Learnathletes — by watching, ing to hit a tennis ball
feeling and absorbing without learning movetheir rhythms — our ment is like an ice
bodies and minds hockey player learning
assimilate their actions to shoot a puck without
and timing and our own learning to skate."
games improve."
Elstein's best known
Elstein has developed student is Martina

Progress in heart
medicine foreseen
NEW YORK (AP)
The next 10 years will
see significant progress
in the use of implantable
devices, such as heart
valves and artificial
hearts, according to the
reports of those taking
part in a recent symposium here on
biomedicine.
The participants at
the symposium, sponsored by Medtronic,
predicted artificial
hearts will be commonplace, being implanted in patients at

hospitals across the
country. Pacemakers
will be even more
responsive to the body's
physiological signals,
adjusting automatically
as needed to patient activity and body
chemistry.
Other new devices
will be able to monitor
heart valve status, picking up early signs of
blood clots and allowing
doctors to dissolve them
before they become a
threat to the patient.

Mortality Weekly
taken off kill list
WASHINGTON (AP)
— A weekly mortality
report which tells
hospitals and physicians
around the nation of
disease outbreaks and
trefids will not be
eliminated.
The Morbidity and
Mortality Weekly
Report had been placed
on a list of publications
to be discontinued by
the president's Council
on Integrity and Efficiency in Government.
On Sunday. however,
Joseph Wright, chairman of the president's
council, said that there
may have been a mix-up
and that it Is up to the individual agencies to
determine whether a
publication is to be
discontinued.
The Health and
Human Services

Navratilova, who has
been the No. 1-ranked
worrian player in the
world since early 1982.
The program Elstein
has created takes the
rhythms he and
Navratilova have
developed and sets them
to music.
"Tennis is a sport in
which movement is
broken down to five
basic rhythms," Elstein
says. "These rhythms
are groundstrokes,
which require a
sideways movement;
approach shots, for forward motion; volleys,
for sideways and front
action; overheads, for
backwards mobility;
and the serve, for forward direction.
"Some strokes, of
course, require a combination of these basic
rhythms, but the key to
playing with consistency and power is for the
student to connect these
rhythms.
"The kinetic principles in our tennis program are common to all
demanding physical
performances," Elstein
notes. "Just watch
Baryshnikov's powerful
movement in dance,
Peggy Fleming's grace
in figure skating, O.J.
Simpson's fluid
maneuvers in football
and Jack Nicklaus'
precision in golf. The
movement and rhythms
of these great 'athletes'
have the same powerful,
consistent flow as Martina Navratilova's
movements have in
tennis."

anyone to hug me," she
said. But inside, she
said, she was yearning
for the affection she felt
her mother denied her
as a child.
Ironically, it is her
third child that she is
especially close to now;
it is no longer traumatic
tb share a hug or a kiss.
"He's- a very good
boy," Carol said. "I'm
very proud of him ... of
all of them. Before, I
never gave a damn."
Parents Support
Anonymous, which bor-rows many aspects
from Alcoholics
Anonymous, helped
Carol stop abusing her
children. "It was hard
to stop ... once excuses
were.taken away from
me."
And she faced another
problem: how to pay attention to her children,
especially, when she had
to correct them.
She recalled her first
abusefree confrontation. Her 6-yearold
daughter had run out in
front of a car. Before
she punished the little
girl, she called Lou and
reviewed the incident
and what discipline was
necessary. When the
child was disciplined, it
was not from anger but
to stress the
recklessness of the conduct, Carol said.
"It's OK to want to
abuse — you just don't
do it," Carol said. Instead, when the frustra-

II, Korea and Vietnam
veteran who rose from
private to become the
highest ranking black in
the Army.
The women's display
focuses not only on the
military but on guarding the homefront during war.
"Housewives Save
Waste Fats for •Explosives" commands
one of a collection of
posters from World
Wars I and II. Three
women — one at a
typewriter, one in a
housedress and another
wearing a welder's cap
— are "Soldiers Without
Guns" in another
poster.
Aside from , recognizing Molly Pitcher, who
carried water to
soldiers and took over
for her fallen husband in
a Revolutionary War
battle, the exhibit will
pay more attention to
women's role during
20th-century wars.
"Women were, a

prime source of manpower, both for
home front and
overseas," Quarstein
said.
Like the blacks, the
women were once
segregated as WAVEs
and WACs, shown by a
collection of their
uniforms and recruiting
posters depicting
glamorous beauties in
the military.
During World War II,
women again took over
factory jobs and other
work usually performed
by men, but most
retreated to home and
family when the war
ended.
Quarstein contended
the war experience laid
the groundwork for the
women's revolution in
the late 1960s and early
19'70s.
"We'd already proven
that women could do the
same job," he said.
"Society had to catch up
to the lessons and activities we did in war."

tion builds, she suggested, hit a pillow, take
a walk, do exercise or go
off alone and scream.
Carol has tried all the
methods, plus sitting
beside the Susquehanna
River and being calmed
by the water.
Overcoming child,
drug and alcohol abuse
is a daily struggle for
Carol. Although she
says she sometimes
doesn't want to go to the
weekly support
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.meetings, she's always
glad after she gets
there. And sometimes, DEAR DR. LAMB — blood pressure can damage are damaged, is this someWhat would you consider a the arteries.
thing that will heal in time?
there's even some good physical exam?
I went
Beyond that, finding early
laughter during the to a doctor and he checked diabetes
and checking your , DEAR READER
— I
meetings. "I laugh now my heart, lungs and blood eyesight are important.
It's
because if I don't laugh pressure — that was it. important to make sure think the lymphatic circulasometimes I cry," she Shouldn't I expect something there's no evidence of devel- tion is the least understood
part of the circulatory
more?
said.
oping glaucoma,- which-could System. It
includes all. tfiose
The group's member- DEAR READER — I hope later rob you of your lymph nodes
under the arm,
ship fluctuates. Carol your doctor also did a blood -eyesight.
in the groin and just about
test
to
provide
some
addisaid there were only
I've outlined what a thor- everywhere. It consists of
three regular members tional information, such as ough physical should cover tiny vessels, with porous
your cholesterol level, the in the
Health Letter 10-2, walls thinner than veins. The
of the group, a result possibilities
of gout. anemia
perhaps of the difficulty — or any number of medical Your Valuable Medical fluid that leaves your blood
Examination, which I'm to bathe your tissues enters
of admitting the need problems.
sending you. You can use it these vessels and passes
for help. Child abuse
Doctors have different
"carries a lot of stigma attitudes about regular as a guide' during your next through the lymphatic netphysical. Others who want work to empty into the great
to it," she said.
physical examinations. ' In
this issue cad send 75 cents veins.
Carol has gotten a lot my opinion, if they are cou- with a long, stamped,
selfWhen they're injured the
of support from her pled with a good preventive addressed envelope for it to
flow is blocked. That happrogram,
they
are
one
of
the
children to overcome
me, in care of this newspa- pens
in women after breast
her problems. Once, most important tools in per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
surgery when lymph nodes
medicine today.
Carol had gotten dressCity Station. New York, NY are
removed from under the
The way to keve.nt many
10019.
ed up to go to an major
arm. The arm then gets
illnesses from proA
Alcoholics Anonymous gressing or becoming a
DEAR DR. LAMB — I swollen with fluid.
meeting. As she came problem is to start preven- injured my foot and had to
If your lymph vessels
out of the house, her lit- tive measures early. The have surgery. The doctor the legs are obstructed in
the
tle girl pranced up and leading causes of death diagnosed it as permanent legs swell. That's what has
injury
to
the
lymphatic
vesdown the sidewalk say- today are heart attacks and
happened to your foot.
ing, "Look at my mom, strokes, and most of these sels in my foot. My problem Depending on the circumdoesn't she look pretty? are -caused by fatty choles- now is swelling of the foot stances, there usually is
and I wonder if I will ever improvemen
t with time.
She's going to an AA terol deposits in the arteries, get
rid of the fluid that accu- You'might
so
it's
important
to
stop
the
help prevent the
meeting."
deposits as early as possible. mulates in my foot.
swelling by using elastic
We know that risk factors
Could you please lei me bandages or pressure stocksuch as high cholesterol, cig- know the function of the ings, applied in the morning
arette smoking and high lymphatic vessels? If they when you first get up.

A thorough physical
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Phone
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Get a

GOOD LOOK
DEVELOPED
IN ONE HOUR

Cozy up to

CORONA. lork•
.64_4
Sp•cial

$4995

We can make color prints
while you shop.

8,400 BTU

Portable
Kerosene Heater

For sate comfortable heat only when and where you want it use
this portable heater Start saying money today

Now you can drop off your film and pick up color
prints in one hour.
You get speed and convenience, plus the quality
of Kodak paper.
41k
Stop in and get a good
look in one hour.

Cozy up to

C01120111#-%
01P•
-.wed
Spoclal
we
use

$9995
Special Clearance--10% OFF ALL FILM

Portable
Kerosene Heater

Give us an hour
and we'll give
you a life time

For safe comfortable heat only'
when and where you want it
use this portable heater Start
saving money today by turning
down your thermostat XLDK

Department never intended to eliminate the
publication, said Claire
del Real, the department's deputy assistant
secretary for news
:

to blacks fighting
alongside whites.
So they transferred
the blacks to the French
army, which already
had blacks from Africap
colonies among its
troops.
"They got French army helmets, French
overooats, French
weapons and they served in the French line
whh their Colonial
troops," Quarstein said.
...7hey were 'the most
decorated U.S. Army
unit during World War
I." .,
The military had ended racial segregation by
the time of the Korean
War, recognizing budding social changes and
the practiCal problems
of running two armies
separated by race.
The exhibit's artifacts
range from a sword used by a black soldier
during the Indian wars
to the uniform worn by
Army Lt. Gen. Julius W.
Becton Jr., a World War

Snap Shot Photo

22,600 BTU

Hours:
1HOUR PHOTO DEVELOPING
759-9347
)
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Olympic Plaza

MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS EXTENDS SALE
UNTIL JAN. 18, 1984.
During This Period Anyone Can Purchase Any Amount Of Spaces And Get One Free For Each
One Purchased. Sale Also On Special Marker And Mausoleum Crypts. All Price Increases Won't
Be Made Until Sale Is Over. This Is Being Done In Response To Families Who Wished To
Purchase During Our Sale And Were Unable To Do So Because Of The Bad Weather.
Thanks To The Many, Many Families Who Purchased During Our Sale.
Call Us Today At'Murray Memorial Gardens Hwy 641 N. 753-2654
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Prices effective Jan.11 thru Jan.17,1984
at your Kroger store im

Murray, Ky.
None sold to dealers.Limit right reserved.
Copyright1984.The Kroger Co.
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the Better
Choice!
•Guaranteed Flavor
•Guaranteed Tenar
•Guaraiiteed Fresh
Total Satisfaction
ee
Era.
Clic**Grain Fed
Beef you buy a roger is guaranteed
(T NDER, FLAVORIUL and FRESH)for your
total satisfaction. If you are not satisfied,
Kroger will replace your item or refund
your purchase price.
U.S.D.A. Choice
Grain Fed Beef

1LS.D.A.Choice
Crain Fed Beef

Boneless
Briskets
RatCut

Top Sirloin
Steak

PI7
8

us DA Choke
Crain Fed Beef

Standing
Rib R9q*

es. $25.

us288
iflAcheig•
-DOW

holueller
Steak

168

U.S.DA Choice Grain Fed Beef Round Bone

Chuck Shoulder

P t Roast
USDA
CHOICE

ib.

ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY:
Each of these items is required to be readily
available for sale in each
Kroger store except as
specifically noted in this
ad. If we do run out of an
advertised item, we will
offer you your choice of a
comparable item, when
available reflecting the
same savings, or a Raincheck which will entitle
you to purchase the advertised Item at the advertised price within 30 days.
Limit one vendor coupon
per item.

U.S.DA Choice
Grain Fed Beef Boneless

USDA Choke

Gran Fed Beef Bone-in

Boston
RollRoast

169
1'411;3 (JN I
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cost
Cutters

Kroger 1/2%

CeCelotate! with Uwe

Diet Coke,
Sprite,Tab or

Low Fat
Milk

Coca
Cola

plastic gallon

Iodized Kroger

iStroft' Northern

Salt

Tissue

26 oz. box

4roll pack

16 oz. bottle

$189

49
Plus
Deposit

Pure Vegetable

Purei

Way(4-b
OH

31b can

$2"
46 oz.can

79;
Kroger

Pineapple
Juice
a oz.can

89c
Joan Of Arc

Kidney
Beans

151/2 oz.cans

,r$1

Nabisco

Premium
Saltines

Big K
Drinks

Shortening

48oz bottle

Tomato
Juice

Assorted Flavors
Regular or Dlet

1 lb
box

84c

"
$2
mew
Sweet Peas
49c
IN Valve
5002. sigg
Fig Bars
pkg.
Ilatsra Valle,
10 oz. $161
Granola Bars
pkg
Kroger
French Dressing VI $log
crisp
Kroger Saltines
Ibt 79c
Ms Of Mails
Yellow Corn 2 17C301LIS 95c

Kroger

Pork &
Beans

Kroger
Margarine

Kroger Muttigraln

Sandwich
Bread

Kesbler Cookies

Oatmeal
Cremes

84

Nafl

Whole Tomatoes nuot $log
Mammal a Mow
Kroger Dinner 21 0. $loo
Deodorant sat
Zest Soap
63c
Nifty Tail
15 et $ips
Kitchen Bags
Dearatsr, Nardi Gras
Paper Napkins I: got
*stall
Folger's Crystals
$2°9

SPECIAL COST CUTTER SAVINGS THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE
STORE!
Crest
Scope
Ere
calvt"rol
CIAO
Toothpaste
MouthwashMouthwash
Advanced FOrM1113

Fresh

Motor Oil

Lighter inum

tub

6.40z.$1 34

2401.
bottle

97c

$2
18

Pim uvula
pto
BIsmol
$139

Sorre
p
liii;

/11

ShampoO
$147

Atra
Blades
set
pkg $219
4 Way
Nasal Spray
$179

knt1/2em

88c

each

(=Om

General Pummel
ct. C or D Cob
or 1 ct.9 Volt

Minn I
EVIREAO rigREAP

Eveready
Batteries
WIN

choice
Assorted

kng
way•

tiny)

masa* sprav
b.-0ov
10 hr•tir fehel

59c

•=5:11

epss
Case
Stationery
$129
each

Mr.Coffee
Filters

,....79c
box
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Kroger Tomato

So
up
10/
3
4oz.can

5 lb. bag

Kroger

Assorted Flavors

Tomato
Sauce

• Country Club
Ice Milk

19c

Wisr
Bow

Wishbone

Luncheon Meat

Italian
Dre
ssing
16 oz btl

Hormel
Spa
m
1202.
can

$149

963

French's

Corn On The Cob

Green Giant
Nibblers

With Beans

Hormel
Chili

134c

Idaho Spuds

16 oz.
box

$429

12 oz.

floc

Kroger Dutch

Cocoa Mix

Short Crain

•

pkg.

Riceland
Rice
1 lb. bags

Kroger Hot or Iced

$109
uct
box

Tea Bags

1r

00

^4

Kroger Ute
24 oz
bt1

$459

oz.
Tomato Sauce 2 15MIS

89c

Pancake Syrup

1
For

Kroger
Assorted Kroger

Hamburger
Magic

Peanut Butter

IP'LXIFS

1101.
ar

sts
'
.I

Kraft

Grape Jelly

Big value

soi

Kroger Smooth or Crunchy

32 aL
Pr

Sandwich
Coo
kies
24 oz.
pkg.

umi

09

ID

Heavy Duty

Purex Detergent

72 oz. $029t,
box
dr•

Chef Boy-AR-Dee Pepperoni

Individually Wrapped Slices

Kroger Cream Style or
Whole Kernel

Kroger
Cheese Food

Yellow
Corn
2

17

Pizza Mix

ozbox

$1195
Kroger Cut or French Style

Mongol Real

$119(,

Bacon Bits
For Spaghetti Honest*

1707.
cans

Ragu Sauce

5202.
jar

$179

12 az
box

5159

i'l
, GREEN KO
-Th

Green
Beans
1602.

cans

Quaker

Halfsies Cereal

WEIGHT
WATCHERS

Weight WatCherS

Skim
Milk
1/2 gal. Ctn.

SPECIALS
Mayonnaise

$119

I Weight Watchers Dressing

Weight — Thousand
Wat
chers ?"
101'
& Isl
and
32 oz.jar
16
oz- Jar

$139!T9

White, Wheat or
Soft Lite Rye Bread

Weight
Wat
chers
16 oz.loaf

99c

00

Assorted Weight Watchers

Frozen
Tre
ats
6ct box

$129

Assorted Flavor Yogurt

Weight Watchers

Weight Watchers

Weight
Wat
chers
8oz.tubs

Cottage
Che
ese
12 oz.

Ice
Milk
1/2 gal.tin.

2$100

tub

4

99
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Kroger Announce
the Better Choice

ELBA 0111101 Grab Poi Intfiat Cud

Boneless

• Guaranteed
Flavor
• Guaranteed
Tender
• Guaranteed
Fresh

78

c

Brisket
asv
asitt
uSTaingai
Gr"IRTbsegsg
Roast k

•
•

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef

Chuck Shoulder

Pot Roast

$1110
B3.
Fad me

"1.11.16.A.tatite Grata rad as!

Cubed Steak

Ro

$4178

$278

PAMILY PM

lb.

•
(
U.S.DA Choice On*,fad
Beef•lloolliela

U.S.D.A. Choice Cr
iain
dPidie
llaef

Shou
Swiss Steak
$168 ROX
%4

lb

e1;;;;P
undcwed
c
Steak

Cost cutter Fatuity Pak Slab

siZarid
Picnics

Sliced Bacon
11 38

13111c

lb.

.
12
t.

i

slow

Toriisnur

Total Satisfaction Guarantee
Every cut of Kroger U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef you buy
at Kroger is guaranteed(TENDER, FLAVORFUL and FRESH)for
your total satisfaction. If you are not satisfied, Kroger will
replace your item or refund your purchase price.

$188

ull

cmpp.ii Meats

gri ila

al
'sage

lb

*,209

Sausgetc
Sausage
VAT

99c

;ice IN Eat liam

iserf ersissiiks

• 5259 Sliced Bacon

USDA Mice Gra Fid

CS DA Caoks Grail! Fed Beef

Beef
Short Ribs

$I49 Boneless
S.
Stew Beef

Bologna

lb-Leg-042mb..

Pork Loin

lb.

12et
pit

09) Juicy
Jumbos

•

Lean IN' Tasty

lifters

12
4

5158

Roasting Chicken

5138

slaty Takes BovastIcts If

sips)

12 a

5159

89c
ggt

Turkey Wings

lb

49c

*2,9
pkg 469

21 5 a
Sl4

"dv"seans Chili
lab Caton

Corn Dogs
ng AUsity FURS 111111 Pietist
Fry
....16ndi
.

$1

Chicken

Family pak
lb.

1

Knew BY TN MO Jambe
6lIcut.kKM

$169) All-fileat
Bologna

English
Roast
soti"d$1138

.79C
10oz
Pkg
tatsat*•

29

$229 Boston
Butt

Oted
Chilgi
e cram
in

Fox Deluxe
Pizzas

12 a

tscas lAsisCS-sho;

U

AN Varieties

$1.99

Frisk Pork Roast

(
Bryan Not Nam Flasks,
Bak Casesy or

$288

Lamb
Shoulder
$ 09

.5149 rimitle Sizzlers
12 es.
04 $139

Top Sirloin
Steak

U.S.D.A. Choice Sliced

s
o Sausage
& Biscuits '
/1207 5169 `P7rICreaks

Smoked

aew
st m16B

42
0•
;
subie
pcou
Laar
tilivic
Striits.

59c

,Not or Mild Coastry Styli

Owens
109) Sausage

69)

lb

'mover
Available only at'tom with
Deft/ Sakelies.
balm Foal Makes si Bekaa
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Cie& Fried
GPW- Pies

Potato
Salad

$1100

as Tasty
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99"
Olive Loaf i. $2
.
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Apples....sod

Broccon..::

Breast

Oom...$1.791
bait wrest saimescil

$399 Gags
a.

sato

5c

Mu Foil

Pole
Beaus

"NOt TO GO"
Preen 0%10
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Romaine
LOttliCe

Turnip
Greens

Purple
Eggplant

imp69
c

A9c
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Saw 30c on FrailIMMO

Apple Or
Peach Pie

$199,

Pimento Cheese

Sandwich

a aim
(10oz.sown
$199

Save $1.00 On
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• Selection includes Lady
Pepperell® and others
• Choose
from
large
selection of solids and
prints
ce

Heavy Weight Terry
and Velour

CANNON®
BATH
TOWELS

• 100% cotton
• Assorted
solids and
stripes

88

TWIN
Reg. 5.79
FULL
Reg. 7.29
FULL SETS
Reg. 14.99
QUEEN SETS
Reg. 19.99

Now 185
ONLY %II

NOW
ONLY
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LJA

1
CLASSIC

COMFORTERS
•'TWIN (66"x86")
• FULL (76"x86")
• Solids and prints
• Cotton/Polyester blend

• Avatia:,e 7 43 x04
and 48"x63• Permanen! press
• Machine wasnable
and dryabie
NOW
• Insulated
• Solids and prints ONLY

MACHINE WASHABLE!

• Ladies,

POLYESTER FIBERFILLED

FURNITURE
THROWS

TERRY
• Mildew
resistant
• Moth proof
• Non.
Allergenic

TABLECLOTHS
• Assorted sizes
and designs

DECORATOR

REG.
$
$10
NOW ONLY

SIZE
RANGE:
90"x60"
to
140"x70"

Choose
Juniors•
selectio
blends.
• colors

REG. $7-$17

5",.1275

4-PLACE SETTING

PLACE MATS
• Stain Resistant
• Aoourted decora
tion designs

yi

-

REG. 11.1111

REG. 12.99

• Machine washable

• White polyester fiberfilled

12 inc
• 25 sq
feet

••
ALL STYLES AND SIZES NOT A

VAILAB

•

1.

18-HOUR
RE5
NOW
PLAYTEX ,
TO 13.50 ONLY
CROSS YOUR HEART
66
it/EC
NOW
PLAYTEX
/TO 10.00 ONLY
FULL COMFORT/
$
REG.
NOW
LOVABLE ' '• ' TO
6.00
ONLY

.

LADIES' BELTED

FASHION
SLACKS
• Lathes'. Misses,
Juniors
• Choose from large
selection of fabric
J blends, styles and
colors

• Form fit tapes
• Keeps baby dry
-and comfortable

TS

lied

9
6
4

ALUMINUM

FOIL
8111- ydS-.-1
12 inches
• 25 square
feet

NORELCO

LIGHT BULBS
YOUR CHOICE
• 75014yerageHours
• Tested
Quality
• 60, 75 or 100
watt

$

BULBS
FOR

• 115-one ply towels
• Soft-Absorbent

YOUR
CHOICE

$2
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• MFP Flouride
• Brightens &
Whitens Teeth

QUICK DRY ROLL-ON

GENTLE TOUCH °

BAN
DEODORANT

BATH SOAP

• All day protection against odor
*Anti-perspirant

• Bath bar with baby oil

4/
1
4 oz.
PACK
OF

1.5 oz.

I SOPIPPY
Al CORM

ISOPROPY
Al COMM

ISOPROPYL
At CONDI

GILLETTE "

16 OUNCE

GILLETTE " GOOD NEWS °

CRICKET LIGHTER

UNICURE

ISOPROPYL
ALCOHOL

RAZORS
• Microsmooth' twin blades
• Closer, more comfortable shaves

SHAMPOO or
CONDITIONER
• Enriched with
Vitimans A. 0, & E
for all types of hair

YOUR
16 oz. CHOICE

PACK
OF

FINAL TOUCH'

FAVOR'LEMON

RENUZIT'

FABRIC
SOFTENER

FURNITURE
POLISH

AIR FRESHENER

PINE OIL CLEANER

• Herbal fragrance • For cleanerfresher air • 7 502 • Adjustable

• Cleans, deodorizes, cuts grease
• 28 oz

• Softens and
whitens

• BENTON, KY
Benton ftepping Plaza
• CADIZ, KY
Gateway Shopping Center
• CENTRAL crry, KY
218 South 2,4

•

• Resists smears
and fingerprints

2

FOR

1

• FULTON, KY
• MARION, KY
• OWENSBORO, KY
Jackson Finultase Parkway
Wifiway 60 North Darbin Plaza
1260 carter Road
• HOPKINSVELE, KY
• MAYFIELD, KY
• OWENSBORO, KY
Indian Hills SIC
Paris Road at Highway 121
Wyndall's Shopping Center
• MURRAY, KY
• PRINCETON, KY
Olympic Plaza
105 W.Court Square

